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There are excellent guidelines for clinicians to manage venous diseases but few reviews to assess their hemodynamic background. Hemodynamic concepts that evolved in the past have largely remained unchallenged in recent decades, perhaps due to their often complicated nature and
in part due to emergence of new diagnostic techniques. Duplex ultrasound scanning and other imaging techniques which evolved in the latter
part of the 20th century have dominated investigation. They have greatly improved our understanding of the anatomical patterns of venous reflux
and obstruction. However, they do not provide the physiological basis for understanding the hemodynamics of flow, pressure, compliance and
resistance. Hemodynamic investigations appear to provide a better correlation with post-treatment clinical outcome and quality of life than ultrasound findings. There is a far better prospect for understanding the complete picture of the patient’s disability and response to management by
combining ultrasound with hemodynamic studies. Accordingly, at the instigation of Dr Angelo Scuderi, the Union Internationale de Phlebologie
(UIP) executive board commissioned a large number of experts to assess all aspects of management for venous disease by evidence-based principles. These included experts from various member societies including the European Venous Forum (EVF), American Venous Forum (AVF),
American College of Phlebology (ACP) and Cardiovascular Disease Educational and Research Trust (CDERT). Their aim was to confirm or
dispel long-held hemodynamic principles and to provide a comprehensive review of venous hemodynamic concepts underlying the pathophysiology of lower limb venous disorders, their usefulness for investigating patients and the relevant hemodynamic changes associated with various
forms of treatment. Chapter 1 is devoted to basic hemodynamic concepts and normal venous physiology. Chapter 2 presents the mechanism
and magnitude of hemodynamic changes in acute deep vein thrombosis indicating their pathophysiological and clinical significance. Chapter 3
describes the hemodynamic changes that occur in different classes of chronic venous disease and their relation to the anatomic extent of disease
in the macrocirculation and microcirculation. The next four chapters (Chapters 4-7) describe the hemodynamic changes resulting from treatment
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by compression using different materials, intermittent compression devices, pharmacological agents and finally surgical or endovenous ablation.
Chapter 8 discusses the unique hemodynamic features associated with alternative treatment techniques used by the CHIVA and ASVAL. Chapter 9
describes the hemodynamic effects following treatment to relieve pelvic reflux and obstruction. Finally, Chapter 10 demonstrates that contrary to
general belief there is a moderate to good correlation between certain hemodynamic measurements and clinical severity of chronic venous disease.
The authors believe that this document will be a timely asset to both clinicians and researchers alike. It is directed towards surgeons and physicians
who are anxious to incorporate the conclusions of research into their daily practice. It is also directed to postgraduate trainees, vascular technologists and bioengineers, particularly to help them understand the hemodynamic background to pathophysiology, investigations and treatment of
patients with venous disorders. Hopefully it will be a platform for those who would like to embark on new research in the field of venous disease.
(Cite this article as: Lee BB, Nicolaides AN, Myers K, Meissner M, Kalodiki E, Allegra C et al. Venous Hemodynamic Changes in Lower Limb Venous
Disease: the UIP Consensus According to Scientific Evidence. Int Angiol 2016;35:236-352)
Key words: Venous hemodynamics - Venous disease - Venous hemodynamic changes after treatment - Association between venous clinical severity and hemodynamic abnormalities - Venous macrocirculation - Venous microcirculation.
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FOREWORD

The UIP consensus document on venous hemodynamics represents the great effort of Prof. BB Lee and his collaborators over the
past four years.
At the time I took over the UIP presidency, I was challenged
by a group of colleagues to establish official documents on new
aspects of modern Phlebology particularly in some rapidly developing areas with sparse publications that were polemic, short on
evidence or controversial. The idea to produce a consensus document on “Venous Hemodynamics” came with the promise to fill
out a major gap in our knowledge.
With the advent of new imaging technologies, especially ultrasound, our understanding of anatomical distribution of reflux and
obstruction improved and ultrasound provided a new dimension
in the hands on the experienced Phlebologist. However, our understanding of venous pathophysiology based on venous hemodynamic changes has suffered.
I knew that the task to coordinate such an important project
should be given to someone special who is experienced in the publication of scientific articles and well known in all continents, with
abundant scientific knowledge, great work capacity and methodic
approach. So I thought about an Asian who had settled in the US
working as a university Professor, who had already published a few
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UIP Consensus documents and was very well connected with the
main European experts on hemodynamics. Prof. BB Lee accepted
the challenge and confronted the huge task ahead requesting collaboration with three distinguished Professors: Prof. Andrew Nicolaides, Prof. Mark Meissner and Prof. Ken Myers.
This document is now concluded and published. As it will be
confirmed in the following pages, there are various and important
topics that did not reach unanimous opinions. Likewise, several
topics do not show enough evidence in quantity nor quality to
achieve universal approval. Certainly, the principles and conclusions of this work shall be reviewed and added to in the future.
I want to thank all the distinguished colleagues who collaborated
with this grandiose work. I express my gratitude to the editors Prof.
Mark Meissner, Prof. Ken Myers and Prof. Andrew Nicolaides for
their time and effort. And to Prof. BB Lee a special thanks for his
dedication and accomplishment of the task.
I would like to point out that the documents produced under the
auspices of UIP during my presidency did not receive commercial
support of any kind and is therefore free from any conflict of interest. Thank you all and enjoy your reading!
Dr. Angelo Scuderi
President of UIP (2011-2015)
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CHAPTER 1
Basic concepts for venous hemodynamics
and physiology of venous flow

between points 1 (upstream) and 2 (downstream) that
lie on the stream line provides the energy per unit volume (E/V) given by the Bernoulli equation
E/V=p + ρgh + (1/2)ρv2

Introduction

(Eq 1.3).

Thus, E/V is the sum of the three terms: p which
is the Static Pressure that increases as flow velocity
slows and relates to part of the dynamic energy being
stored and converted into Potential Energy according to
the Law of Conservation of Energy, ρgh is the hydrostatic pressure as described above and (1/2)ρv² is the
Dynamic Pressure that arises from fluid motion which
relates to the Kinetic Energy. The equation is very useful owing to its simplicity and its great insight into the
balance between pressure, velocity and elevation.
The hydrostatic pressure which is zero at atmospheric pressure is not influenced by the flow velocity v although it is the most variable component of pressure
in the venous system. It varies with the height of the
blood column, particularly in the lower limbs where
the pressure at the ankle changes from a negative value
with the legs elevated to around 10 mmHg lying horizontally and around 90 mmHg in the stationary upright
position, enough pressure to “lift” a column of blood
120 cm from the ankle to the right atrium (90*1.327
from Eq 1.2). Muscular activity such as moving, walking or running reduces it from 90 mmHg down to 30
mmHg in the upright position in a normal circulation
due to competent venous valves that fractionate the
pressure column during muscular contraction (systole)
and relaxation (diastole). With venous disease, venous
insufficiency predominantly occurs below the knee as
excessive hydrostatic pressure cannot be reduced in the
upright position because of valvular incompetence or
outflow obstruction. The normal function of the valves
is called Dynamic Fractioning of the hydrostatic
pressure.
The pressure exerted by the fluid against the wall
of the conduits is called Lateral Pressure or Parietal
Pressure.
Recalling the Bernoulli Equation, pressure p can be
defined also as the variation of energy per unit volume
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Lower limb veins act as passive conduits for blood
flow and as a reservoir with variable capacity, both under neuromuscular control. They are tubes with valves
that are part of a peripheral pump for blood flow activated by muscle contractions. Veins are collapsible and
flow is affected by gravity and muscular contractions so
that venous flow patterns are more complex than those
in arteries. Venous flow is intermittent, varying from
high velocity to no flow.
The aim of this chapter is to present several basic hemodynamic concepts that explain venous physiology in
normal lower limbs.
Hydrostatic pressure (gravitational pressure)

The hydrostatic pressure at any point results from the
weight of the column of blood from the level of the heart
above the point, and varies according to the body’s position. The difference in hydrostatic pressure between any
two points in a continuous column of fluid is given by
ΔP=- ρgΔh

(Eq 1.1)

where ΔP is the pressure difference in Pa (N/m2), ρ is
the blood density in kg/m3, g is the acceleration due
to gravity (9.8 m/s2) and Δh is the difference in height
in m. Conversion to mmHg is made using the relationship
1mmHg=ρgh=13600 x 9.8 x 0.001=
133 Pa=1.327 cm blood
(Eq 1.2).
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Fluid energy
It is emphasized that the force that drives flow between two points is not the difference in pressure but
the total fluid energy. This is why in a static column of
fluid, there is no flow from the bottom of the column
where the hydrostatic pressure is high to the top where
the hydrostatic pressure is low.
Given a constant density and no friction, steady flow
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p=ΔE/ ΔV

(Eq 1.4)

so that pΔV is work related to expansion under the effect of p and stored in the dilated walls. If ΔV is nega-
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when at rest.1 For example, the decrease in hydraulic
pressure along the great saphenous vein for a subject
in the horizontal position is 0.5 mmHg per 10 cm distance.2, 3 The decrease can be less in the standing position at rest, whereas the pressure increases in the great
saphenous vein by 1-2 mmHg over the resting level4
while standing still after exercise, which stimulates arteriolar vasodilatation.2, 3

Volume (mL)
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Pressure-volume relationship

^ = (p -p )
P
int e

Figure 1.1.—The static pressure volume relationship (Katz, 1969).

tive, then work is a volume contraction under the effect
of previously stored energy in the wall at pressure p.
Measurement of venous pressure

Venous pressure can be measured invasively by inserting a catheter in a vein and connecting it by an infusion set to a fluid manometer (measurement in cm H2O)
or to an electro-manometer (measurement in mmHg), (1
mmHg= 1.36 cm H2O). A zero pressure at atmospheric
pressure must be defined. The measured variable is the
difference of pressure Δp between the point examined
in the vein and the zero level.
Hydraulic pressure
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This is the pressure provided by contractions of the
left ventricle via the arteries through the capillaries supplying “vis-a-tergo” (i.e. pushing force acting from behind) which drives the venous return. In any vein, the
hydraulic pressure is the difference between the actual
venous pressure and the hydrostatic pressure. Flow
times resistance equals vis-a-tergo.
Because veins have many communications and a low
resistance to flow, the actual venous pressure is identical in all veins in the same horizontal plane of a limb

Vol. 35 - No. 3

the behaviour of a vein depends on the structure of
the three layers in the wall. In diseased veins, the venous structure changes, while an abnormal blood content such as thrombus can add an internal layer both
causing more complex mechanical responses.
Volume and pressure in veins can change under
different conditions. The venous volume depends on
the transmural pressure, active tone of the muscular
media layer and passive compliance of the adventitial layer. Especially large veins have a high passive
compliance and variable venous tone, and can store
blood with a low variation of transmural pressure.
Together, these capacitance vessels can store 60-70%
of the blood volume. This is called the “reservoir effect” of the venous system. By increasing the tone
of the venous wall this blood can be mobilized when
needed.
In a collapsed vein with an elliptical cross- stion, the
first part of the pressure-volume curve represents little
actual stretch of the vein wall. In the initial 0-8 mmHg
part of the curve, very small increments in transmural
pressure produce large changes in venous volume. As
the pressure increases, the venous cross- stion becomes
circular and further increase in volume is achieved by
stretching the wall itself. Thus, in the latter part of the
curve, large changes in pressure are associated with
small changes in volume. A typical pressure volume
curve is shown in Figure 1.1.
In some studies, volume is reported as an absolute
value starting from the unloaded volume V0. However,
in order to allow a better comparison, relative volume
variation ΔV/V0 can be plotted against pressure so that
the plot inter sts the Y-axis at the 0 value (ΔV=0 when
the transmural pressure is 0). The slope of a tangent
at any point on the curve is the compliance C. As the
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Figure 1.2.—Simultaneous measurements of pressure and volume with
proximal occlusion. (SPG=strain gange plethysmograph).6

curve changes the slope at different pressure values, the
compliance also changes.5
Given the curve for percentage volume variation
against pressure, the dimension of C is the inverse of
pressure, i.e. [P]-1 or [L]2 [F]-1 (mmHg-1). In contrast,
using the ordinary curve for volume against pressure,
the compliance has a more complex dimension ([L]5
[F]-1).
Measurement of venous compliance

Measurements can be performed on veins in-vivo or
on excised venous segments in an in-vitro laboratory
environment. Measurements in-vitro should theoretically be greater than measurements in-vivo as in-vitro
veins lack the supportive effect of surrounding tissues
and muscular tone in the wall.
ΔV/V0 pt curves require knowledge of the transmural pressure pt. This is an important point, as the external pressure pe in tissue/surrounding structures is
generally unknown or not easily estimated. Using the
intravenous pressure pi instead of pt can be a useful
approximation when pi >> pe, so that pt ~ pi. On the
contrary, when the external pressure pe ~ pi, the approximation leads to unpredictable results.
The ΔV/V0 pt curve starts at the (0,0) point, that
is % volume variation is null for a null pt. In practice,
volume is equivalent to the starting volume V0 at rest
when pt=0. However, nothing can be derived about the
value of V0. It could be that V0 is increased, as generally happens in limbs with varicose veins, so that there
is generally an increased V0 and a stiffer less distensible compliance curve. In practice, varicose veins are
dilated at rest and further dilation is smaller than in
a normal vein.5
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Figure 1.3.—Calculation of the elastic modulus K from the pressurevolume relationship. (P=pressure, V=volume, Vo=initial volume).7

Calculation of elastic modulus from
the pressure-volume relationship

An in vivo pressure-volume relationship curve is initially plotted by obtaining pressure and volume changes simultaneously following inflation of a thigh cuff
(Figure 1.2). The leg is elevated so that the veins are
empty prior to cuff inflation, pressure is recorded by direct measurements from a vein in the foot and volume
changes are recorded by a plethysmographic technique
such as strain-gauge plethysmography. A typical pressure volume curve is shown in Figure 1.3. The elastic
modulus K is given by the equation
K=ΔP/ (ΔV/V0)

(Eq 1.5).

K can be converted from mmHg to SI units of Nm-2
using a standard conversion factor of 133.3. Since the
objective is to measure the elasticity of the veins during stretching, the change in pressure (ΔP) and corresponding change in volume (ΔV) are obtained in the
linear high pressure part of the pressure-volume curve
(Figure 1.3). As indicated above, at low pressures during the initial filling of the vein there is a change in volume without any stretching of the wall, while changes
in volume at high pressures are associated with stretching. The theoretical volume V0 where stretching starts is
obtained at the point where the extrapolated tangents of
the curve for the initial filling phase without stretching
and the final phase with stretching inter st (Figure 1.3).
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mum diameter equal to half of the normal radius has
about 10 times the resistance of the inflated circular lumen. The ability of a vein wall to stretch to increase its
circumference once it becomes circular to increase its
circumference reduces the resistance even further. The
result of varying shape and diameter is that veins can
accommodate wide ranges of flow with minimal changes in the pressure gradient. The onset of turbulence for
high flow rates occurs at Reynolds numbers above 2000
for both tubular and slit like conduits computed with the
smallest dimension. Using a kinematic viscosity of 0.03
cm2/s for blood, flow is limited to

Figure 1.4.—Model for studying flow through a horizontal collapsible
tube.7

Using this method, the mean elastic modulus K has been
found to be 13.6 (range 2.04-90.6) in 23 normal limbs,
1.13 (range 0.45-2.83) in 36 limbs with varicose veins
and 1.26 (range 0.64-2.49) in 20 limbs with reflux in the
deep veins.6 Ideally, the elastic modulus should be calculated by using the vein wall thickness, particularly as
patients with chronic venous disease have a thicker vein
wall. As the vein wall is anisotropic material, the elastic
modulus should be estimated by correcting the equation
with the Poisson’s ratio.
Flow through collapsible tubes

The ability of veins to collapse at low transmural
pressure and to vary their cross- stional area from an
ellipse to a circle with increasing pressure has been described above (see Figure. 1.1). According to the Poiseuille equation for laminar flow in a circular tube, resistance R is
ΔP / Q=R=(8ηL) / (πr4)
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(Eq 1.6)

indicating that for a constant length L of a vessel, resistance is inversely proportional to the fourth power of
the radius. Resistance also increases as the vessel collapses to an elliptical shape even although the perimeter
remains the same.
ΔP / Q=R=(12ηL) / (πrh3) h<<r (Eq 1.7)
where r is the original vessel radius and h is the height of
the residual lumen slit. A collapsed vein with the mini-
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Qmax=50 cm2/s * D

(Eq 1.8)

before the onset of turbulence causes extreme flow resistance. Thus, for a normal average vein flow rate of
25 cm3/s, a conduit diameter of 0.5 cm is required. For
arteries, with triple the volume flow rate only in systole,
a conduit of 1.5 cm is required. A collapsed vein with a
0.2 cm slit conduit allows flow of 10 cm3/s before the
onset of turbulence marked by thrill or bruit. Collapse
occurs in two conditions: 1) when the limb is elevated
above the CVP point, 2) when surrounding tissue is
pressurized a) in a compartment by muscle contraction
or b) by compression applied through the skin.
Extravascular intrathoracic pressure which is lower
than atmospheric pressure or intra-abdominal pressure which is higher than atmospheric pressure have a
profound effect on venous flow and alter the pressureflow relationship. These alterations have been studied
by constructing various models such as the Holt model shown in Figure 1.4.7 This consists of a reservoir
from which fluid passes through a rigid tube, then to
a collapsible tube and back to a rigid tube. The collapsible tube is within a chamber in which pressures
can be varied while pressures at P1 and P2 can be
regulated by varying the height of the reservoir or the
outlet tube.
In this model P1 is constant and higher than P2 and
initially the pressure in the chamber (Pe) is atmospheric.
Provided pressure P2 is higher than Pe, the collapsible
tube within the chamber will be distended and flow will
be proportional to the pressure gradient P1-P2. When
P2 decreases below Pe, the collapsible tube begins to
collapse at the downstream end of the chamber and
eventually flow ceases. The remainder of the tube re-
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Finally, valve closure converts peripheral muscular
pump energy to gravitational energy when diastolic
valve closure allows the blood volume propelled during
systole to store its geometrical quota to favor venous
return. Therefore, valve function cannot be dissociated
from the muscle pump and the term valve-muscular
pump is a meaningful descriptive term.
Valve opening
Valves are opened by antegrade flow induced by a
pressure gradient oriented in the same direction as the
leaflets, both at rest and in the systolic phase of muscle
contraction. Valve opening is never total because it is
hampered by the triangular thickening produced by the
annulus so that flow at the valve is reduced and velocity is increased in accordance with Bernouilli’s law.
Accordingly, the lateral pressure spreading the leaflets
decreases as blood velocity increases.13 In addition,
the high velocity during systolic flow can form jets responsible for turbulences exceeding Reynolds number
as flow enters valve sinuses bringing the leaflets even
closer. Therefore, the opening width of leaflets and their
vibrating free edges result from the difference between
these forces.14 These turbulences wash out the tendency
for stasis at the valve sinus that could lead to adherent
leucocytes, platelets and coagulation factors.13
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mains open and circular. Now, if the inlet pressure is increased the collapsible tube becomes further distended
and flow is resumed. Under these circumstances flow is
linearly related to P1-Pe, whatever the value of P2 (in
a waterfall Pe substitutes P2). This model explains why
flow in the femoral veins decreases as intra-abdominal
pressure increases, for example during inspiration and
with the Valsalva manoeuver.
Downward flow in an inclined or vertical collapsible
tube causes the tube to collapse throughout its length.7
In this situation, there is no transmural pressure gradient between two points along the tube and fluid behaves
as if it were in free fall. When the fluid reaches a point
where there is a circular cross- stion because the veins
have filled, then a pressure gradient will develop. This is
the case when reflux occurs in varicose veins on standing immediately after the veins have been emptied by
leg elevation.
Venous valves and their function

venous valves in the lower limbs are located inside
almost all superficial and deep veins and inside most
perforating veins. They become more numerous the
further the vein is from the central circulation and they
are often absent in the iliac veins or inferior vena cava.
They are usually bicuspid and the orientation of valve
leaflets results in cardio-petal flow.8
In most perforating veins, leaflets are oriented towards the deep venous system while in some the valves
are missing.9 Valves in each perforating vein are usually
located below the fascia and their number varies from
one to three.
Normal valve function consists of water-tight closure
against a retrograde pressure gradient opposite to the
direction of the leaflets. Valves remain passively open
when the pressure gradient is antegrade in the same direction as the leaflets. Thus, valves are responsible for
unidirectional flow to ensure unidirectional emptying of
venous compartments, a physiologic draining hierarchy
of superficial to deep flow10 irrespective of posture or
the intra-abdominal or intrathoracic pressures.11
Valve closure also produces a dynamic fractioning
of the gravitational hydrostatic pressure12 which allows
correct function of the peripheral muscle pumps, diastolic physiological draining flow and reduction of the
pressure strain from the venous wall (see below).
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Valve closure

Being not totally open,13, 14 a valve is quickly closed
by flow reversal and a reverse trans-valve pressure gradient, rather like a draft slams a semi-open door. This
closure gradient is active both at rest and during muscular contraction, closing distal valves during the systolic
phase and proximal valves in the diastolic phase.
When standing still, the hydrostatic pressure developed by potential gravitational energy is always present and vis a tergo is then the main hydraulic pressure
that drives blood towards the heart. In this position, all
valves are open and dilated due to the hydrostatic pressure so that blood velocity is low, often less than 1cm/s.
Blood flow often stops at peak inspiration as the hydraulic pressure gradient is reversed due to increased
intra-abdominal pressure.15
During movement, the valvo-muscular pump adds its
effects on flow and pressure gradient and thus on valve
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hydrostatic pressure, which can be demonstrated by a
decrease in plethysmographic volume19 and pressure.2
Effect of flow profile on valve closure
There is some controversy about the relative contribution for valve closure between the Bernoulli pressure
reduction20 and changes in pressure gradient14. Often,
veins are long and straight and flow duration is sufficient to achieve a temporary steady state parabolic
laminar flow. When such parabolic flow is subject to
a reversal of pressure gradient, resulting deceleration
is uniform across the cross stion so that slow marginal
velocities are reversed before higher central velocities
(Figure. 1.5). When reversed marginal velocities impinge on valve leaflets, they push the leaflets centrally
into the stream to bring their edges into apposition, sealing the valve. However, if the cross- stional diameter
of the valve ring exceeds the sum of the leaflet widths,
their edges cannot appose and a high velocity jet forms
in the remaining orifice (Figure 1.6). The resulting reduced pressure from Bernoulli’s equation can then reduce the cross- stional diameter, now bringing the valve
leaflets into apposition. Thus, the leaflets and the ring
operate together to enhance valve function.
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Figure 1.5.—Deceleration Valve Closure. Upper: Steps of flow reversal
in a tube from forward parabolic flow to reverse parabolic flow when
the pressure gradient is reversed. Lower: Early marginal reverse flow
causes valve leaflets to coapt.

behavior. Systolic retrograde flow and pressure closes
the distal antegrade oriented valves, and blood is aspirated during diastole by the muscle pump in proportion
to the muscle diastole relaxation volume/energy, so reversing the pressure gradient to close proximal competent valves and open distal valves.
Complete valve closure occurs when the pressure gradient is applied for longer than the normal closure time
for valve leaflets. This normal closure time results in a
brief physiological reflux as pressure against the sinus
brings the leaflets together, assisted by the reduced lateral pressure against their lumen side to reduce luminal
velocity according to Bernoulli equation.14 Therefore,
the valve closure time depends both on valve characteristics and the nature of the pressure gradient.
The first valve to close is the distal most closest to the
pump during systole 16 and proximal during diastole, referred to as dynamic fractioning of the gravitational hydrostatic pressure.12 For example, calf pump diastole does
not decrease proximal pressure at the common femoral
valve but distal at the popliteal valve17, 18 while popliteal
valve incompetence would decrease the pressure below
a competent femoral valve. Another example is the centrifugal pressure gradient of the thoraco-abdominal pump
that first closes the proximal ilio-femoral valve. Therefore, topography of the valves and their distance from the
pump favors diastolic closure of some valves.
The greater the inter-valve capacitance, the more
valves will close, reducing muscular pump preload
from the residual inter-valve volume, so as to amplify
the efficacy of dynamic fractioning of the gravitational
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Neurogenic factors affecting valve closure

Variation in transmural pressure triggers intrinsic and
extrinsic sympathetic responses affecting wall tone including the valve annulus, and this affects valve closure.
Increased noradrenaline concentration perfusing the venous wall through the vasa venora causes modulation of
extrinsic sympathetic tone which resets the mechanism of
valve closure.13, 21 This may explain anecdotal observations that reflux indicating incompetent valves detected by
duplex ultrasound examination are sometimes abolished
if the patient is re-examined in a cold room. Similarly, this
negative feedback mechanism could be responsible for
primary valve incompetence in warm surroundings.
Effect of posture and exercise
When a person moves from the horizontal to the standing position, the hydrostatic pressure increases equally in
both arteries and veins of the foot by 80-90 mmHg, depending on the distance of the foot from the right atrium.
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Because the arteriovenous pressure gradient remains the
same, arterial flow in a normal limb is not affected. However, flow in the veins is temporarily reduced until they
become fully distended with increased venous volume.
When pressure in the veins is increased by 40 mmHg or
more, a veno-arteriolar reflex is elicited producing arteriolar vasoconstriction22-24 which together with the decreased flow results in a protective mechanism to minimize edema formation.
If the subject is not supporting himself, small muscle contractions activate muscle pumps propelling
blood cephalad and emptying veins to some extent.
Exercise (walking, running or tiptoeing) is very effective in emptying veins with marked reduction in
hydrostatic pressure. Intramuscular pressures in the
gastrocnemius and soleus muscles increase from 9-15
mmHg when they are relaxed to 215-250 mmHg during contraction.16 In normal individuals, tiptoeing
causes the pressure in the foot to reduce from 80-90
mmHg to 25 mmHg. As a result, the pressure gradient from arterioles to venules is increased allowing the
high blood flow required by the muscles and increased
blood supply to the right atrium required to maintain
an increased cardiac output.
Effect of exercise on venous pressure

Early experiments demonstrated that during walking the mean venous pressure is decreased in a normal limb by approximately 60 mmHg after 3-12
steps reaching a steady state which is approximately
22 mmHg at 1.7 miles per hour (40 steps per minute).25 There is very little further decrease in pressure at higher speeds. However, below this speed the
decrease in pressure (steady state) is proportional to
the walking speed.26, 27 At the end of exercise, the
pressure returns to the resting level within 30 sonds.
Figure 2.7 shows a typical recording of venous pressure in a dorsal vein in the foot during standard tiptoe movements (L/s) in a patient with varicose veins,
saphenofemoral incompetence and competent valves
in the deep veins. In this case, the exercise was repeated after inflating a 10 cm wide pneumatic cuff
just below the knee to occlude the superficial veins.28
By abolishing venous reflux, the pressure recording
became completely normal.
If the loge of the mean venous pressure after each
step is plotted against time it produces a straight line
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Figure 1.6.—Muscular valve closure. Venous valves are orientated so
that the major axis of the orifice is oriented parallel to the skin. As the
valve ring is compressed, the major axis expands increasing the major
diameter “M” to the length of the leaflet edges “l” drawing the leaflets
to apposition, closing the valve by muscular action.

indicating that the decrease in pressure is an exponential curve produced by a constant pressure reduction
fraction.29 At the beginning of the exercise, the volume of blood expelled is much more than the inflow
per step (blood entering the veins via the microvascular bed). However, the expelled volume decreases
with each step reaching a steady state in hydrostatic
pressure when the volume expelled per step equals the
volume inflow (see below).
In the example shown in Figure 1.7 when reflux in
the great saphenous vein was eliminated by the cuff
below the knee, the steady state was at a pressure of
25 mmHg. In the first part of the experiment when reflux in the great saphenous vein was not abolished, the
steady state was at pressure of 55 mmHg. At this point,
the inflow per step was high consisting of blood inflow
through the microvascular bed as well as reflux down
the great saphenous vein.
Effect of exercise on venous volume
The effect of exercise on volume changes have been
studied in the past by foot volumetry 30 and strain gauge
plethysmography.31 More recently, air plethysmography has
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Figure 1.7.—Recording of ambulatory venous pressure at rest and during ten tiptoe movements in a patient with varicose veins and saphenofemoral incompetence. The first recording was without and the sond
with a below knee cuff which occluded the great and small saphenous
veins normalizing the ambulatory venous pressure (P) and the refilling
time (90% RT).

Figure 1.8.—Diagrammatic representation of typical recording of venous volume changes during standard sequence of postural changes and
exercise. (a) Patient in supine position with leg elevated 45 degrees;
(b) patient standing with weight on non-examined leg; (c) single tiptoe
movement; (d) ten tiptoe movements; (e) return to resting standing position as b. VV=venous volume; VFT=venous filling time; VFI=venous
filling index; EV=ejected volume; EF=ejection fraction; RV=residual
venous volume; RVF=Residual venous fraction.32

provided volume changes in the whole leg so that venous
volume, ejected volume and residual venous volume can be
measured in mL, reflux in mL/s, with ejection fraction and
residual venous fraction as derived measurements.32
Figure 1.8 shows the volume changes in the leg as a result of several maneuvers. Initially the subject is in the horizontal position with the leg elevated (a) to empty the veins
and obtain a baseline. On standing (b) the volume increases
to a new plateau. The increase in volume represents the venous volume (VV) which is 100-150 mL in normal limbs.
The venous filling index (VFI) is defined as the ratio of
90% of the VV divided by the time taken to achieve 90%
of filling (VFI=90%VV/VFT90) and is expressed in mL/s.
In normal limbs VFI is 1- 2 mL/s being the inflow from the
microvascular bed.33 By asking the subject to do one tiptoe
movement (c) one can measure the ejected volume (EV)
which is 65-130 mL depending on the size of the calf, and
ejection fraction (EF=(EV/VV) x 100). The range of EF in
normal limbs is 65-90%. By asking the subject to perform
10 tiptoe movements one can measure the residual volume
(RV) and calculate the residual volume fraction (RVF=
(RV/VV) x 100) (Figure 1.8). The RVF in normal limbs is
5-30% and is proportional to the ambulatory venous pressure after 10 tiptoe movements.34

sure by direct puncture of a vein on the dorsum of the foot.
Inflow curves are obtained by inflating a proximal thigh
cuff to 80 mmHg. After a plateau is reached, the thigh cuff
is suddenly released and the outflow curve is recorded.
Flow Q can be calculated at any point on the volume outflow curve from the tangent at that point. The resistance
R is calculated by dividing the corresponding pressure P
from the pressure outflow curve by the flow Q (R=P/Q).
The units are mmHg/mL/min. By calculating R at several
points along the outflow curve and plotting them against
pressure, it is possible to demonstrate how resistance
changes with different pressures, which determine the
cross- stional area of the vein. Figure 1.10 shows two such
plots, one from a patient with outflow obstruction (A) and
the other from a normal limb (B). It can be seen that the
resistance-pressure relationship is not linear. Resistance is
low at high pressure when the veins and collateral channels are distended. As the pressure decreases, the vein wall
becomes less stretched and eventually collapses reducing
the cross- stional area so that the resistance increases.35

Venous capacitance and resistance

Factors promoting venous flow

Figure 1.9 shows inflow and outflow curves for calf volume and pressure obtained simultaneously.35, 36 Volume
changes are obtained using air-plethysmography and pres-

The forces that promote cephalad venous flow are
generated by the vis a tergo, muscular pumps (foot, calf
and thigh pumps) and thoraco-abdominal pump.
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Figure 1.9.—Pressure and volume venous occlusion inflow and outflow
curves. Pressure is recorded with a needle in a foot vein and volume
with the air plethysmograph.

Vis a tergo

Vis a tergo is a Latin term which literally means force
acting from the rear. It corresponds to the residual pressure coming from the capillary bed as a result of left ventricular contractions. In the absence of the muscle pumps,
this pressure can approach the value of arterial pressure.
In supine subjects at rest, thigh-cuff pressures of at least
80 mmHg are required to occlude venous return.37
The foot pump

During walking, the plantar plexus is able to overcome
the pressure of the column of blood within the deep venous system of the calf.16, 38 The foot pump is activated
during walking by compression of the lateral plantar
veins whose middle portion is dilated acting like a reservoir,39 due to body weight and contraction of the plantar
muscles. Every step squeezes a small volume of 20-30
mL,40 but the pumping mechanism is very effective.
During walking, the foot is in contact with the
ground for 60% of the time and remains off the ground
40%.41 The foot architecture is such that the weightbearing takes place almost entirely on the ball of the
toes, the heel and the lateral part of the plantar surface of the foot. The medial part remains pressure free.
Thus, the plantar veins, which are located here, are
protected from direct compression except in subjects
with flat feet.41
During normal walking, the three vein-pumping
systems (foot, calf and thigh) compress in sequence to
promote blood venous return. Even moderate muscular movements of the legs in the seated position may
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Figure 1.10.—Resistance plotted against pressure for a limb with outflow obstruction (A) and a normal limb (B).

activate the pumping mechanism and thus significantly
reduce distal mean vein pressure.42
Although synchronized with the calf pumps, the outflow from the foot plexus is independent of proximal
calf muscle contraction. This is possible because the
proximal calf pump and foot pump work “in parallel”
voiding their volumes separately into the main duct
(popliteal vein) and not “in series”.
Video-phlebography38 has demonstrated that the preferential outflow for the foot pump is the posterior tibial
vein which is in its direct continuity; the peroneal, anterior
tibial and saphenous veins are alternative outflow paths.
Mechanical compression of the plantar venous plexus
produced a mean peak-velocity of 123±71 cm/s in the
posterior tibial veins, 29±26 cm/s in the peroneal veins,
and 24±14 cm/s in the anterior tibial veins.43
The proximal muscle pumps
the most active pump in the limb results from soleal and gastrocnemius muscle contractions, for they
are rich in venous sinuses that are strongly squeezed
during the impulse phase of the step when pressure
exceeds 200 mmHg and calf blood volume decreases
by 80%.44
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In more detail, during passive or active dorsiflexion
of the ankle, the bulk of the calf muscles descend within
the fascia sheath to expel blood from the distal veins
like a piston. This gives space to blood coming from the
foot pump due to weight bearing that will feed in preference to the posterior tibial veins. These two systems are
“in series”. The foot pump finds low resistance when
expelling blood to the deep veins (a favourable gradient), whereas the proximal pump is very strong so that
it can empty a high although variable volume of blood
to the popliteal vein, even in the absence of a favourable gradient. It works “in parallel” with the more distal
complex.
The distal leg pump may become insufficient, i.e.,
unable to void the blood volume coming from the perforating veins during diastole because of a reflux or
functional overflow (excess of volume) or an organic
or functional obstruction (excess of pressure). In this
instance, the foot pump will redirect blood through alternative sites to the saphenous veins (marginal veins at
foot level) through the foot perforating veins which are
normally valveless.
Many of the records made by Pegum and Fegan47 by
cannulating deep and superficial veins through an incision at the first interosseous space show that when the
pressure in the deep veins rose to exceed the superficial
pressure, the superficial pressure then began to also rise
but to a lesser extent. This suggests that pressure in the
deep veins of the sole was being transmitted to superficial veins (dorsal venous arch) by perforating veins
along a pressure gradient.
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Simultaneous pressure measurements in the posterior
tibial and great saphenous veins in healthy people were
performed by Arnoldi.45 When the calf muscles contracted, the pressure rose in all veins of the lower limb
and the increase was three times greater in muscular
than in superficial veins. Although the systolic pressure
increased in both sets of veins, the peak value in the
posterior tibial vein was higher than in the great saphenous vein by 44 mmHg during the first tramp; the difference diminished during following tramps. In patients
with varicose veins, the difference reached a value of
just 12 mmHg during the first tramp.45 During muscle
relaxation the pressure difference reversed. Pressure in
the posterior tibial vein decreased more than in the great
saphenous vein and saphenous reflux significantly increased this difference.46
During muscle contraction (systole), a strong pressure gradient between deep calf veins and the popliteal
vein causes rapid efflux of blood from the calf to the
thigh. Venous pressure exceeds intramuscular pressures
in calf compartments in most step phases but competent
venous valves prevent retrograde flow. On subsequent
muscle relaxation (diastole), venous pressure falls below the pressure at rest. The fall is greater in deep veins,
less in superficial veins and negligible in the popliteal vein. In this phase, perforating veins allow blood
flow from superficial to deep veins whereas competent
valves prevent backflow from the popliteal vein to deep
calf veins.39
Action of the muscle pumps during walking

The distal calf pump is activated at the beginning of a
step. This process is initiated by dorsiflexion of the foot
as the leg is lifted. The anterior compartment muscles
contract and empty their veins. Dorsiflexion passively
stretches the Achilles tendon and thus empties blood
from the lower portions of the peroneal and posterior
tibial veins. As the foot strikes the ground, weight bearing activates a sond phase which is the foot pump described above. Plantar flexion initiates a third phase as
the foot comes up on its toes. Muscles of the posterior
compartments, particularly the gastrocnemius and soleus, contract to empty the proximal venous reservoir.
Plantar flexion also tenses and shortens the Achilles tendon which maintains pressure on the distal portion of
the calf muscle pump.38
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Summary of flow and pressure changes
in veins of normal lower limbs

Flow in superficial veins of the lower limb recorded with an electromagnetic flowmeter on the great
saphenous vein during motionless standing is practically zero. However, slight movements of the body and
even speech or laughter initiate short flow waves in a
proximal direction.48, 49 With the subject in the supine
position, venous flow in the common femoral vein is
phasic with respiration. Increased intra-abdominal pressure during inspiration, Valsalva manoeuver or external
compression of the abdomen can cause slowing or cessation of flow. In the absence of any limb movement,
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the driving force for blood flow is the hydraulic pressure derived mainly from the vis a tergo modified by
respiration.
When the subject is at rest, pressure is stable and corresponds to the hydrostatic venous pressure. In the supine position, the mean venous pressure at the ankle is
10-12 mmHg; in the sitting position 50-60 mmHg, and
during motionless standing 80-90 mmHg. During motionless standing, the pressure is the same in superficial
and deep veins provided that measurements are made at
the same level.
During exercise, flow and pressure vary according
to the phase of the walking cycle. During the systolic
phase, flow within perforating veins ceases and blood
is expelled proximally. Höjensgard and Stürup2 performed simultaneous pressure recordings in posterior
tibial and great saphenous veins in healthy people and
provided conclusive proof that deep and superficial
veins of the lower leg behave as conjoined vessels as
the pressure curves in the posterior tibial and great
saphenous veins were nearly identical. This provided
evidence that communicating channels between them
enable quick equilibration of pressure once exercise
stops.
In general, the direction of flow during the walking cycle is towards the heart both in superficial
and deep veins. There is general agreement that
during the relaxation phase, the direction of flow
is from superficial to deep veins through perforating veins. However, the direction of flow in normal
perforating veins remains a debated issue. Sarin et
al. 50 detected outward flow in communicating veins
in 21% of healthy persons on calf compression using duplex ultrasound scanning. They claimed that
“there is flow in both directions within medial calf
perforator, and within a single perforator local
conditions can result in flow in either direction....
the definition of incompetent perforator needs to
be carefully re-evaluated ...demonstration of outward flow within medial calf perforators does not
confer abnormality but rather is a variation of
normal”. This statement has been disputed by a
subsequent study which demonstrated that deep to
superficial flow in perforating veins in normal individuals tested in the sitting position using duplex
ultrasound is a rare phenomenon. 51 More work is
needed in this area.
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CHAPTER 2
Hemodynamic changes in acute
deep vein thrombosis
Introduction
The hemodynamic changes that occur in patients
with acute deep vein thrombosis (DVT) depend on the
level of thrombosis, its extent and whether thrombus
progression is slow or rapid. It is the severity of the
hemodynamic disturbance that will determine the development and magnitude of presenting symptoms and
signs. The main hemodynamic changes are the result of
obstruction rather than valvular incompetence, which
happens later during thrombus organization and valve
destruction. Plethysmographic methods in the 1960s
and 1970s demonstrated that in 70% of the patients
with acute DVT confirmed by venography, findings
were purely obstructive with associated reflux only in
a minority.1-5
Localized DVT in one or two veins in the calf as
shown by venography is often asymptomatic producing
mild ankle edema and calf tenderness in only 50% of
patients.6 In contrast, extensive calf DVT involving the
popliteal vein is often symptomatic. However, as clinicians know, gross edema will not occur as long as the
thrombus is confined to the femoral vein distal to the
junction with the deep femoral or the great saphenous
veins which act as collateral channels. In contrast, when
thrombosis involves these junctions or occurs proximal
to them, massive edema is likely to occur.7 Also, rapid
progression of thrombus proximally may not allow development of a collateral circulation and can result in
venous gangrene.
The following hemodynamic changes occur: increased outflow resistance with decreased venous volume and decreased maximum venous outflow, increased
venous pressure to a degree determined by the absence
or presence of collateral flow patterns, changes in blood
velocity, changes in arterial inflow which is increased in
most patients but decreased in those with cerulea dolens
or venous gangrene, and hemodynamic changes in the
microcirculation resulting in interstitial fluid accumulation.
The aim of this stion is to present the mechanism and
magnitude of these hemodynamic changes and to indicate their pathophysiological and clinical significance.
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When air plethysmography was used in patients with
acute
iliofemoral DVT, the absolute outflow fraction in
Plethysmography using water,3 strain gauge 2, 4, 8, 9 or mL was found to be 10 mL (95% CI 5 to 15) in the
air-filled techniques 1, 10 have demonstrated a reduced presence of calf and popliteal involvement and 25 mL
venous volume (VV) in the presence of DVT. VV was (95% CI 20 to 30) if the calf and popliteal veins were
defined as the increase in leg volume in response to a not involved.12
standardized venous congestion pressure produced by
The above findings were the basis for plethysmoinflating a thigh cuff with the patient supine and leg elgraphic
methods developed and used extensively for
evated above the level of the heart. Earlier studies11 demnon-invasive diagnosis of DVT before duplex scanning
onstrated that the pressure in veins distal to the occluding
became available in the 1970s and early 1980s.9, 14-16 By
cuff rises to the same level as the thigh cuff within 0.5 to 2
plotting MVO on the vertical axis against VV, a scatminutes. In one study using strain gauge, the VV in limbs
tergram was produced with a good separation between
with DVT was 3.1±0.8 mL/100 mL of tissue compared
symptomatic patients with DVT proven by venography
with 4.2±0.8 mL/100 mL in normal limbs at a congestion
3
pressure of 70 mmHg; it was 1.1±0.6 compared with 2.1 and asymptomatic patients with normal deep veins. A
mL/100 mL in normal limbs at a congestion pressure of meta-analysis which included 78 studies showed that
80 mmH.2 When air plethysmography was used in pa- sensitivity and specificity were 75% and 90% for imtients with acute iliofemoral DVT, the absolute VV in mL pedance plethysmography, 83% and 81% for strainand 85% and 91% for air-plethwas found to be 10 mL (95% CI 5 to 15) in the presence gauge plethysmography
17
ysmography.
of calf and popliteal involvement and 25 mL (95% CI 20
to 30) if the calf and popliteal veins were not involved;
Increase in venous pressure
this compares to 110 mL (95% CI 80 to 140) in healthy
volunteers.12 The explanations provided for the reduced
In patients with acute DVT, venous pressure has been
VV are reduced capacity of the veins when they are filled
measured
in the supine and standing positions as well as
with thrombus, partial filling already present in the veins
prior to inflating the thigh cuff in patients with proximal during exercise. In 25 limbs with DVT, it was 16.6±6.8
obstruction and reduced distensibility of the veins as a re- mmHg in the supine position compared with 6.7±1.3 in
sult of extravascular tissue pressure due to edema. Which normal limbs. In the standing position, venous pressures
of these is the predominant factor depends on the site and were the same in both groups: 93.8±3.4 and 90.0±7.4
mmHg respectively. However, during a tiptoeing exerextent of the DVT.
Maximum venous outflow (MVO) is also reduced in cise there was a decrease to 91.1±18.5 mmHg in the
patients with acute DVT.13 MVO is a measure of the DVT group and to 35.4±8.9 mmHg in normal limbs.18
initial maximum venous emptying when the pressure in When air-plethysmography was used, the ejected vola proximal pneumatic cuff is released. MVO (dv/dt or ume as a result of one tip-toe movement was 15 mL
flow Q) is obtained from the tangent on the initial part (95% CI 5 to 25) in those with DVT compared with 90
of the volume outflow curve when the thigh cuff is re- mL (95% CI 75 to 125) in normal limbs.12
In another study, venous pressure in the foot in the
leased. It is directly proportional to the pressure gradihorizontal
position was in the range of 8.5 to 18.4
ent between the pressure in leg veins and the pressure
in the IVC which is close to zero, and inversely propor- mmHg when thrombosis was confined to the calf and/
tional to the resistance offered by the popliteal, thigh, or popliteal vein, 20-51 mmHg when thrombosis iniliac and collateral veins (Q=P/Q). MVO was 32±17 volved the superficial femoral vein and 32-83 mmHg
mL/100mL/min in the presence of DVT compared with in patients with iliofemoral DVT.7 In this series, edema
87±14 mL/100 mL/min in normal limbs at a congestion was rarely present if venous pressure was less than 20
pressure of 80 mmHg.2 At a congestion pressure of 50 mmHg but always present when venous pressure was
mmHg it was 23±8 mL/100mL/min compared with 78 higher than 50 mmHg.
±22 mL/100 mL/min in normal limbs in one study4 and
In patients with iliofemoral DVT, the ambulatory ve12±8 mL/100mL/min compared with 41 ±11 mL/100 nous pressure (AVP) in the foot increases with exercise
mL/min in normal limbs in another study.2
from 80 mmHg to well over 100 mmHg.19 It decreases
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to 28-40 mmHg after complete thrombolysis, 50-66
mmHg after partial lysis and 68-78 in the absence of
venographic improvement.19
Changes in velocity

Changes in the microcirculation
In patients with massive DVT and associated massive edema, up to 50% of the blood volume may be lost
into the affected limb.32 Hypotension and high venous
resistance transmitted to the microcirculation increase
capillary filtration. The increased extracellular fluid
compresses the lymphatic vessels 32, 33 preventing removal of proteins from interstitial tissues. This in turn
increases the osmotic pressure in the interstitial space
further decreasing the ability to absorb fluid into the circulation. Interstitial pressure as high as 42 mmHg has
been found in experimental animals.34 Such high interstitial pressure with a low arterial pressure is likely to
produce venous gangrene.
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Venous flow and velocity are phasic with respiration in normal limbs in the horizontal position. This
phenomenon is the result of increased intra-abdominal
pressure during inspiration associated with contraction
of the diaphragm. The increased intra-abdominal pressure is transmitted to the IVC and iliac veins decreasing
the pressure gradient between the leg or thigh and the
IVC. During expiration, the reverse occurs and an increased pressure gradient results in increased flow and
velocity. In acute iliofemoral DVT, the outflow resistance increases much more than the respiratory pressure fluctuations so that this becomes the limiting factor
and flow in the main axial veins distal to the obstruction ceases to be phasic and slows down. In contrast,
flow and velocity in the collateral circulation becomes
increased with high velocities. This is why absence of
phasic velocity with respiration and increased velocity
in collateral veins is a useful finding which alerts the ultrasonographer to look for a more proximal obstruction.
Changes in arterial inflow and skin temperature

Arterial inflow is increased in the majority of patients
with acute DVT.3 This may be a result of perivenous inflammation but the exact mechanism is not known. The
increased arterial blood flow and diversion of venous
flow into superficial collateral veins invariably result
in increased skin temperature in excess of 0.7 degrees
centigrade compared with the normal leg.20 Absence of
such increase in temperature has been used in the past to
exclude DVT in patients with symptoms and signs suggestive of DVT so as to spare them from unnecessary
further investigations. Thermography and liquid crystal thermography were used in the 1970s and 1980s in
routine clinical practice.20-31 The value of thermography
was based on the fact that when the test was normal,
the likelihood of DVT being present was less than 5%.
However, if the test was positive it provided an indication for further investigation to confirm the diagnosis
of DVT because many other conditions could produce
warm skin.
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As a result of CVD, hemodynamic disturbances occur which result in inability of pumps and conduits in
the venous system to maintain a normal pressure and
normal flow towards the heart (see Chapter 1). Hemodynamic disturbances are caused by venous reflux,
obstruction, a combination of reflux and obstruction or
arterio-venous fistula. Compensatory mechanisms for
obstruction are the extent of collateral circulation and
ability of the lymphatic system to maintain drainage.
The clinical outcome for development of symptoms
and signs is a result of the relative contribution from
these forces and compensatory mechanisms. Inability
to quantitate all these forces and mechanisms in individual patients leads to incomplete understanding of the
pathophysiology, and results in controversy and major
challenges in the management of CVD.
Chronic venous insufficiency (CVI) is a term reserved for advanced CVD, and is applied to functional
abnormalities of the venous system producing edema,
skin changes or ulceration (C3-C6).
The main aim of this chapter is to summarise known
hemodynamic changes that occur in different types of
CVD and at the same time indicate areas where there is
lack of data. Another aim is to present various hypotheses and theories that are still unproven and which need
to be elucidated by further research.
A problem with the literature regarding hemodynamics is that many references are quite old, from the
1980’s or even older. The patient selection at that time
was made based mainly on phlebographic diagnosis.
Duplex was not generally available. We know that the
results from these methods may differ, especially regarding judgement regarding incompetent perforating
veins. Therefore it is difficult to judge whether the examined cohorts with CVI previously would have shown
the same severity and distribution of disease if color duplex ultrasound had been used.
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CHAPTER 3
Hemodynamic changes in chronic venous disease
Introduction

Chronic venous disease (CVD) is a term that includes
all long term morphological and functional abnormalities of the venous system, manifest either by symptoms
or signs indicating a need for investigation and care.

252

Current thinking on the usefulness of
hemodynamic measurements

The authors of many of the studies published in the
1970s and 1980s have spent a lot of time trying to find
out if hemodynamic measurements can diagnose the
presence of venous abnormalities or discriminate between different clinical severity classes. This approach
belongs to the pre-duplex ultrasound era when hemo-
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frequently, obstruction results from extramural venous
compression (most commonly left common iliac vein
compression by the right common iliac artery),20, 21 intra-luminal changes 22-24 or rarely from congenital agenesis or hypoplasia.25
Most post-thrombotic symptoms result from venous
hypertension due to valvular incompetence, outflow
obstruction or a combination of both. Venous hypertension increases transmural pressure in post-capillary
vessels leading to skin capillary damage with increased
microvascular permeability,26 followed by lipodermatosclerosis and, ultimately, ulceration.27 Edema will develop when the increased lymphatic transport fails to
adequately compensate for increased fluid filtration into
the tissue, and thus venous hypertension is invariably
associated with a damaged lymphatic drainage in the
skin as well as in the sub fascial space in cases of postthrombotic syndrome.28, 29 The reported prevalence of
post-thrombotic syndrome following DVT has been
variable (35% to 69% at three years and 49% to 100%
at five to 10 years) and depends on the extent and location of thrombosis as well as treatment, but also on
definition.30-40
Patients with both chronic obstruction and reflux have
the highest incidence of skin changes or ulceration.30
The risk of ipsilateral post-thrombotic syndrome is
higher in patients with recurrent thrombosis and is often associated with congenital or acquired thrombophilia.41-44 More recent studies imply that skin changes and/
or ulceration are less frequent (4% to 8% in 5 years) in
patients with thrombosis proximal to the knee if they
have been treated with adequate anticoagulation, early
mobilization and long-term compression therapy.45, 46
Mechanical dysfunction of the calf muscle pump may
enhance development of leg ulceration suggesting the
importance of the range of ankle motion 47 and patient
activity48 in relation to progression of disease. Obesity
is another risk factor for severe venous disease, probably because of its association with decreased fibrinolytic activity in blood and tissues.49
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dynamic measurements were used as noninvasive diagnostic tests. Currently, duplex ultrasound provides
accurate information about the presence and anatomic
extent of reflux or obstruction. Hence, there is no need
for hemodynamic measurements to be used as diagnostic tests but instead as measurements that tell us how
much reflux and/or how much functional obstruction
there is, after the ultrasound examination has been made
(For correlation of hemodynamic measurements with
clinical severity see Chapter 10).
Pathophysiology of varicose veins
and deep venous disease

Varicose veins are a common manifestation of CVD
and are believed to result from abnormal distensibility
of connective tissue in the vein wall. Veins from patients
with varicosities have different elastic properties than
those from individuals without varicose veins1, 2 There
is hypertrophy of the vein wall with increased collagen
content,3 fragmentation of elastin fibres4 with degradation and accumulation of extracellular matrix.5
Primary varicose veins result from venous dilatation
and/or valve damage without previous DVT. sondary
varicose veins are the consequence of DVT appearing
as collateral vessels or the consequence of valve damage. Recanalization may give rise to relative obstruction
and reflux in deep, superficial and perforating veins.6
Approximately 30% of patients with deep venous reflux shown by imaging appear to have primary valvular
incompetence rather than detectable post-thrombotic
damage7, 8 Rarely, deep venous reflux is due to valve
agenesis or aplasia.9 Varicose veins may also be associated with pelvic vein reflux in the absence of incompetence
at the saphenofemoral junction (SFJ), thigh or calf perforating veins. Retrograde reflux in ovarian, pelvic, vulvar,
pudendal or gluteal veins may be also associated with
clinical symptoms and signs of pelvic congestion.10-13
Following DVT, spontaneous lysis over days or
weeks and recanalization over months or years can be
observed in 50% to 80% of patients.14-16 Rapid thrombus resolution after DVT is associated with a higher
incidence of valve competency.14, 17 Such rapid resolution depends on thrombus extent, location, local inflammation, potency of local fibrinolytic agents and proinflammatory mediators.18, 19 Inadequate recanalization
following DVT can lead to outflow obstruction. Less
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Incompetent perforating veins
Incompetent perforating veins (IPVs.) can be defined
as those that penetrate the deep fascia and permit deep to
superficial flow. The flow in IPVs. in the calf is usually
bidirectional, outward during muscular contraction and
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Genetic factors may also play a role in progression of
primary varicose veins to advanced CVD. A relationship
between the C282Y polymorphism in hemochromatosis
(HFE gene) and venous ulceration has been described.73
Hemodynamic factors associated
with wall remodelling
This stion examines the changes in size, shape and
composition of a venous conduit in response to hemodynamic forces. Veins are often used as arterial conduits as with in-situ and reversed saphenous bypass
grafts, arteriovenous (AV) fistulae for hemodialysis
and AV malformations. These veins, though not classified as chronic venous disease, demonstrate the diverse
morphological changes that occur in a vein when it is
exposed to the sustained high pressure pulsatile environment of oxygenated arterial blood, a remodelling
process called arterialization. Shear stress and wall tension are major factors which induce intimal hyperplasia within and at the anastomoses of arterialized vein
grafts.74, 75 These grafts eventually occlude given sufficient time. The venous outflow tracts of AV malformations behave differently since they dilate rather than occlude, and counter-intuitively this is a process that can
be exacerbated in some patients by inflow embolization
or ligation. Furthermore, hormonal factors like puberty
and pregnancy can be more significant in increasing the
size of these lesions than hemodynamic factors.
The relationship between hemodynamic forces and
vein morphology is poorly understood. Veins in patients with CVD are exposed to a much wider range of
hemodynamic forces than veins used as arterial conduits, resulting in dilatation but rarely occlusion. Venous pressures can range from -5 mmHg to over 200
mmHg during a sudden calf contraction, with velocity
ranges considerably wider than the arterial circulation.
Furthermore, changes of arterialization resulting in occlusion are rarely seen. This is despite the fact that the
hydrostatic pressure in an ankle vein may reach arterial
pressure and that saphenous pulsatile flow is usually observed in patients with advanced CVD.76
Pressure is considered to be the main precipitating
factor for varicose veins. Varicose veins would not occur without hydrostatic pressure from a gravitational
force. The effect of dilatation is easily understood from
the unrelenting radial forces against the wall of the
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inward during relaxation. In normal legs and in the majority of patients with primary uncomplicated varicose
veins, the net flow is inward from superficial to deep
(re-entry perforating veins). This was demonstrated in
1891 by Trendelenburg 50 and more recently by Bjordal
who used electromagnetic flow meters during exercise
(see below).51 The net flow is also inward even in patients with femoral vein reflux, provided the popliteal
valves are competent. However, flow is predominantly
outward in the presence of popliteal valve incompetence (axial reflux) and especially when there is associated deep vein obstruction.51, 52 The IPVs. are associated
with superficial and/or deep venous reflux but are rarely
found in the absence of reflux.53-55 The prevalence of
IPVs., their diameter, volume flow and velocity increase
with clinical severity of CVD whether or not there is coexisting deep venous incompetence.51, 56-61
Up to 10% of patients, often women, presenting with
clinical C of CEAP 1 to 3 disease have non-saphenous
superficial reflux in association with unusually located
IPVs.62
Molecular mechanisms affecting the venous wall

As mentioned above, varicose veins have different
elastic properties to normal veins.1, 2 The ratio between
collagen I and collagen III is altered as are dermal fibroblasts from the same patients suggesting a systemic
disorder with a genetic basis.63
Leukocyte activation, adhesion and migration
through the endothelium as a result of altered shear
stress 64-66 contribute to the inflammation and subsequent remodeling of the venous wall and valves.67-70
Reduction in shear stress also stimulates production of
transforming growth factor-β1 (TGF-β1) by activated
endothelial cells and smooth muscle cells (SMCs) inducing SMC migration into the intima and subsequent
proliferation as well as phenotype change. Fibroblasts
proliferate and synthesize matrix metalloproteinases
(MMPs) overcoming the effect of tissue inhibitors of
metalloproteinases (TIMPs). The MMP/TIMP imbalance results in degradation of elastin and collagen.65,
71, 72 This may contribute to hypertrophic and atrophic
venous segments and valve destruction as observed in
varicose veins. Remodeling of the venous wall and abnormal venous distension prevents valve leaflets from
closing properly resulting in reflux.
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parent during surgical disobliteration 86 which become
clinically manifest as the post-thrombotic syndrome.
Consequently, a cycle of harm is set up causing wall inflammation, thickening, valve destruction and fibrosis,
a further reduction in flow and a greater propensity to
develop recurrent DVT.
Recirculation is another common hemodynamic phenomenon in CVD. Blood is ejected upwards by calf
muscle contraction and then flows outwards and downwards into incompetent saphenous trunks via thigh perforating veins, including the SFJ and sapheno-popliteal
junction (SPJ). The re-circulation loop is completed
when blood re-enters the deep veins via lower-level
perforating veins during calf diastole. Regional recirculation loops may concentrate pro-thrombotic biomarkers,87 promote hypoxia and encourage areas of stasis,
all resulting in mural thrombosis. This is manifest as
superficial vein thrombosis (SVT) or even DVT with
consequent vein wall remodelling.
Reduced flow encourages thrombosis which in turn
activates endogenous proteases like plasmin and matrix
metallo-proteins (MMPs). These have a major role in
the resolution of venous thrombosis and therefore postthrombotic vein wall remodelling. Fibrinolytic strategies which augment the sterile inflammatory process of
thrombus resolution,88, 89 such as urokinase plasminogen activator together with lack of plasmin activator
inhibitor-1, may also have a detrimental effect on the
vein wall leading to stiffness and fibrosis.90, 91 Similarly,
plasmin inhibition may decrease vein wall stiffness but
at the expense of larger thrombi.92 In an experimental
model of IVC ligation in normal rats, it has been shown
that early thrombus size is smaller compared with neutropenic rats which have increased vein wall weight,
stiffness, thickness and collagen.93
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vein. This can occur in deep, perforating and superficial
veins and plays a major part in the increase in venous
volume in patients with CVD. Less clear is why this
occurs at the thigh part of the GSV in many patients
whilst preserving the ankle part which is the recipient of
higher hydrostatic pressure (descending theory). Even
less clear is why do superficial veins dilate and become
tortuous forming varicose veins whereas the GSV just
dilates but rarely becomes tortuous within its intermediate compartment.
Comparisons between normal veins and varicose
veins help to delineate normal anatomy from pathological remodelling. Varicose veins demonstrate increased wall thickness as well as increased diameter
and length.77 As indicated in the introduction, histology
using electron microscopy shows that the walls are heterogeneous with atrophic and hyperplasic areas, disorganized elastin patterns and smooth muscle cell microherniations.78
Smooth muscle cell cultures reveal that these cells
have undergone phenotypic modulation from a contractile to a proliferative and sretory state.79 Cell culture and
organ stretch models can reproduce these changes with
differential gene expression.80 Up to 34 differentially
expressed genes have been identified in GSVs. having
reflux, in comparison to normal GSVs., and matrix G1a
protein is likely to be the main protein involved in the
remodelling process.81 There is also a clear difference
between normal leg veins compared with varicose leg
veins which are less elastic and stiffer.82 Remodelling
depends on the strength of the hemodynamic insult and
its effects on the genetic resilience or adaptability of the
target vein. Vein wall composition may be more important than hemodynamics in this regard. The relevance of
discriminating between normal and varicose veins can
be questioned since there is little evidence to refute an
hypothesis that extensive varicose veins may delay the
onset of skin changes compared to patients with gross
saphenous reflux and minor varicose veins.83
Reduction of flow leading to stasis is a major etiological factor for vein thrombosis and also hampers DVT
resolution.84 Both have a profound impact on vein morphology. The prevalence of DVT in immobile patients
supports the reduced flow component of Virchow’s
triad.85 Mural thrombosis induces smooth muscle cell
proliferation and this can lead to fibrosis, wall thickening, occlusion, venous adhesions and synechiae, ap-
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Hypothesis: formation of varicose veins by IPV reflux
jets

There is much speculation about the forces that contribute to vascular remodeling. As indicated above, factors include luminal wall shear rates, viability of the
vasa-vasorum and excess intraluminal pressure. The use
of the GSV as an arterial conduit in situ is a direct test
disproving the effect of elevated luminal pressure while
the use of reverse saphenous vein grafts which strips the
vasa-vasorum supply is a test of wall ischemia resulting
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from vasa-vasorum dysfunction. There is a hypothesis
that could explain several aspects of vascular remodeling. If the vascular intima contains an expansion inhibitor that can be removed by excessive convection (high
shear rate=high momentum transfer ~ high mass transfer) such as velocity jets impinging on the vascular wall,
then much of the clinically observed vascular remodeling would result. With removal of the inhibitor, the local
area of vascular wall would expand.
When flow rate through a conduit is increased beyond the turbulent limit (Reynolds number>2500), laminar flow transitions into turbulent flow (Figure. 3.1, upper center) resulting in a high pressure gradient, bruit/
murmur/thrill, spectral broadening on ultrasound and
eventually diametric expansion which continues until
laminar flow is restored.

Figure 3.1.—Hypothetical mechanism of vascular remodeling

Re=4 Q ρ / π D μ

This diametric expansion is consistent with the speculation of a removable wall expansion inhibitor.
At the carotid bifurcation, the dilation known as the
carotid bulb is positioned on the wall opposite to the axis
of the external carotid branch (Figure. 3.1, upper left).
If the angle between the CCA/ICA axis and the external
carotid is large, then the bulb is distal to the ICA/ECA
flow divider, if the ECA angle is small, then the bulb is
proximal to the divider. This implies that the early diastolic flow reversal in the external carotid (enhanced by
facial vascular constriction) provides a reverse jet that
washes expansion inhibitor from the opposite wall until
the wall expands sufficiently to diminish the elevated
shear rate there. Distal to an arterial stenosis (Figure.
3.1, upper right), post-stenotic turbulence is associated
with post-stenotic dilation for a similar reason.
If this hypothesis is correct, then aneurysmal arteries and veins (varicosities) might result from the same
mechanism. In abdominal aortic aneurysm, atherosclerosis at the origins of the lumbar arteries during diastolic reversal (which is time displaced from iliac reversal) could form jets that cross the (20 mm to 50 mm)
width of the aortic lumen to impinge on the opposite
wall causing dilation (Figure 3.1, lower left). Similarly,
IPVs. draining superficial leg veins would form jets during compartmental compression, increasing the diameter and length of these veins resulting in varicosities.
Of course, the stabilizing effects of arterial flow in the
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aorta minimize aortic elongation, but the elongation of
the superficial leg veins is not similarly diminished.
The validity of this speculation requires attempts at
experimental refutation by a combination of computational tests and ambulatory experimental methods.
The magnitude of hemodynamic changes in different
forms of CVD.
Pressure changes in limbs with varicose
veins or deep venous reflux

As indicated in Chapter 2, when a person stands still
supported on a walking frame in order to avoid any
muscular activity, the pressure in veins of the foot or
at the ankle is the result of the height of the column of
blood extending to the level of the heart. In the presence
of varicose veins or even deep venous reflux, the resting
pressure is the same as in normal legs. However, muscular contractions of the calf during tiptoeing or walking
produce changes that are different from normal limbs.
The earliest measurements of venous pressure in the
dorsum of the foot during exercise were made by Pollack and colleagues in 1949.94, 95 Measurements were
made during standing and walking on a treadmill at 1.7
miles per hour after inserting a needle in a vein at the
ankle. In normal limbs during exercise, the pressure decreased from an average of 87 mmHg (range 79-92) to
22 mmHg (range 11-31). In limbs with varicose veins,
it decreased from an average of 81 mmHg to 44 mmHg
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Figure 3.3.—Recording of ambulatory venous pressure (AVP) at rest
and during 10 tiptoe movements. The first recording was without and
the sond with a below knee cuff which occluded the great and small
saphenous veins. Normalization of the AVP (P) and the refilling time
(90% RT) indicate normal deep veins, reflux confined to the superficial veins and absence of calf IPVs.107

(range 34-51). At the end of exercise the pressure returned to the resting level (recovery or refilling timeRT) on average at 31 sonds in normal limbs and 2.8
sonds (range 1.2-5.5) in patients with great saphenous
reflux. The prolonged RT at the end of exercise seen
in normal limbs is an indication that there is no reflux
and that the veins refill via the microcirculation. The
more severe the reflux, the shorter is the RT. Simultaneous measurement of RT using venous pressure and
photo-plethysmography (PPG) has demonstrated a high
degree of linear correlation in two studies (r=0.93 and
r=0.88).96, 97 These observations led to the development
of the noninvasive method of measuring RT.
Several subsequent studies with a needle inserted in a
vein on the dorsum of the foot have confirmed the above
initial results.98-102 and the exercise test was standardized
to 10 knee bends 99 or 10 tiptoe movements 102 at the rate
of one per sond (Figure 3.2). The AVP was defined as the
lowest pressure reached during exercise. Some investigators repeated the exercise after inflating a 2.5 cm wide
pneumatic cuff at the ankle (Figure 3.3). By applying the
cuff at higher anatomical levels (upper thigh, lower thigh
and just below the knee) and repeating the exercise, sites
of deep to superficial reflux could be determined.102 Soon
it became obvious that in the presence of axial deep vein
reflux, a cuff at the ankle or combination of cuffs could
not normalize the AVP. The highest AVP was found in the
presence of both deep axial reflux and obstruction (Table
3.1). In some patients with severe outflow obstruction
who presented with venous claudication, there was actually an increase in AVP to 120-130 mmHg.

An attempt to standardize the method of AVP measurement by a group of experts resulted in the “Expert
consensus document on direct ambulatory venous pressure measurement” published in 2013.103 It was recommended that AVP measurement should be performed on
a treadmill at 2 km/h and an elevation of 80. Tiptoe or
knee bending may be used if a treadmill is not available.
The AVP was defined as the mean AVP (see pressure at
the end of exercise and at the beginning of the refilling curve in Figure. 3.3) or [systolic venous pressure
+ (2 x diastolic venous pressure)]/3. Refill time (RT)
should not be routinely used as an outcome measure.
Mean AVP in the range of 10-30 mmHg is considered
normal, 31-45 mmHg as intermediate venous hypertension and>45 severe venous hypertension.
Reduction in the venous pressure at the ankle during walking by interrupting reflux in the superficial
varicose veins by finger compression or by applying a
tourniquet dates back to the studies of Warren et al.104 in
1949, confirmed subsequently by Ludbrook in 1963 105
and Kuiper in 1966.106 They claimed that application of
tourniquets at different levels on the leg allowed them
to determine the levels of deep to superficial reflux and
hemodynamic significance of IPVs. (see below).
Arnoldi recorded pressures in the posterior tibial
veins and GSVs. simultaneously at rest and during calf
muscle contraction in a series of patients with varicose
veins and IPVs. on the medial aspect of the leg above the
ankle.108, 109 During standing at rest, the average pressure was 78 in the GSV and 76 mmHg in the posterior
tibial vein. During calf muscle contraction, pressures
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Figure 3.2.— Changes of mean venous pressure during exercise
by means of standing on tiptoe 10 times in healthy volunteers (a),
patients with primary varicose veins without (b) and with (c) IPVs.,
and in patients with the post-thrombotic syndrome (d). Mean values
and standard deviation of lowest pressure and recovery time are
shown.
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Table 3.1.—Values of ambulatory venous pressure (AVP) (95%
range) in mmHg, in different limbs.
	Type of pathology	No ankle	Ankle
		
cuff
cuff
			
inflated

Normal
Varicose veins and competent perforating veins
Varicose veins and incompetent perforating veins
Deep axial reflux and proximal occlusion

15-30
25-40
40-70
55-85

15-30
15-30
25-60
50-80

was compared with AVP measurements in 32 patients
(45 affected limbs) with active or healed venous ulceration.111 Reflux was graded using Herman’s classification:112
Grade 0: no reflux below the confluence of the femoral and deep femoral veins, i.e. the uppermost valve of
the femoral vein.
Grade 1: reflux beyond the uppermost valve of the
femoral vein but not below the middle of the thigh.
Grade 2: reflux into the femoral vein to the level of
the knee with popliteal valves competent.
Grade 3: reflux to a level just below the knee with
incompetent popliteal valves but competent valves in
the axial calf veins.
Grade 4: reflux through the axial veins (femoral,
popliteal and calf veins) to the level of the ankle.
The AVP and refilling time 90 (RT90) were recorded in all patients. In addition, the presence of deep to
superficial reflux into the GSV at the SFJ, thigh IPVs.,
small saphenous vein at the SPJ and calf IPVs. was recorded using ascending functional phlebography.
The examined limbs were separated into two groups
according to the grade of reflux. Group I consisted of
limbs in which popliteal valve incompetence was not
demonstrated on descending phlebography i.e. grades
0-2 (18 limbs). Group II consisted of limbs with popliteal reflux as demonstrated by descending venography
i.e. grades 3 and 4 (27 limbs).
In Group I the mean AVP±sd was 47.2±9.3 mmHg
(range 31-67 mmHg). After the application of an ankle
tourniquet to exclude the effects of superficial venous
incompetence on the pressure recordings, the mean
AVP±sd became 28.1±9.9 mmHg (range 11-44) (paired
t test: P<0.001).
In Group II (limbs with incompetent popliteal valves)
the mean AVP±sd was 71.6±12.7 mmHg (range 49-95
mmHg) before the tourniquet. This was significantly
higher than in Group I (t test: P<0.001). The application
of the ankle tourniquet in this group produced a small
but significant decrease in the AVP (mean AVP±sd:
66.0±14.5 mmHg) (paired t test: P<0.001) (Figure. 3.4).
These findings indicate that incompetent femoral
valves in the presence of competent popliteal valves add
very little to the hemodynamic abnormality produced
by superficial venous reflux. In the majority of these
patients, there is co-existing reflux from deep to superficial veins with associated superficial valve incompe-
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increased to 101 mmHg and 118 mmHg respectively indicating a change of the superficial to deep gradient of
2 mmHg to a reversed gradient of 15 mmHg from deep
to superficial. During muscle relaxation the pressure decreased to 30 mmHg in the posterior tibial veins and to
43 mmHg in the great saphenous indicating another reversal of the pressure gradient from superficial to deep.
As shown in Table 3.1, if there is reflux in the deep
veins then AVP is higher than in patients with varicose
veins and a normal deep venous system. The highest
AVPs are found in patients with both axial deep venous
reflux and obstruction (Figure 3.2).
An understanding of the mechanism that produces
these pressure changes has been derived from a mathematical hemodynamic model.110 It was observed that in
the absence of obstruction, the pressure reduction fraction per step (one tiptoe per sond) was constant for the
first 4-6 steps until a steady state was established. The
pressure reduction fraction which is a function of the efficacy of the calf muscle pump was the same in normal
limbs, limbs with varicose veins and limbs with axial
deep venous reflux. However, the refilling rate was different in each group. In normal limbs, the slow refilling
rate (slow increase in pressure) during relaxation time between the steps meant that there was minimal increase in
pressure before the next step, this increase in pressure between steps was higher in limbs with varicose veins and
highest in limbs with axial deep reflux. In each group, the
steady state was reached when the volume expelled per
step was equal to the amount of reflux per sond. Thus,
the steady state was reached at a pressure of 22 mmHg in
normal limbs, 42 mmHg in limbs with varicose veins and
72 mmHg in limbs with deep axial reflux.
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ward during relaxation. In patients with primary uncomplicated varicose veins, the net flow is inward from
superficial to deep. In the presence of severe damage to
the deep veins, the flow is predominantly outward.113
In the 1970s and 1980s, several workers tried to determine the importance of IPVs. in association with
varicose veins, skin changes and venous ulceration. Although the adverse effect of IPVs. in limbs with reflux
and/or obstruction of the deep venous system became
well established 115-119 the finding of calf IPVs. in the
presence of patent deep veins with competent valves
was of unknown hemodynamic significance.117, 120, 121
One major difficulty in assessing the hemodynamic
function of IPVs. is the fact that reflux in superficial
veins is always a confounding variable, both for preinterventional testing and for postoperative evaluation.
The AVP measurements and foot volumetry without
and with digital occlusion of IPVs. or by studying patients before and after surgical ligation have indicated
that in primary uncomplicated varicose veins, IPVs. do
not have any adverse effect on calf muscle pump function. They are now considered to be re-entry points.
However, in the presence of skin changes (edema, fibrosis, hyperpigmentation, ulceration) occlusion or ligation
of IPVs. was found to improve hemodynamics.122, 123
With the advent of duplex ultrasound scanning, color
flow imaging suggested that the extent of the valvular
damage in tibial veins determined the amount of blood
that leaks outwards through IPVs. and hence their hemodynamic significance.124
The hemodynamic significance of calf IPVs. was assessed by measuring the AVP and venous pressure refilling time (90% RT) (Figure 3.2) without and with a tourniquet at the ankle or just below the knee.58 This study
involved 70 limbs which fulfilled the following criteria:
IPVs. in the calf were demonstrated on venography, the
deep veins were patent, popliteal vein valves were competent but segmental reflux was either absent or present in
variable lengths in the tibial veins. On the basis of the AVP
and 90% RT, it was possible to classify IPVs. into three
groups of different hemodynamic significance: Groups
I, II and III. All three groups had a 90% RT less than 15
sonds and AVP greater than 45 mmHg before application
of any tourniquets. In Group I (20 limbs), application of a
below knee tourniquet, resulted in both AVP and 90% RT
becoming normal (P<45 mmHg and 90% RT>15 sonds)
(Figure. 3.5). These limbs behaved like the limbs with pri-
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Figure 3.4.—Ambulatory venous pressure in the presence of incompetent and competent popliteal valves (Continuous lines are without and
dotted lines with an ankle tourniquet).

tence which is responsible for the venous hypertension,
skin changes and ulceration. The hemodynamic changes
which in the past had been associated with deep venous
insufficiency (AVP>45 mmHg and RT90<14 sonds despite the application of an ankle tourniquet) occur only
when there is popliteal incompetence.
Effect of ligation of an incompetent saphenofemoral
junction on AVP

In patients with a normal deep system, Bjordal51, 113
demonstrated that proximal compression of the saphenous vein reduced AVP even in the presence of calf
IPVs. Ligation of the SFJ and excision of varices was
shown to increase the fall in pressure during exercise
from 25±17 mmHg before operation to 40±15 mmHg
after operation (P=0.001).114
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Hemodynamic assessment of
incompetent calf perforating veins
As stated above, flow in calf IPVs. is in both directions, outward during calf muscle contraction and in-
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Figure 3.5.—Plot of AVP (P) against 90%RT. Rectangle DVI marks the
range of AVP and 90%RT of limbs with deep venous valvular incompetence. Rectangle N marks the range of AVP and 90%RT of limbs with
normal venous system (from previous studies). Diamonds represent individual results of limbs with calf IPVs. of no hemodynamic significance
(Group I). There was no need to apply an ankle cuff since normalisation
of the results was achieved with a below knee cuff.

Figure 3.7.—Plot of AVP (P) against 90%RT. Rectangle DVI marks the
range of AVP and 90%RT of limbs with deep venous valvular incompetence. Rectangle N marks the range of AVP and 90%RT of limbs with
normal venous system (from previous studies). Diamonds represent individual results of limbs with calf IPVs. of severe hemodynamic significance (Group III).

Table 3.2.—Incidence of skin changes and ulceration.

Group	Number of limbs

I
II
III

20
25
25

Skin changes*

Ulceration

0
17 (68%)0
25 (100%)

0
0
17 (68%)

* skin changes = “eczema”, pigmentation and lipodermatosclerosis.

Figure 3.6.—Plot of AVP (P) against 90%RT. Rectangle DVI marks the
range of AVP and 90%RT of limbs with deep venous valvular incompetence. Rectangle N marks the range of AVP and 90%RT of limbs with
normal venous system (from previous studies). Diamonds represent
individual results of limbs with calf IPVs. of moderate hemodynamic
significance (Group II).
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mary varicose veins without IPVs. Thus, the IPVs. in the
limbs of group I demonstrated on venography could be
considered to be of no hemodynamic significance.
In Group II (25 limbs), AVP and 90% RT did not
become normal following application of a below knee
tourniquet but became normal (i.e.>15 s and<45 mmHg
respectively) with an ankle tourniquet (Figure. 3.6).

260

IPVs. in these limbs were considered to be of moderate
hemodynamic significance.
In Group III (25 limbs), AVP and 90% RT did not
become normal after application of a below knee tourniquet and although an ankle tourniquet reduced AVP to
45 mmHg or less, the 90% RT remained abnormal (> 15
sonds) (Figure. 3.7). In view of the short 90% RT despite an ankle tourniquet, these IPVs. were considered
to be of severe hemodynamic significance.
The incidence of skin changes and/or ulceration in
each of the three groups is shown in Table 3.2. There
was a high prevalence of pigmentation with lipodermatosclerosis in groups II and III and of ulceration in group
III. In fact, apart from the absence of edema, limbs in
Group III were clinically indistinguishable from postthrombotic limbs.
The above study demonstrated that some IPVs. contribute significantly to abnormal venous hemodynamics
by producing a short refilling time (90% RT). The IPVs.
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Figure 3.8.—The anatomic abnormality of limbs with Group I IPVs. and
the effect of the below knee tourniquet.58

Figure 3.9.—The anatomic abnormality of limbs with Group II ICP and
the effect of the below knee and ankle tourniquets.58

of groups II and III produce short refilling time during
calf muscle relaxation that would produce a high mean
AVP throughout the day. This is because when walking
at a slow pace (say 1-2 km/hour), the venous pressure
will reach a high level before the next step i.e. the next
calf muscle contraction.
On the basis of the above findings and observations
with duplex ultrasound color flow imaging of tibial
veins, the following working hypothesis has been proposed in an attempt to produce a mechanistic explanation for the hemodynamic observations.58
The abnormality in the limbs of Group I is as follows.
The IPVs. are associated with competent valves in the
tibial veins. Flow in superficial veins is downward with
outward flow in IPVs. during calf muscle contraction
and inward flow during relaxation (Figure. 3.8). Because
valves in the deep veins are competent, outward flow in
IPVs. is minimal and thus the net flow is inwards. The
AVP (P) is in the range of 20-80 mmHg (Figure. 3.5) and
RT90 is 2-13 sonds depending upon the amount of reflux
in the superficial veins of the great and small saphenous
systems. Application of a below knee tourniquet (Figure
3.8b) will abolish reflux in the superficial system whose
veins will collapse normalising AVP and RT90.
The abnormality in limbs of Group II is as follows.
The IPVs. are associated with a considerable num-

ber of incompetent valves in deep veins above and
below their junction with the IPVs. (Figure 3.9), but
with competent deep valves in the lower part of the
leg at and just proximal to the ankle. In these limbs, a
considerable amount of blood leaks from deep to superficial veins through the IPVs. Application of a below knee tourniquet (Figure 3.9b) will abolish reflux in
superficial veins but not that leaking out through IPVs.
The AVP (P) and RT90 (Figure 3.9b) are reduced but
not normalised. However, application of an ankle tourniquet (Figure 3.9c) prevents any deep to superficial
reflux through IPVs. or reflux down superficial veins
to reach the foot. The veins of the foot collapse, with
normalisation of the AVP and RT90.
The abnormality in limbs of Group III is more severe. All valves in the deep veins distal to the popliteal vein are incompetent including those at the ankle.
There is a large amount of blood refluxing from deep
to superficial veins through a large number of IPVs. including those at the ankle (Figure 3.10). Application of
a below knee tourniquet abolishes downward flow in
superficial veins but not the outward leaking through
the IPVs. (Figure 3.10b). The AVP (P) and RT90 are
only moderately reduced (AVP more than RT90) depending on the volume ejected by the calf muscle pump
through the competent popliteal valves (Figure 3.10).
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Figure 3.10.—The anatomic abnormality of limbs with Group III ICP
and the effect of the below knee and ankle tourniquets.58

Application of an ankle tourniquet abolishes reflux at
the foot via superficial veins but not through the deep
veins which are filled though the lowest ankle IPVs.
(Figure 3.10c). The AVP normalises (<45 mmHg) during exercise because outflow from the foot markedly
exceeds inflow (reflux). However, in view of the reflux
along the pathway shown in Figure 3.10c the refilling
time RT90 remains short at the end of the exercise.
Another study involving 132 limbs (16-C1; 30 C2; 20C3; 25-C4; 21 C5 and 20-C6) studied with both duplex
ultrasound and air plethysmography demonstrated that
reflux (VFI) increased with increasing number of perforating veins (Figure 3.11),125 whereas EF and RVF did
not change with increasing number of perforating veins.
In addition to VFI, venous volume (VV) was also
found to correlate with the diameter of the largest IPVs.
in a study of 36 patients with CVD.126 Twenty-six patients with VVs. in the normal range (80-170 mL) had a
median perforating vein diameter of 3.5 mm (IQR 3.24.3). Ten patients with VV greater than 170 mL had a
median perforating vein diameter of 5.5 mm (IQR 4.67.7) (P=0.001; Mann-Whitney). There was a linear relationship between the VV and diameter of the largest
IPV (r=0.69, P=0.01).
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Current thinking on incompetent perforating
veins in patients with primary varicose veins
Most phlebologists now consider that thigh and calf
perforating veins have a different hemodynamic behav-

262

Figure 3.11.—Venous filling index (VFI), presented as median and interquartile range (left) and scattergram (right), in 30 limbs without IPVs.,
in 40 limbs with one IPV, in 33 limbs with 2 IPVs. and 29 limbs with 3
or more IPVs. (Mann-Whitney test with Bonferroni correction). The VFI
increased with the number of IPVs. (P<0.01 for trend, Kruskall-Wallis).

iour. Thigh perforating veins are connected with the
higher pole of the ambulatory pressure gradient; they
become the source of reflux if incompetent, and represent a pathological condition. In contrast to that, calf
perforating veins are connected with the lower pole of
the ambulatory pressure gradient and in the presence of
normal deep veins IPVs. are unlikely to be the source of
the pathological refluxing flow, even if enlarged. They
cater for quick pressure equalization between deep and
superficial veins at the end of exercise. In primary varicose veins saphenous reflux determines the size of calf
perforating veins. The greater the intensity of saphenous
reflux, the larger the size of calf perforating veins, and
the more pronounced the clinical severity is.
Blood flow in varicose veins

The effect of pressure gradients and changes in pressure gradients induced by exercise on blood flow and
flow direction was first elucidated by simultaneous measurement of pressures and flows with electromagnetic
flow meters applied on incompetent GSV and perforating veins by Bjordal in 10 patients.51, 113 Bjordal could
not detect any flow in the GSV when patients were
standing still. We now know that the very slow velocity
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It is now realised that in the majority of patients, the
origin of the downward flow in the superficial system of
veins is through the SFJ, thigh IPVs., the SPJ or a combination of two or even all three, and that calf IPVs. are
re-entry points. This is the basic rationale for the CHIVA technique (see Chapter 8). However, two RCTs have
shown that following ablation of superficial incompetence, only 35-40% of IPVs. become normal and that
new IPVs. appear over time.132, 133 Further, some 6-8%
of ulcer patients show only isolated IPVs. as a possible
cause for their ulcers.134
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proximally present in this position is below the threshold of the electromagnetic flow meter. Calf muscle contraction produced an increased pressure in the GSV at
the ankle and an upward flow. Lifting the foot off the
ground and muscle relaxation was associated with the
lowest venous pressure at the ankle and a downward
flow which was in the range of 175-500 mL/min (mean
280 mL/min). By placing the electromagnetic flow meter coil detector round the IPVs., Bjordal found that flow
was outward when the calf muscles contract and inward
during calf muscle relaxation. This bidirectional flow
was in accord with the pressure gradients between the
posterior tibial veins and GSV found by Arnoldi (see
above).109
The concept of retrograde flow in the GSV and the
presence of a “private recirculation” was first demonstrated by Trendelenburg in 189150 by placing a tourniquet at mid-thigh and asking the patient to tiptoe repeatedly when it was observed that veins emptied with
refilling from above when the tourniquet was released.
We now know that the circuit consists usually of a reflux
source feeding a saphenous trunk, conduction of reflux,
down towards the foot, and re-entry points back into deep
veins via perforating veins. The presence of this phenomenon has been proved using 2-simutaneous duplex
probes, above and below the knee.127 In this study, reflux
was demonstrated to start and stop simultaneously, even
when the probes were swapped around. In another study,
volume displacements in patients were quantified within
saphenous trunks using duplex ultrasound in response to
calf compression.128 Although reflux volumes correlated
with antegrade volumes, they were consistently greater,
thereby supporting the recirculation theory.
The findings of bidirectional flow in the GSV and
perforating veins by Bjordal 129, 130 were confirmed in
the same year by Folse 131 who used the CW Doppler
which had just become available and by duplex ultrasound scanning in later years. The conclusion was that
in the presence of competent deep veins, despite inward
and outward flow in perforating veins during walking
the net effect is inwards. However, when deep venous
valves were incompetent and valves in the GSV were
competent, Bjordal found that calf contraction caused
upward flow in the saphenous vein and that in limbs
with both deep and superficial venous reflux, walking
produced bidirectional flow in IPVs. with the net effect
being outwards.
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Duplex ultrasound hemodynamic parameters

Apart from direction of flow, four hemodynamic parameters can be quantitated using duplex ultrasound,
namely refilling time, velocity at peak reflux, vein diameter and volume flow.
Reflux

Reflux is a major patho-physiological abnormality
in CVD and is probably the most investigated parameter from duplex ultrasound. The cut-off point for the
diagnosis of pathological reflux for superficial and deep
veins is acknowledged to be 0.5 and 1.0 sonds, respectively.135, 136 This is the time required by the initial reflux
of blood to bring normal valve leaflets into apposition.
A study of 244 limbs with reflux in 182 patients who
had ultrasound scanning, venous pressure measurements, air-plethysmography (APG) and clinical classification according to clinical CEAP classification
demonstrated an increase in peak reflux velocity (PRV),
time of average rate of Reflux velocity (TAV) and absolute displaced volume (ADV) in C4-6 compared with
C1-3, but reflux time (RT) was not significantly different between these groups.137 There was no significant
correlation between RT, PRV, TAR and ADV versus
clinical severity in limbs with great saphenous reflux
only. However, limbs with axial deep reflux to below
the knee with or without concomitant reflux at the knee
level had a significant but low correlation between PRV
and TAR and clinical severity (r=0.32, P=0.003 and
r=0.22, P=0.049, respectively). The authors concluded
that RT cannot quantify severity of reflux and is a purely
qualitative measurement.
Quantification of venous reflux was attempted by Ya-
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Table 3.3.—Venous hemodynamics across the C of CEAP classes
(median and interquartile range).
Variable

Control C0(n=27)

C1 (n=26)

C2-3 (n=24)

C4-6 (n=35)

78
(63.2-93.5)
0.5
(0.3-0.8)
15.8
(11.2-23.5)

109
(82-130)
1.3
(0.7-1.8)
19.7
(11.7-28.3)

132
(115-140)
3.1
(2.8-4.5)
23.5
(20.2-32.3)

149
(125-182)
6.5
(4.0-10.1)
40.0
(33.8-46.2)

VV mL	
VFI mL/s
RVF %

All values increased significantly (P <0.001, Kruskal-Wallis test).

that there is maximum dilatation in arterioles allowing
vis a tergo to manifest itself through to the venous circulation. This is not the same as pulsatile flow as a result
of pressure waves transmitted from the heart, a result of
right heart failure and/or tricuspid incompetence.
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maki et al.138 who stratified 1,132 limbs in 914 patients
with primary valvular incompetence into C1-3 and C46. The mean±SD reflux time (RT), peak reflux velocity
(PRV) and peak reflux flow (PRF) at the SFJ in C1-3 versus C4-6 were 4.05±2.42 versus 3.42±1.87 s (P=0.532),
27.4±21.1 versus 49.7±35.3 cm/s (P<0.0001) and
26.3 ±35.6 versus 64.7±73.4 mL/s (P<0.0001), respectively. The corresponding results at the SPJ were
4.55±2.45 versus 3.73±1.92 s (P=0.213), 30.5±16.8
versus 39.5±24 cm/s (P=0.0002) and 16.5±15.2 versus 22.2±23 mL/s (P=0.0029), respectively. Although
their data demonstrated considerable overlap, they concluded that the PRV and PRF improved the discrimination power between early and advanced CVI but that
RT was unable to achieve this result. A similar study by
the same group used the same parameters in 686 limbs
but included patients with sondary as well as primary
CVI.139 In sondary CVI, they showed that the mean±SD
PRV had significant discrimination power between
C1-3 versus C4-6 at the femoral vein (14.8±10.1 versus
32.4±16.1 cm/s, P=0.017) and popliteal vein (18.0±11.2
versus 28.9±19.0 cm/s, P=0.0003). The same was true
for the PRF at the common femoral vein (34.5±4.2 versus 66.0±19.1 mL/s, P=0.011), femoral vein (21.3±34.3
versus 43.8±43.2 mL/s, P=0.027) and popliteal vein
(15.0±14.6 versus 20.1±16.9 mL/s, P=0.016). Once
again the overlap in both the PRV and PRF was considerable between the two groups and there was also no
significant difference in RT.
Flow volume at peak reflux in mL/s was measured
using duplex ultrasound in the great and small saphenous veins and deep veins in 46 patients (47 legs) with
symptomatic varicose veins.140 Skin changes were present in 19 legs. Total reflux greater than 10 mL/s was associated with a high prevalence of skin changes (66%)
irrespective of whether this was in the superficial or
deep veins, whereas reflux less than 10 mL/s was not
associated with skin changes.
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Pulsatile flow
The presence of pulsatile saphenous flow using Bflow ultrasound has been shown by one group to be
more helpful that the presence of reflux in discriminating severe disease.76 The most likely explanation for
this pulsatile flow which is often seen in patients with
severe CVD when examined in the standing position is

264

Vein diameter

The clinical significance of the GSV diameter in
the thigh and calf as a marker of global hemodynamic
impairment was investigated in a study involving 112
lower limbs (85 patients) with SFJ incompetence and
GSV trunk reflux.141 The GSV diameter increased with
the C of CEAP classes (p<0.001). Patients were subdivided into four groups: control group (C0), group 1 (C1),
group 2 (C2-3), group 3 (C4-6). The VFI, VV and RVF
increased significantly from C0 to CEAP4-6 (Table 3.3).
The GSV diameter at all limb levels correlated well
with VV, VFI, RVF and C of CEAP (P<0.009 for all). A
GSV diameter of 5.5 mm or less predicted absent reflux
with a sensitivity of 78% and specificity of 87%. A GSV
diameter of 7.3 mm or greater predicted critical reflux
(VFI>7 mL/s) with an 80% sensitivity, 85% specificity
and 84% overall accuracy.
Vein diameters were correlated with reflux in a study
involving 32 legs.142 Sixteen had venous ulceration, six
skin changes and 10 had symptoms of varicose veins
without any skin changes.
All limbs were studied with duplex ultrasound and
APG. The VFI had a significant but weak linear relationship (r=0.39) with the diameter of refluxing veins
at the knee and a stronger relationship (r=0.55) with the
diameter of lower leg veins. The VV correlated well
with calf vein diameter (r=0.75).
In a detailed study of 182 legs, measurement of GSV
diameter at the proximal thigh 15 cm distal to the groin
(PT) compared to measurement at the SFJ demonstrated
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separated severe clinical venous disease from mild disease with high sensitivity and specificity.
Leg volume changes
Changes in blood volume and blood flow in limbs
as a result of exercise were measured traditionally using plethysmography. Initially, this was with water or
impedance and more recently by stain-gauge or foot
volumetry.147-154 However, development of air-plethysmography (APG) which could provide volume changes
of the whole leg from ankle to knee in absolute units has
contributed to a better understanding of venous hemodynamics.155, 156
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higher accuracy and both higher sensitivity and specificity for venous disease class (C of CEAP) as well as
for prediction of reflux.143 Of 182 legs, 60 had no GSV
reflux (controls; group I), 51 had above-knee GSV reflux only (group II) and 71 had GSV reflux above and
below knee (group III). The GSV diameters in group I
Measured 7.5 mm at the SFJ and 3.7 mm at the proximal thigh. In groups II and III, they measured 10.9 mm
at the SFJ and 6.3 mm at the proximal thigh (P<0.001
each). Measurement at the PT revealed higher sensitivity and specificity to predict reflux and clinical class:
Sensitivity to predict reflux was 0.80 and specificity
was 0.88 at the PT. Sensitivity for clinical class was
0.78 and specificity was 0.67 the SFJ. Significant correlations were found with clinical disease classes for
the whole sample (Pearson’s r=0.46-0.54; P<0.001)
and for legs with reflux alone (Pearson’s r=0.39-0.42,
P<0.001). Thus, PT diameter may develop as the preferred surrogate parameter for specific clinical situations. That study also revealed that GSV diameter and
clinical disease class did not differ between those with
reflux above the knee only or those with reflux both
above and below knee. This finding is in disagreement
with the belief that the length of reflux in the GSV has
an influence on disease severity.144, 145
Neglen and Raju studied the morphologic distribution of venous incompetence by erect duplex ultrasound
and descending venography and the results of AVP measurement, venous refilling time, the Valsalva test, and
air-plethysmography (VFI) compared to the clinical severity class in 118 con sutive limbs (class 0: n=34; class
1: n=42; class 2 equivalent of C4 of CEAP: n=11; class
3 equivalent to C5-6 of CEAP: n=31).146 Twenty-nine
percent of limbs with severe venous disease (class 2/3)
had pure deep insufficiency, only 6% had pure superficial disease, and the remainder had a combination. A
history of previous thrombosis and the presence of posterior tibial vein incompetence were markedly common
with ulcer disease (84% and 42%, respectively). A duplex ultrasound multisegment score correlated strongly
with clinical severity classification (r=0.97). The venous refilling time and VFI had the highest sensitivity
for identifying severe venous disease (class 2/3), and
the ambulatory venous pressure had excellent specificity. The authors concluded that for noninvasive determination of reflux, the combination of VFI and duplex
ultrasound scanning not only localized reflux but also
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The pressure-volume relationship

The pressure-volume relationship, method of calculation of venous distensibility, compliance and elastic
modulus in normal veins have been presented in Chapter 1.
Comparison of elasticity in normal and varicose veins
demonstrated a higher elasticity (i.e. a higher stiffness
in filled veins) with varicose veins.157 For this study, the
authors used foot volumetry and direct pressure measurements recording refilling of the veins after exercise.
Eiriksson and Dahn,158 measured volumes at thigh cuff
pressures of 30, 50 and 70 mmHg in 40 normal limbs
and 46 limbs with varicose veins. Larger volumes were
measured at the higher cuff pressures in the limbs with
varicose veins indicating that distensibility was higher
than in normal limbs because of a higher capacity.
Kidd and Lyons studied the pressure-volume relationship for changes in venous tone associated with
temperature change,159 to show the effect of venoactive
medications,160, 161 exercise,162 menstrual cycle, pregnancy and oral contraceptives.163, 164
It is apparent that a standard method to study the
mechanical function of the venous wall has not been
established. One of the problems associated with the
various methods for analysis used in the above studies
is that they do not discriminate the increases in volume
associated with stretching of the vein wall from those
due to changes in vein conFigureuration. This problem
has been overcome by using the stion of the pressurevolume curve above a pressure of 20 mmHg which
determines the point at which the vein wall begins to
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stretch.2 This is because in vitro findings suggest that a
transmural pressure of 20 mmHg ensures that the vein is
circular in cross- stion and allowing for tissue pressures,
a corresponding pressure in-vivo might be achieved at
internal vein pressures of 25-30 mmHg. This then allows the elastic modulus (K) to be calculated defined as
stress/strain when the veins are full (Chapter 1). Calculations were made in 19 normal legs, 33 legs with superficial varicose veins, 16 legs with deep venous reflux
and 18 normal legs defined as “high risk” because of the
presence of varicose veins in the contralateral leg. The
results showed a clear difference in elasticity between
normal limbs and limbs with varicose veins, and also
between normal and high risk limbs, whereas there was
no difference in values of K between legs with superficial varicose veins, legs with deep venous reflux and the
“high risk” normal legs (Figure 3.12).
Leg volume changes with posture and exercise

Using the manoeuvers described in Chapter 1 (Figure 1.8), APG showed changes in venous volume (VV)
in mL, amount of reflux in the form of venous filling
index (VFI) in mL/s, the ejected volume (EV) in mL
and ejection fraction (EF) of the calf muscle pump, as
well as the residual volume (RV) in mL and residual
venous fraction after 10 tiptoe movements. The high
reproducibility of these measurements with coefficients
of variation of less than 10% for all measurements155, 165
enabled the investigators to demonstrate differences in
different pathologic situations and improve our understanding of venous hemodynamics.56, 155, 166
By changing from the supine position with leg elevation to the standing position with support to avoid any
leg muscular contractions, there was an increase in leg
VV of 100-150 mL in normal limbs and 100-350 mL in
limbs with CVI.
The rate of filling (VFI) of the leg venous “reservoir”
varied from 2 mL/s in normal limbs up to 25 mL in the
presence of deep axial reflux (Figure 3.13). A VFI of 2
mL/s or less indicates absence of significant venous reflux and shows that veins are filling slowly from the arterial circulation. A VFI greater than 7 mL/s was associated
with a high incidence of skin changes, chronic swelling
and ulceration (see Chapter 10), irrespective of whether
reflux was in the superficial or deep venous systems.56
Application of a narrow pneumatic tourniquet (2.5 cm
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Figure 3.12.—The elastic modulus K for the normal limbs and limbs
with chronic venous disease. N=normal; HRC=High risk group;
SVI=superficial vein incompetence; DVI=deep vein incompetence

wide) which occluded superficial veins just below the
knee reduced VFI to less than 5 mL/s in limbs with primary varicose veins and competent popliteal valves (Figure.
3.13) but not in limbs with incompetent popliteal valves
on duplex ultrasound.156 However, the strong application
of inelastic bandages was able to normalise elevated VFI
values despite popliteal incompetence.167 Also, measurements before and after ligation of the SFJs or SPJs have
demonstrated abolition of reflux.168
The range of the ejection fraction (EF) values following one tiptoe movement in the same limbs is shown
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Figure 3.14.—(A: left) Ejection fraction (EF) (median and 90% range)
and (B: right) residual venous fraction in normal (N) limbs, limbs with
primary varicose veins (PVV), deep venous incompetence (DVI) and
deep venous obstruction (DVO).

Figure 3.13.—Venous filling index (VFI) (median and 90% range) without and with a tourniquet (T) that occluded the superficial veins at the
knee in normal (N) limbs, limbs with primary varicose veins without
sequelae of chronic venous disease (lipodermatosclerosis and ulceration) (PVV), primary varicose veins with sequelae of CVD (PVV/S) and
limbs with popliteal reflux (PR).56

in Figure. 3.14a, and residual volume fraction after 10
tiptoe movements is shown in Figure. 3.14b. There was
a good linear relationship between RVF and AVP at the
end of the 10 tiptoe movements (Figure 3.15)
An other study involving 132 limbs (C1=16; C2=30;
C3=20; C4=25; C5=21and C6=20) studied with both duplex ultrasound and APG demonstrated that reflux (VFI)
and residual volume fraction (RVF) increased when both
superficial and deep veins were incompetent and also with
an increasing number of systems involved, superficial (S),
perforating (P) or deep (D). (Figures 3.16 and 3.17).125
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Measurements of venous outflow obstruction
Severe venous outflow obstruction causing swelling
and venous claudication frequently causes elevated venous pressure at rest and during exercise. Outflow obstruction should be suspected when swelling is the pre-
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Figure 3.15.—Relationship between residual venous fraction (RVF) and
ambulatory venous pressure (AVP) at the end of 10 tiptoe movements
(open circles: limbs with deep venous disease; closed circles: limbs with
superficial venous incompetence).155

dominant feature. It may be associated with a history of
deep vein thrombosis and with development of prominent collateral venous channels in the groin, above the
pubis or on the anterior abdominal wall. Severe outflow
obstruction is particularly suspected in patients with venous claudication post thrombosis.
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Figure 3.16.—Venous filling index (VFI) (A) and residual volume fraction (RVF) (B), presented as median and interquartile range (left) and
scattergram (right), in 60 limbs with superficial (S) ±perforating vein
(±P) incompetence, and 71 limbs with deep (±S, ±P) incompetence
(Mann-Whitney test).
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Simple leg elevation with the patient supine can provide an estimate of the resting venous pressure by observing the height (in cm) of the heel above the heart
level at which prominent veins in the foot collapse. A
study that measured direct femoral vein pressures in patients with iliofemoral occlusion demonstrated by venography showed that the average resting pressure in
the supine position in those with poor pelvic collaterals was 5.5±10.5 mmHg higher than the unobstructed
opposite limb, whereas, the gradient between the two
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Figure 3.17.—Venous filling index (VFI) (A) and residual volume fraction
(RVF) (B), presented as median and interquartile range (left) and scattergram (right), in 16 limbs with single venous system incompetence, 62
limbs with dual system incompetence, and 54 limbs with triple system
incompetence. Both VFI and RVF increased overall with the number of
incompetent venous systems (P<0.01 for trend, Kruskall-Wallis).

limbs in those with good collateral veins was 0.6±1.4
mmHg.169
In the presence of a stenosis a peak velocity ratio of
>2.5 across the stenosis is the best criterion to use for
the presence of a pressure gradient >3 mmHg.170
Several methods have been used to quantify outflow
obstruction or indirectly measure its severity - RVF during exercise, maximum venous outflow or outflow fraction, arm-foot pressure differential and venous outflow
resistance.
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Figure 3.18.—Residual volume fraction (RVF) during walking in 12
normal limbs and 7 limbs with severe outflow obstruction.

Venous volume during walking

In one study they measured the RVF using APG
during walking on a treadmill in 12 normal limbs of
healthy volunteers and 7 limbs with axial vein reflux
combined with severe outflow obstruction due to a previous DVT followed by poor recanalization.171 Walking
speeds were 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 km/h. In normal limbs,
the RVF was 45% (95% CI 42% to 50%) at 1.0 km/h
decreasing to 42% (95% CI 37% to 48%) (P>0.05) at
2.0. In limbs with severe outflow obstruction RVF was
68% (95% CI 62% to 74%) at 1.0 km/h increasing to
79% (95% CI 73% to 86%) (P for trend=0.009) (Figure.
3.18). According to Figure. 3.15, this RVF of 79% approximately corresponds to an AVP of 80 mmHg.
Maximum venous outflow and outflow fraction
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The presence and extent of deep venous obstruction
suspected from clinical and ultrasound examination can
be confirmed by venography, CT- or MRI-venography
or IVUS. However, the functional severity of the obstruction is difficult to assess from these imaging investigations. Quantitative measurements are obtained
from the maximum venous outflow (MVO) using strain
gauge plethysmography or APG. Initially, a proximal
thigh cuff is inflated to 80 mmHg with the limb elevated
10 degrees and the veins are allowed to fill. The cuff is
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Figure 3.19.—Outflow fraction (OF) (median and 90% range) without
and with (s) occlusion of the superficial veins in limbs of 50 normal
volunteers (N), 157 limbs with primary varicose veins (PVV), 70 limbs
with deep venous incompetence (DVI) and 68 limbs with venographic
deep venous occlusion (DVO).

suddenly deflated and measurements are made from the
outflow curve.172, 173
Strain-gauge plethysmography recording MVO was
an established screening method for detecting DVT
in the 1970s.174, 175 Normal limbs had a MVO greater
than 45 mL/100 mL/min. In approximately 90% of
patients who had an abnormally low MVO soon after
DVT (see chapter 2), values close to the lower limit of
normal were found one year later presumably because
of recanalization and development of collateral channels. However, in 10% of patients, the MVO remained
grossly abnormal and these patients remained severely
incapacitated often due to persisting venous claudication.
By 1989, the one sond venous outflow fraction could
be measured using APG.172, 173, 176 and it was found that
this was more than 38% of the venous volume in normal
limbs, 30-38% in limbs with mild to moderate obstruction and less than 30% in limbs with severe obstruction.
Provided that superficial veins acting as collateral channels had been occluded, a good separation was obtained
between limbs with and without venographic obstruction (Figure 3.19)
The ability of the APG one sond outflow fraction
(OF) to discriminate between limbs with arm-foot pres-
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sure differential (ΔP) lower or higher than 5 mmHg is
shown in Figure 3.20.
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The venous drainage index (VDI) in mL/s is a recently
introduced parameter of APG.177 It is the exact opposite
of the VFI. The VDI quantifies the rate of calf decompression from a position of dependency to elevation. It
is intuitive that a slow rate of calf decompression, which
occurs in obstruction, will have a poor response to gravitational drainage. This has been validated in healthy controls using graduated thigh-cuff pressures to simulate
degrees of obstruction.178 Using a tilt-table comparing
healthy controls with patients of known obstruction, the
cut-off point in determining presence of obstruction was
a VDI <11 mL/s.179 In a subsequent study VDI was reduced significantly in response to iliac venous stenting.180

OF %

Gravitational Venous Drainage

Arm-Foot pressure differential

The arm-foot pressure differential has been used by
Raju as another means to assess the functional severity of outflow obstruction.181 This method consists of
recording the venous pressure in veins of the foot and
hand simultaneously with the patient in the supine position at rest. The measurements are repeated after inducing reactive hyperemia. In normal limbs, the armfoot pressure differential (ΔP) was less than 5 mmHg at
rest and rose to 6 mmHg during reactive hyperemia. In
patients with venographic evidence of outflow obstruction, the measurements allowed limbs to be classified
into four grades (Table 3.4).
Venous outflow resistance
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As indicated in Chapter 1, venous outflow resistance can be calculated from the outflow curves of
volume and pressure obtained simultaneously (Figure 1.9).182, 183 By measuring outflow resistance in a
large number of patients without (N) and with various grades of obstruction (Raju test: Grades I-IV), a
relationship between the two methods has been found
(Figure 3.21). However, it should be pointed out that
the measurement of resistance when a proximal thigh
cuff causes pressure in the veins to be greater than 20
mmHg is far from physiological, since resting pres-
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<5

Δp

>5

Figure 3.20.—Outflow fraction (OF) (median and 90% range) in 15
limbs with deep venous reflux but no obstruction (arm-foot ΔP < 5
mmHg) and 8 limbs with venographic deep venous obstruction (armfoot ΔP > 5 mmHg).

Table 3.4.—Arm-foot pressure differential (ΔP mmHg) in limbs
with outflow obstruction.
	Grade
ΔP at rest
			

I Fully compensated
II Partially compensated
III Partially decompensated
IV Fully decompensated

ΔP increment
during hyperemia

<5
<6
<5
>6
>5
> 6 (often 10-15)
> 5 (often 15-20)	No further increase

sures rarely exceed 15 mmHg. A method for measuring outflow resistance at physiological pressures is
required.
Hemodynamic changes in the microcirculation

Microcirculation is the term used to describe vessels
with mean internal diameter smaller than 100 µm within organs that are responsible for distribution of blood
within tissues and whose spatial arrangement depends
upon the tissue specific structure and functions. They
include arterioles, venules, capillaries (size ranges 4-10
µm), arterio-venous anastomoses in the skin of the ex-
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observed in arteriograms combined with an increased
oxygen content in the efferent blood in the limbs of patients with post-thrombotic syndrome or varicose veins.
184-187 The proposed explanation at that time was an
opening of arterio-venous anastomoses, but subsequent
isotope-labeled microsphere studies ruled out the existence of such anatomic shunts.188
The most striking evidence of the inefficient oxygen
delivery to the skin tissue in spite of a high blood flow
was elegantly provided by the PET-scan study of Hopkins et al. in 1972,189 which showed that at the same site
in patients with leg ulcers, blood flow was very much
increased and O2 extraction very much decreased compared with the contralateral leg.
This was interpreted as an O2 diffusion block by Burnand and Browse, who in parallel had found pericapillary fibrin deposits in patients with leg ulcers 190 and
a correlation of an increased number of capillaries in
histological skin samples of patients with ambulatory
venous hypertension.115 However, the capacity of fibrinogen to block oxygen diffusion was questioned and
it was soon realized that the increased number of capillary stions in the skin ulcer area was due to the circumvolutions of capillaries that were actually decreased in
number, as shown by capillaroscopy.191
Eventually, the decrease in O2 was explained by the
reduction in subepidermal capillary density and increased O2 diffusion distance.191 It was also realized
that the increase in flow, confirmed by many laserDoppler studies,192-196 took place in the deeper layers of
the dermis, probably related to an abnormal vasomotor
regulation or stimulated by the tissue hypoxia/acidosis
and inflammation.194, 197
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Figure 3.21.—Relationship between outflow resistance curves and Raju
classification of Grades I-IV outflow obstruction (N: normal limbs).182

tremities, and also lymphatic capillaries and lymphatic
collecting ducts. In the skin, the capillaries are mainly
located in the superficial, papillary layer of the dermis,
where the nutritional needs are important, whereas the
venules and arterioles are arranged in two to four superimposed parallel networks in the dermis for thermoregulatory purposes.
Venous leg ulcers and the other skin changes of
chronic venous insufficiency are related to a specific
venous microangiopathy, also named venous hypertensive microangiopathy according to the main pathophysiological disturbance in the venous microcirculation.
This microangiopathy can be observed noninvasively
through standard and OPS (orthogonal polarisation
spectral imaging) capillaroscopy, and its consequences
measured by laser Doppler flowmetry, transcutaneous
PO2 (TcPO2) and plethysmography.
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Blood flow maldistribution
From a hemodynamic point of view, the most striking feature of venous microangiopathy is the contrast
between an abnormally increased skin blood flow, and a
decreased oxygen delivery to the tissue.
The first evidence about this paradox derives from
the observation, in the 1950’s, of an early venous return

Vol. 35 - No. 3

Alteration of interstitial capillaries
and edema formation

Changes in hemodynamics of veins that result in
venous hypertension are transmitted into the microcirculation to increase hydrostatic pressure in capillaries.
This results in transcapillary filtration that exceeds lymphatic drainage so as to contribute to interstitial edema
formation. Venous hypertension slows blood flow in
capillaries prompting leukocyte adhesion to capillary
endothelium and initiating an inflammatory reaction.198
One theory holds that inflammation opens gaps between
endothelial cells through a mechanism involving vas-
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cular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), nitric oxide
synthetase (NOS), and contraction of actin and myosin filaments present in endothelial cells.199 If the gaps
become very large then greatly raised capillary permeability to fluid and macromolecules, even allowing extravasation of red blood cells, results in their flow into
the interstitial space with edema formation. Swollen endothelial cells with enlarged intercellular spaces make
the capillary lumen irregular. The consequent increase
on macromolecular permeability causing plasma, fibrinogen and red blood cell leakage, impairs nutrient
exchange.190, 192 Sustained venous stasis and hypertension lead to chronic inflammation in the capillary bed
and surrounding tissues and chronic edema.200, 201 Subsequent reduced capillary density could cause trophic
disorders and leg ulceration.182
Alteration of skin capillaries and venous
ulcer formation. Spatial heterogeneity
of venous microangiopathy

Skin is the final target of chronic venous hypertension and hemodynamic changes in veins. Clinical
manifestations caused by alteration in skin capillaries are pigmentation, venous eczema, lipodermatosclerosis, atrophie blanche and eventually venous
ulceration. Several mechanisms for the development
of venous ulcers have been postulated of which the
theory of “leukocyte trapping” is the most likely.202
It is hypothesized that the primary injury to skin is
extravasation of macromolecules such as fibrinogen
and alpha-2-macroglobulin as well as red blood cells
causing pigmentation into the dermal interstitium.
Red blood cell degradation products and extravasation of interstitial proteins are potent chemoattractants and presumably generate an initial inflammatory signal that results in leukocyte recruitment and
migration into the dermis.198 Pathologic events occur during leukocyte migration into the dermis and
the end product is dermal fibrosis. As indicated at
the beginning of this chapter, one of the pathologic
events is an increase in transforming growth factor beta-1 (TGF-β1), released by macrophages and
mast cells or auto-induced by dermal fibroblasts.
An increase in TGF-β1 causes an imbalance in tissue remodeling which results in increased collagen synthesis and affects matrix metalloproteases
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Figure 3.22.—Capillaroscopic pictures in several areas of the right leg
in a 68 years male patient with post-thrombotic syndrome (from P Carpentier).

(MMPs) as well as their tissue inhibitors (TIMPs).
It is hypothesized that an imbalance in MMPs and
their regulation may cause or contribute to venous
ulcer formation. A cascade of inflammatory events
results in cutaneous changes which include skin hyperpigmentation caused by hemosiderin deposition
and eczematous dermatitis. Fibrosis may develop in
the dermis and subcutaneous tissue lipodermatosclerosis. There is an increased risk of cellulitis and leg
ulceration. A linear relationship between ulceration
rate and ambulatory venous pressure has been demonstrated.203
Since the early days of capillaroscopy, the simple
and noninvasive observation of the papillary capillaries through the epidermal layer with a magnifying
instrument has shown a decrease in capillary density,
an increase in capillary size and tortuosity and a heterogeneity of these parameters. Gilje204 was the first
to show these abnormalities, which were subsequently
precisely described by Fagrell,205 who showed that
the capillaroscopic picture was different in pigmented areas, in lipodermatosclerotic skin and in atrophie
blanche or ulcer scar. Indeed, on the same limb, the
capillaroscopic pattern can range from normal to almost avascular areas with rare but huge glomeruluslike capillaries (Figure 3.22). Franzeck and Bollinger
quantified the deficit in capillary density that was linearly related to the TcPO2.191
Over the last ten years, an improved capillaroscopic
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g/L, respectively. The fluid turnover reaches up to twothirds of the total volume of interstitial fluid daily.207 The
skin on the lower extremities contains a denser and more
extensive network of lymphatic capillaries than the skin
of the upper extremities.208 Due to orthostatism, lower
extremities have higher filtration pressure and influx of
fluids, and it is thought that the capacity for lymph transport in the lower extremities is greater in order to compensate for the higher influx of interstitial fluid caused by
the effects of orthostatism and gravity.
Spontaneous contractility of lymphatic vessels contributes to lymph transport. Regular contractions of
lymph vessels at a frequency of 2-4 per minute were
observed in vitro and spontaneous contractions of prenodal lymphatic vessels that drive lymph have been
observed in human legs.209 Internal extensions of lymphatic endothelial cells act as valves and guarantee a
one-way lymph flow.207
In a steady state, extravasation of fluids and proteins
from blood vessels is balanced by lymphatic drainage
and return into the bloodstream. If microvascular filtration in blood capillaries and venules as occurs in advanced CVD exceeds the capacity for lymphatic drainage for sufficiently long periods, edema develops in
afflicted areas by accumulation of tissue fluid in the interstitium. In addition, lymphatic dysfunction and structural damages to the lymphatic network are associated
with varicose veins, and subsequent lymph stasis and
reduced lymph transportation lead to inflammation.210
This is associated with lipid accumulation in the media
of the diseased veins. Such accumulation of inflammatory lipids in the vein wall might further damage adventitial lymphatic vessels.
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Figure. 3.23.—The orthogonal polarization spectral (OPS) imaging
technique used in the Cytoscan has allowed the study of alterations of
skin capillaries in patients with chronic venous disease.(Courtesy of E
Bouskela).

technique, the orthogonal polarisation spectral (OPS)
imaging technique used in the Cytoscan has allowed
alterations of skin capillaries to be studied in patients
assigned C1 to C6 of the CEAP classification (Figure.
3.23). The Cytoscan has a small handheld probe which
can be noninvasively applied to all body surfaces to
evaluate microcirculatory parameters such as functional capillary density (FCD, capillaries/mm2), diameter of
dermal papilla (DDP, μm) to quantify edema, the largest
diameter of the capillary bulk (DCB, μm) to assess its
degree of change, capillary limb diameter (CD, μm) to
describe diameter changes, and capillary morphology
(CM, % of abnormal capillaries per field). It was demonstrated that all of these values were progressively altered from C1 to C6 patients and that values in CVD patients were significantly different from these in healthy
subjects (P<0.05).206

Normal skin blood flow

Alteration of lymphatic vessels
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The function of lymphatic vessels is very important.
They are involved in the recirculation of lymphocytes
and proteins, transport of microorganisms by lymph and
drainage of interstitial fluid to blood. The average human
body weighing 65 kg contains 3 L of blood plasma and
12 L of interstitial fluid. Up to 8–12 L of afferent lymph
are produced each day of which 4–8 L of ultrafiltrate are
reabsorbed into the bloodstream. The concentration of
proteins in plasma, interstitial fluid, afferent lymph, and
efferent lymph is 70 g/L, 20–30 g/L, 20–30 g/L, and 60

Vol. 35 - No. 3

Only 5-10% of the total skin blood flow is through
nutrient capillaries that reach the outer layers of the dermis.191, 205 The number of capillary nutrient loops per
unit area is related to the TcPO2 in that the smaller the
number of nutrient capillary loops per mm2, the lower
is the TcPO2.191
The output signal from laser Doppler flowmeters is
directly proportional to blood flow in the microcirculation and particularly in superficial (<1 mm depth) skin
vessels detecting flow in subpapillary plexuses, superficial shunts and capillaries. Laser Doppler probes re-
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Figure 3.24.—Red cell flux in a normal limb (above) and in a limb with
venous hypertension (below) (RF = resting flux; SF = standing flux).
Note the presence of vasomotor waves at RF and the decreased red cell
flux on standing (SF) as a result of the venoarteriolar response in the
normal limb; also the absence of vasomotor waves and high red cell
flux both at rest and on standing indicating the absence of venorteriolar
response (A = movement artefact).

cord red cell flux (a function of the number of red cells
and their velocity) in a small volume of approximately
1 mm3. One of its advantages is the ability to record
vasomotor activity which produces rhythmic fluctuations in blood flow. Vasoconstriction alternates with
vasodilatation of arterioles, often differing in adjacent
areas. Arteriolar vasomotor activity acts as a local regulatory mechanism for blood flow and determines total
skin blood flow. In pathological situations such as inflammation, allergic reactions and venous hypertensive
microangiopathy, vasomotor activity may be reduced or
abolished with generalised vasodilatation resulting in a
marked increase in skin blood low by up to 5 times.
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Figure 3.25.—The venoarteriolar response may be induced by foot dependency (A), standing (B), sitting up (C) or increasing the venous pressure by inflating a thigh tourniquet. In patients with chronic venous insufficiency and severe venous hypertension, the venoarteriolar response
is absent or minimal.

The postural venoarteriolar response (VAR)

In normal limbs, the precapillary resistance in the
skin of the foot and perimalleolar region increases
on standing producing a decrease in capillary blood
flow.211, 212 This response minimises the number of capillaries exposed to a high pressure and flow in the standing position, limiting the increase in capillary pressure
determined by the vertical column of blood between
the heart and the foot.213 It has been suggested that this
vasoconstrictory response or venoarteriolar response
(VAR) is mediated by a sympathetic axon reflex.211, 212
Absence or reduction of the VAR exposes a large num-
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ber of capillaries to high pressure on standing and is
associated with increased capillary leakage and ankle
edema.
The VAR in a normal limb and its absence in a limb
with venous hypertension can be shown by laser Doppler flowmetry (Figure 3.24). A recording shows that
in a limb with venous hypertension (lower tracing),
there is an increase in the skin red cell flux indicating increased skin blood flow at rest (RF= resting
flux) with reduction of the normal vasomotor activity in the supine position followed by absence of the
VAR on standing.193, 195 Lowering the leg and foot
below the horizontal in a normal subject elicits the
VAR producing a small decrease in skin red cell flux
by 10-20% (Figure 3.25), a greater decrease in skin
red cell flux by 40% is observed on standing (Figure
3.25B) and a small decrease in flux is also observed
by sitting up while keeping the leg horizontal (Figure
3.25C). Inflating a thigh cuff to 80 mmHg to occlude
the superficial venous system will also elicit a small
decrease in flux and no further decrease would then be
observed when the leg is lowered below the horizontal (Figure 3.25D).
Skin blood flow and the VAR in limbs
with venous hypertension

The difference in the effect of the VAR between
normal limbs and post-thrombotic limbs was demonstrated in a study of 20 limbs with axial reflux and 25
age and sex matched normal controls.195, 196 Patients
were selected to have an AVP>65 mmHg and small
perimalleolar ulcers (area 1.5-3 cm2). The probe of
the laser Doppler was attached to the perimalleolar
region at least 1 cm proximal to the upper edge of
the ulcer. Figure. 3.26 shows the resting flux (RF)
and standing flux (SF) in each group. The mean RF
in the post-thrombotic limbs was approximately three
times higher than in normal limbs. On standing, there
was a small but not significant decrease in skin flux
in post-thrombotic limbs whereas the decrease in flux
on standing was significant in the normal limbs. The
mean VAR (percentage decrease of flux on standing)
was 14% in the post-thrombotic limbs and 57% in the
normal controls. This physiological response elicited
when venous pressure increases by 40 mmHg or more
with absence or reduction of the VAR exposes a large
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Figure 3.26.—The venoarteriolar response in 20 patients with venous
hypertension and in 25 normal subjects.

number of capillaries to high pressure on standing
and is associated with increased capillary leakage and
ankle edema.
Skin flux is lower in normal limbs and there is a significant decrease in flux on standing. The latter is almost
abolished in patients.
On the basis of these findings, the authors produced
the following hypothesis. In normal limbs with normal vasomotor activity when the limb is horizontal,
only a portion of the capillaries, say 5 out of 10, are
open at any time. On standing, the VAR results in
“closing down” 2 or 3 further capillaries so that only
2 or 3 capillary loops bear the high pressure when the
venous system becomes full. Thus, capillary flow is
greatly reduced and capillary leakage is minimal. In
contrast, limbs with severe venous hypertension have
an increased skin blood flow on average by three
times, and vasomotor activity is minimal indicating
that most capillaries, say 9 out of 10, are open, not unlike an inflammatory reaction. On standing, the VAR
is minimal so that a large number of capillaries, say 8
out of 10, remain open resulting in increased capillary
leakage proportional to the area of capillary endothelium exposed to the high flow and pressure. This hypothesis was subsequently tested by further studies in
which the RF, SF and VAR were correlated with AVP,
TcPO2, TcPCO2, local skin temperature, capillary permeability, inhalation of CO2 and finally by observing
the effect of therapeutic measures known to promote
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Figure 3.27.—Correlation between skin flux and ambulatory venous
pressure in normal subjects (lower group), patients with moderate venous reflux due to superficial venous disease (middle group) and in patients with severe deep venous reflux (upper group).

Figure 3.28.—The venoarteriolar response in the same groups as in Figure. 3.26.

the healing of leg ulcers on the microcirculation.194
Correlation of resting flux (RF), standing
flux (SF), and venoarteriolar response (VAR)
with ambulatory venous pressure (AVP)

In a study involving 70 limbs (15 normal, 20 with
primary varicose veins and skin changes (no ulceration)
and 35 with deep venous disease and ulceration), there
was a positive linear relationship between RF and AVP
(r=0.84) (Figure 3.27) and a negative linear relationship
between VAR and AVP (r=- 0.79) (Figure. 3.28).194
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Correlation between VAR, RF and
SF with TcPO2 and TcPCO2

The RF, SF, VAR, TcPO2, TcPCO2 and AVP were
measured at the perimalleolar region in 20 post-thrombotic limbs with popliteal vein reflux on duplex ultrasound scanning and ten normal limbs. Intercorrelation
between the parameters is shown in Figure. 3.29.193
The correlation between TcPO2 and all other parameters was poor (r<0.4) and this was not surprising be-
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Figure 3.29.—The intercorrelation between ambulatory venous pressure
(AVP) and microcirculatory parameters (SF = standing flux; RF = resting
flux; VAR = venoarteriolar response) including transcutaneous PO2 and
PCO2. The parameters with good correlation (r > 0.7) are indicated (*).
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Figure 3.30.—The vacuum suction chamber device. A negative pressure
(-30 mmHg) is maintained.

cause light emitted by the laser Doppler probe penetrates only the superficial part of the dermis for 1.0-1.5
mm and as such measures red cell flux in a variable
depth. All other parameters are well intercorrelated
(r>0.6). Particularly interesting was a negative linear
relationship between TcPCO2 and VAR (r= –0.72).
The question arose whether the increased PCO2 was
responsible for or was the result of the vasodilatation,
high skin red cell flux and abolition of vasomotor activity (vasoparalysis).
In an attempt to answer the above question, the effect of CO2 inhalation (5% for 15 minutes increasing
the TcPCO2 by 20%) was administered in ten normal
volunteers. The decrease in VAR as a result of the latter is shown in Figure 3.28. This demonstrated the
powerful effect of PCO2 on the microcirculation indicating that the observed effects in venous hypertensive
microangiopathy may be the effect of locally raised
PCO2.194
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The venoarteriolar response and capillary filtration

In patients with diabetes and patients with venous hypertension in whom the VAR is impaired, edema may
occur as a result of high capillary pressure on dependency. Thickening of the basement membranes, which is the
histological hallmark of microangiopathy, is promoted
by chronically raised capillary pressure.214 In patients
with venous hypertension, local capillary filtration and
capillary permeability were evaluated using the vacuum
suction chamber (Vs.C) device (Figure 3.30).215 A small
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Figure 3.31.—Two curves obtained with strain-gauge plethysmography.
One in a normal volunteer and one in a patient with venous hypertension. The tangent to the curve at 7-10 minutes is proportional to the
capillary filtration. There is an increased capillary filtration in the patient
with venous hypertension.

plastic chamber is applied to the skin of the perimalleolar region and a negative pressure (-30 mmHg) is
produced for a period of 10 minutes. The Vs.C produces
a wheal determined by edema which disappears in minutes or hours). Wheals are recorded by serial photos taken every 5 minutes. In normal subjects, they disappear
in less than 60 minutes. The disappearance time of the
wheals can be used to evaluate capillary filtration. There
is a negative linear relationship between the disappearance time of the wheals and the VAR obtained in the
same area (Figure 3.31).
Capillary filtration rate can also be measured using
a strain-gauge applied just above the ankle. After resting for 30 minutes in the horizontal position, the subject
is asked to stand holding on to a frame. After the initial increase in volume due to filling of the veins, there
is a slow increase in volume due to edema. The slope
between the 7th and 10th minute is considered to be a
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measure of capillary filtration (Figure 3.31).216 Using
this technique, it has been found that there is an increase
in the rate of ankle swelling in patients with increased
skin flux due to the post-thrombotic syndrome and decrease in VAR.196
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CHAPTER 4
Effects of different types of compression on
venous hemodynamics and the microcirculation
Pathophysiology of venous hemodynamic
impairment relevant to compression therapy

As indicated in previous chapters, venous hydrostatic
pressure in the leg varies according to the body position.
In the supine position, it is less than 20 mmHg while in
the standing position it corresponds to the weight of the
blood column between the right heart and the measuring
point. The venous pressure in a dorsal foot vein in the
standing immobile position is about 80-100 mmHg depending on the height of the individual, in both healthy
subjects and in patients with chronic venous disease
(CVD).1, 2
In a healthy subject, the peripheral muscle pump is
able to reduce the venous standing pressure from approximately 80-100 mmHg to less than 30 mmHg within a few steps.1, 2 In patients with venous disease due to
chronic obstruction or valvular incompetence, venous
return due to calf muscle pumping is impaired and the
reduction in venous pressure with exercise is less so that
the distal venous pressure remains at about 50 mmHg
or higher. This is termed ambulatory venous hypertension3, 4 and results in a reduced ejection fraction from
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Stiffness
Stiffness of a compression device is defined as the pressure increase induced by an increase in leg circumference
of 1 cm 8 and represents the relationship between its resting and working pressures. Based on stiffness, compression materials are differentiated into “elastic” and “inelastic”. An elastic or long-stretch material is extensible
to more than 100%. An inelastic material may be “nostretch” (e.g. zinc-paste) or short stretch with a maximal
extensibility of less than 100%. By combining several
materials over each other, the elastic property of the final
composite bandage can change in an unpredictable manner. For instance, multi-component bandages consisting
of different elastic components such as the so-called “four
layer bandage” present a stiffness comparable to that of an
inelastic material due to friction between the different layers.10 It is therefore a misconception to call such bandages
“elastic”.11 For this reason, the terms “elastic” and “inelastic” are most appropriately used for single bandages
while, the elastic property of a multi-component bandage
should rather be characterized by stiffness for which in
vivo assessment has been proposed.12-14
Stiffness in vivo can be assessed by measuring the
pressure under a compression product at the so called
“B1 point” so as to calculate a “Static Stiffness Index
(SSI)”, subtracting the supine from the standing pressure.12, 14 The B1 point is defined as the transition of
the muscular into the tendinous part of the medial gastrocnemius muscle, the site for the biggest increase of
leg circumference with dorsiflexion. A value of 10 was
proposed as a cut-off point between elastic and inelastic
materials,.13 so that elastic material is characterized by
a value lower than 10 and inelastic by a value higher
than 10. Other parameters of stiffness that correlate with
SSI are the maximal pressure achieved during exercise,
pressure peaks and pressure amplitudes during walking
(the difference between systolic and diastolic pressure);
the latter parameters interplay in the dynamic stiffness
index determination.15
Stiffness plays an important role in the performance
of compression devices during standing and walking.
With muscle contraction, an elastic material gives way
to the muscle volume increase exerting a sub-bandage
pressure which will be only slightly higher than the resting pressure. An inelastic stiff material does not give
way to muscle expansion and the exerted pressure will
rise significantly to the range able to overcome the in-
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the leg.5, 6 Another important cause for ambulatory
venous hypertension is dysfunction of the venous calf
muscle due to muscle or joint dysfunction.
Accordingly, as CVD progresses, valvular function
deteriorates with increasing venous reflux, residual
venous volume increases during ambulation and calf
muscle pump impairment finally develops resulting in
a further increase of ambulatory venous hypertension.7
When deep venous obstruction is the main pathophysiological mechanism, calf muscle pump dysfunction
can be even more severe, and the ambulatory venous
hypertension is usually higher than in patients without
obstruction.7
Compression materials, pressure and stiffness

Compression stockings, various bandages, adjustable
velcro-band-devices and pumps are often used to treat
CVD. Essential differences between these devices that
determine their hemodynamic effect are the pressure
and elastic properties exerted by the materials.
Compression pressure

The pressure exerted by a device on an extremity corresponds to the “amount” of compression therapy.
The pressure produced by a stocking is determined
by the commercial compression class of the hosiery in
relation to the individual leg size which is measured
by the prescriber and will rarely exceed a resting pressure of 40 mmHg.8 The pressure exerted by a bandage
depends mainly on the tension with which the bandage is applied. Inelastic bandages and hook and loop
(Velcro) band devices with short extension are usually applied under full stretch and produce initial resting pressures of 40 to 60 mmHg or more. These high
initial pressures decrease almost immediately, mainly
due to edema reduction.9 In contrast to inelastic bandages, which should be applied by trained staff requiring some skill and experience, hook and loop band
devices can be put on and re-adjusted by the patients
themselves.
Pumps (see Chapter 5) consist of one or several circumferential cuffs which are intermittently inflated with
air at variable sequence and pressure and will be considered in this chapter only as models to compare with
conventional compression systems.
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enough to narrow deep and superficial veins 18-22 which
causes a shift of blood volume towards the heart.23 The
resulting increase of the cardiac preload needs to be taken into consideration in patients with cardiac disease.
At the same time, reduction of venous calibre leads to
an increase of venous blood flow velocity which can
be demonstrated by measuring the mean transit time to
the groin after injecting radio-tracers into a dorsal foot
vein 24, 25 or by duplex ultrasound.26-29
In the upright position, pressures of 70-80 mmHg are
necessary to counteract the standing intravenous pressure and reduce venous diameter as clearly shown by
phlebography,30 duplex ultrasound 21, 31 or MRI.22, 32, 33
A pressure of more than 60 mmHg is required to fully
compress the femoral vein at thigh level in the upright
position.20 Surprisingly, it can be shown that in the
prone or standing positions, compression may lead to
more pronounced narrowing of deep than superficial
veins, probably due to a shift of muscle compartments
associated with higher subfascial pressures.22, 32, 33
During walking, external compression created by an
inelastic material produces pressure peaks with every
muscle systole which overcome the intravenous pressure and lead to intermittent narrowing of the veins,
demonstrated by duplex ultrasound.21 Measuring pressures in a dorsal foot vein in patients with congenital
absent valves (avalvulia) has shown that a thigh cuff
inflated to 70 mmHg was able to cut down the elevated
intravenous pressure peaks caused by reflux in veins
during walking leading to a reduced mean ambulatory
venous pressure.34
Based on duplex ultrasound investigations in patients
with superficial reflux, it has been speculated that coaptation of valvular cusps to restore valvular competence
may be a basic mechanism of action from compression
therapy in venous disease.35 However, the important
hemodynamic improvement of impaired muscle pumping even in avalvulia cannot be explained by reapproximating damaged valves by external compression, but is
rather a result of intermittent venous narrowing during
walking so as to create a kind of artificial valve mechanism that blocks reflux with every muscle contraction.34
In patients with severe chronic venous reflux, measuring venous pressure in a dorsal foot vein while walking
on a treadmill revealed similar results. By cutting down
the systolic peaks of the intravenous pressure curve using inelastic compression bandages (resting pressure
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Figure 4.1.—Sub-bandage pressure tracings at the B1 point: a) elastic
bandage (top), b) elastic bandage strongly applied (middle) and c) inelastic bandage (bottom). The resting pressure of a) and c) are approximately 40 mmHg. The pressure increase by standing up (=SSI) for a)
is 4.5 mmHg and for c) 20.8 mmHg. During walking, the pressure amplitudes (“massaging effect”) are much higher under the inelastic than
under the elastic bandages.

travenous pressure, thereby producing a significant vein
narrowing or occlusion. These important differences
concerning the pressures of inelastic and elastic materials are shown in Figure 4.1.
According to the law of Pascal, there is an equal increase of pressure at any point inside the system in a
closed, non-yielding container when pressure increases
by muscle activity. The energy created by functional
activity is maintained so that already minimal muscle
movement will create great variations in pressure.16
Due to its elastic properties, elastic material would
need to be applied with very strong pressure at rest to
achieve a similar high standing and working pressure
and consequently would be painful and intolerable.17
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Impact of pressure and stiffness on
deranged venous hemodynamics

Different imaging methods such as phlebography, duplex ultrasound or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
have been able to demonstrate narrowing of venous diameter by external compression which is a prerequisite
for its hemodynamic efficacy. The degree of narrowing
depends on the body position and the compression pressure.
In the supine position, a pressure of about 20 mmHg is
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28% reduction in VFI and 34% increase in EF.43 Using
strain gauge plethysmography, an increase of the ejection fraction of the calf pump by external compression
under standardized exercise was demonstrated, with further improvements of increasing pressures between 20
and 60 mmHg. Elastic stockings led only to a moderate
improvement of the deficient venous pumping function.47
There was a significant correlation between ejection fraction and sub-bandage pressure during standing and walking and between ejection fraction and static stiffness index, demonstrating again the hemodynamic superiority
of inelastic material.47 This improvement of the pumping
function by inelastic compression is likely to be based on
two hemodynamic mechanisms: a) abolition of venous
reflux and b) effective compression to strengthen the
venous calf pump by distributing pressure peaks during
each muscle contraction inside the closed system covered
by a stiff bandage, following the law of Pascal.48
High compression pressures over the calf were shown
to be more effective than the conventional pressure gradient of compression devices in increasing the ejection
fraction.49, 50
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over 50 mmHg), the mean ambulatory venous pressures
could be significantly reduced, and conversely this result could not be achieved using elastic stockings with
much lower working pressures.36
O’Donnell et al. were able to demonstrate significant reduction of maximal pressure peaks under 30-40
mmHg compression stockings in patients with postthrombotic syndrome.37
Abolition of venous reflux by strong and stiff compression in the post-thrombotic syndrome with deep
venous reflux has also been shown in experiments in
which global venous reflux was quantified by air-plethysmography.38 In this study which involved 21 patients
with leg ulcers and deep venous reflux, the efficacy of
compression bandages of varying pressure and material (elastic, long-stretch versus inelastic, short-stretch
bandages, four-layer bandages) was investigated. The
initial median value of VFI without compression was
8.45 mL/s. VV and VFI were significantly reduced by
increasing external pressure, more strongly with inelastic than with elastic material. With a pressure of 25
mmHg, inelastic bandages diminished VFI to a median
of 3.25 mL/s while the elastic material did not even approach this value with a pressure of 40 mmHg (4.25
mL/s). Applying bandages of different material with
the same pressure of 30 mmHg, the most intense reduction of VV and VFI was obtained by inelastic and by
four-layer bandages. The effect on venous reflux was
statistically significantly superior with inelastic compared to elastic material. With a pressure of more than
60 mmHg produced by inelastic bandages, even normal
VFI-values corresponding to complete reflux abolition
were achieved.38
Similar results have been obtained in patients with
superficial axial reflux using duplex ultrasound assessment, where increasing leg compression led to progressive reduction of great saphenous reflux. Similarly, subbandage pressures of more than 80 mmHg achieved by
a non-elastic bandage in the standing position were able
to abolish reflux completely.39
Improvement of venous pumping function in patients
with CVI has also been demonstrated by foot volumetry,40-42 air plethysmography 38, 43-45 and strain gauge
plethysmography, measuring volume changes of the leg
proximal to the compressed area.46, 47 When air plethysmography was used, below knee elastic compression (30
mmHg at the ankle) produced a 41% reduction in AVP,
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Impact of pressure and stiffness on the arterial
flow, the microcirculation and edema

Arterial flow

Measuring the ankle systolic arterial pressure by a
sphygmomanometer placed on the distal leg and a CWDoppler instrument gives important information on
the local perfusion pressure. Values below 50 mmHg
define critical ischemia51 and are a clear contraindication for sustained external compression exceeding this
value. However, specially designed intermittent pneumatic compression pumps providing pressures of more
than 100 mmHg for very short time periods followed by
prolonged periods of pressure release with the patient
in the sitting position proved to be beneficial in such
patients.52
Only few data are available concerning the influence
of sustained compression on the arterial flow in patients
with arterial occlusive disease. Magnetic resonance
flowmetry was used in a group of healthy persons by
Mayrovitz and Macdonald who reported an increase of
pulsatile arterial flow under stiff, multi-component ankle-to-knee bandages applied with a pressure around 40
mmHg.53 Top et al. showed that inelastic compression
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Microcirculation

Various changes of the microcirculation have been
described as a consequence of ambulatory venous hypertension (see chapter 3).56, 57
A few experiments have shown beneficial effects of
compression on the microcirculation.
In patients with chronic venous insufficiency, capillary
microscopy revealed an increase in capillary density associated with a decrease in capillary diameter and pericapillary halo diameter after two weeks of compression.58
Limb oxygenation measured by HbO2 concentration during walking exercise was shown to increase with stronger
compression stockings reaching statistical significance
with class III stockings only.59 Abu Own et al. used laser
Doppler to show increasing flow in normal and lipodermatosclerotic skin areas of the lower leg under a compression of up to 60 mmHg pressure in the sitting position.60
The influence of compression on the physiologic veno-arteriolar reflex (VAR) induced by leg dependency
demonstrated through 133 Xenon clearance 61 and laser
Doppler flowmetry 62, 63 has also been described in patients with deep venous reflux. Three week use of below
knee elastic stockings reduced resting red cell flux by
26% and improved VAR from 3% to 16% (normal value
37%).62 Patients with arterial occlusive disease show a
reduced VAR which is conversely augmented under intermittent pneumatic compression.63
Significant biochemical changes were reported with
intermittent compression pumps which may be taken
as a model for intermittent compression under inelastic
bandages during walking.64 Strain and shear on endothelial cells from intermittent compressive releases several anticoagulant, anti-inflammatory and vasodilating
mediators from the endothelial cells.64 Inflammatory
cytokine levels in leg ulcer tissue were demonstrated
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to be reduced four weeks after compression therapy.65
Compression results in reduction of the pro-inflammatory environment characterizing chronic venous ulcers by decreasing elevated matrix metalloproteinase
(MMP) levels.66
Edema
Following Starling’s law, edema develops because of
a complex interaction that involves the permeability of
the capillary wall and hydrostatic and oncotic pressure
gradients between blood vessels and tissues. Edema
will form when net capillary filtration in the affected
site exceeds lymphatic drainage.67, 68 Lymphatic drainage is a major factor in microcirculation homeostasis
since nearly 100% of fluid is removed by the lymphatic
circulation in peripheral tissues and not by venular reabsorption.68
Studies using micro-lymphangiography and indirect
lymphography have demonstrated that micro-lymphangiopathy is a typical feature of chronic venous insufficiency.56, 69 However, in spite of these overlaps, the
problem of lymphedema and its treatment by compression is outside the scope of this chapter and will therefore not be discussed in detail.
Compression counteracts edema especially by increasing tissue pressure,70 and is also able to normalize
pathological patterns of damaged lymphatics in patients
with skin changes due to CVI (72).71
Edema reduction by compression is clinically so evident that only relatively few studies have been interested
in investigating a dose-response relationship measuring
compression pressure and stiffness in relation to volume
reduction. It has been demonstrated that low pressure
stockings (less than 20 mmHg at the ankle) are able
to prevent occupational edema in people whose work
involves prolonged standing.72, 73 Furthermore, 20-30
mmHg pressures are effective for reducing chronic
edema of the lower limbs which are significantly lower
pressures than those needed to compress leg-vein in the
upright position.74, 75
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bandages did not reduce toe pressure.54 These results
are in accordance with the findings of Mosti et al.55 who
used laser Doppler flowmetry to show that in patients
with mixed arterio-venous ulcers and an ankle/brachial
pressure index between 0.5 and 0.8, there was no reduction but even an increase of flow under the bandage,
as long as the exerted resting pressure of inelastic bandages did not exceed 40 mmHg. At the same time, the
authors also demonstrated significant improvement of
venous pumping function in these mixed ulcer patients.
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Indications for compression devices
based on hemodynamic evidence
Different compression devices have gained rational
support for several clinical indications based on effects
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Table 4.1.—Hemodynamic effects of compression therapy in chronic venous disease and levels of evidence.
Hemodynamic effects of compression

Level of Evidence
A. High quality
B. Moderate
quality
C. Low or very
low quality

Methodology

A
A
A
A

MRI
Radio-tracers, Doppler-duplex Ultrasound
Volumetry
Volumetry, Bioimpedance Spectroscopy

B
A
A
A
A

MRI
Volumetry, Bioimpedance Spectroscopy
APG, Duplex
APG, foot volumetry, plethysmography
Intravenous pressure measurement

A
A
A
A

Volumetry, Bioimpedance Spectroscopy
APG, Duplex
APG, foot volumetry, plethysmography,
Nuclear magnetic flowmetry, Laser Doppler,

A
B
A
A
A
A

MRI
Duplex
Volumetry, Bioimpedance Spectroscopy
APG, Duplex
APG, foot volumetry, plethysmography
Venous pressure measurement
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Compression stockings <20 mmHg
Narrow superficial and deep veins in horizontal position.22, 32
Increase venous flow velocity.24-29
Prevent leg swelling after long sitting/standing.72, 73
Reduce leg edema.74, 75
Compression stockings 20-40 mmHg
May narrow deep but not superficial veins in standing position.33
Reduce leg edema.74-76
Reduce reflux.38, 39, 77
Improve venous pumping. function.35, 36, 40-45
Reduce ambulatory venous hypertension.37
Stiff bandages 20-40 mmHg
Reduce leg edema.74, 75
Reduce reflux more than stockings.38, 39, 44
Improve venous pumping function more than stockings.17, 36, 38, 44
Increase arterial flow.53, 55
Stiff bandages 40-80 mmHg
Narrow superficial and deep veins in standing position.22
Intermittently narrow leg veins during muscle systole.21
Reduce leg edema.75
Reduce reflux more than stockings.38, 39, 44
Improve venous pumping function more than stockings.17, 38, 44
Reduce ambulatory venous hypertension more than stockings.36

demonstrated by experiments.. Table I summarizes levels of evidence concerning some hemodynamic effects
that have been shown in clinical trials.
Compression hosiery

Elastic stockings are very effective for reducing
vein diameter in the supine position so as to increase
venous flow velocity (Grade A). This is the basis for a
recommendation to use elastic stockings exerting 18
mmHg at the ankle to prevent venous thromboembolism.78
Compression stockings with a pressure of less than
20 mmHg are able to prevent edema after long sitting,
for example during long haul flights and after prolonged
standing (occupational edema) (Grade A).72
Elastic stockings with higher pressure are also effective in the upright position to reduce reflux and
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increase venous pumping function (Grade A). Two
stockings may be superimposed, one over the other, to
achieve higher compression pressures which are still
manageable for patients to increase stiffness.79 The basic stocking is worn overnight while the sond stocking
is applied over the first during daily activities when
higher external pressure will be needed to counteract
gravity.
Compression bandages with high stiffness

Inelastic materials are hemodynamically more effective than stockings, both to reduce reflux and increase venous pumping function (Grade A). Due to the
higher standing pressure, inelastic devices with high
stiffness can achieve this greater effect starting from a
relatively low supine pressure of 20 mmHg.80 Inelastic materials are frequently blamed for losing effec-
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— increase of venous blood velocity
— reduction or abolition of venous reflux
— improvement or normalization of venous pumping function, and consequently,
— reduction or normalization of ambulatory venous
hypertension and
— improvement of the microcirculation, and
— reduction of edema.
Compression is able to counteract the hemodynamic
impairment of CVD if the exerted interface pressure is
higher than the intravenous pressure. The ideal compression device should therefore exert a low resting
pressure which is well tolerated at rest and during night
time combined with a high standing and working pressure.
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tiveness over time due to pressure loss whereas elastic materials should loose pressure only slightly. In
fact, Mosti et al. demonstrated that inelastic bandages
applied for one week still showed improved venous
pumping function after seven days despite significant
pressure loss (Grade B).81 The stronger hemodynamic
effect of stiff bandages is the reason why they are especially indicated for severe forms of CVI such as venous leg ulcers.
After interventions on varicose veins, compression of
the venous lumen (“empty vein”) needs high pressure 82
which may be variable according to the location of the
treated vein. Compression stockings are too weak to
significantly reduce superficial venous diameters in the
upright position.21, 31 As demonstrated by MRI in the
standing position, pressures of more than 60 mmHg are
necessary to compress superficial veins on the thigh and
lower leg (Grade A). If we want to achieve an “empty
vein” after sclerotherapy or after endovenous thermal
ablation then this can be realized only by very firm bandaging,22, 33 or by applying pads over the treated veins in
addition to conventional compression. It has been demonstrated that special pads applied under a compression
stocking may exert a local pressure of 60 mmHg and
consequently a closure of the underlying saphenous
vein in the thigh.22, 33, 82

These compression devices consist of short stretch
textiles and may be assumed to produce hemodynamic
effects comparable to those of inelastic bandages. Their
hemodynamic superiority compared with elastic 30-40
mmHg stockings has been demonstrated by Spence et
al.44 The main advantage is the fact that after a short
demonstration, they can be applied and re-adjusted by
the patients themselves.
Conclusions

1.
2.
3.

4.

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

Most experimental studies on compression correspond to level 1 evidence (Grade A) and have proved
that compression has positive effects on impaired venous hemodynamics in patients with CVD. This results
in:
— narrowing of superficial and deep veins depending on body position and exerted pressure
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CHAPTER 5
Effects of intermittent pneumatic compression
and electrical calf muscle stimulation devices on
venous hemodynamics and the microcirculation
Introduction
In the early days of thromboprophylaxis, both intermittent pneumatic compression (IPC) 1-8 and electrical calf stimulation (ECS) 9 of the legs were used to
prevent venous thromboembolism (VTE). However,
there was primitive or no hemodynamic optimization because non-invasive blood flow studies were
lacking. On the other hand, hemodynamics are not
the only factors that determine risk, since mechanical
methods cannot completely counteract hypercoagulopathy such as seen in cancer, a known mechanism
for VTE.11 Device failure has been associated with
both malignancy 12 and improper use.13 The heterogeneity introduced could explain inconclusive results
for several clinical trials comparing different devices.
Nevertheless, IPC is an effective method for DVT prevention and combined modalities have been shown to
be more effective than single preventive methods,14,
15 particularly when IPC is added to pharmacological
prophylaxis.16
IPC refers to all devices that compress the leg intermittently. Some devices compress the foot only, others
the calf only, and others the calf and thigh, foot and calf
or foot, calf and thigh. Sequential compression device
(SCD) refers to a special subgroup of IPC devices with
multiple chambers inflating sequentially. ECS devices
produce intermittent electrical stimulation and contraction of calf muscles activating the calf muscle pump.
The aim of this chapter is to review the effects of IPC
and ECS devices on venous hemodynamics and the microcirculation.
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General considerations

Correct sleeve application for IPC is of paramount
importance.17 The garments should fit snugly on patients’ legs allowing only about two fingers between the
sleeve and skin for effective compression. This could
explain findings in one study where the post-compression refill time was very short irrespective of the device
type, probably because the leg anatomy accounted for
variation in flow augmentation.18
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Effect of different rates of compression cycles
and different pressures on venous velocity
and volume flow for intermittent pneumatic
compression devices used to prevent DVT
Comparison of IPC devices with different rates of compression cycles

normal volunteers using duplex ultrasound.23 The two
devices were comparable in terms of the pressure applied. Baseline and augmented flow velocity and volume flow were measured at the level of the common
femoral vein just above the saphenofemoral junction.
Refilling time was determined from velocity recordings
in the common femoral vein. The refill time for the rapid
inflation device was shorter compared to the sequential
compression device (15 vs. 25 s; P<0.001) suggesting
incomplete leg vein evacuation. The SCD, by augmenting flow throughout a significantly longer compression
period per cycle (10.9 s vs. 6.3 s), expelled significantly
more venous blood (121 vs. 81 mL, P<0.001). Similarly, the total volume of blood expelled per hour with the
SCD was 100% higher than the rapid inflation device
(9,685 vs. 4,853 mL, P<0.001). Peak velocity enhancement was higher with the rapid inflation device but
blood flow during compression was comparable (669
vs. 772 mL/min; P=0.22) with the SCD, mainly because
the rapid inflation device failed to maintain flow enhancement beyond the initial flow surge. Similar findings regarding higher peak velocity enhancement with
rapid inflation compared to slow inflation devices have
also been reported by others.24 Pulsatile calf and foot or
calf pneumatic compression with a rapid inflation time
produced the greatest increase in peak venous velocity,
whereas compression of the calf and thigh showed the
greatest increase in expelled venous volume.25
In another study, a rapidly inflating intermittent calf
compression system and a more gently inflating equivalent was applied to 20 healthy male volunteers. The rapidly inflating system produced significantly higher venous peak velocities and augmentations as expected.26
Griffin et al compared the hemodynamics of slow inflation sequential compression (SCD ExpressTM device,
variable cycling rate of 50-116 cycles/hour) with a posterior sequential rapid gradient inflation device (PSR),
(constant cycling rate of 60 cycles/hour) in patients
with primary bilateral varicose veins.33 These devices
inflated thigh length sleeves. Compared with the median baseline flow, both devices significantly increased
flow during compression. Peak velocity increased from
a baseline of 12 cm/s to 38 cm/s for the SCD and to
68 cm/s for the PSR device (both P<0.001 and P<0.05
for intra-device comparison in favor of the PSR device). Single cycle volume expelled during compression was 105 and 45 mL (P<0.005), respectively and
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A long deflation period of 60 sonds was chosen in the
early days of IPC testing, in order to allow leg veins to
refill.19 This was to prevent premature compression of
leg veins but 60 sonds between compression cycles was
much longer than necessary for many patients.
In two comparative studies using a sequential compression device (SCD) in normal volunteers and patients with varicose veins an adjusted-cycle of 11 sonds
inflation followed by 20-60 sonds deflation, depending
on the individual post-compression refilling time of the
calf veins (SCD ResponseTM) was equivalent to a device with fixed inflation/deflation settings (11 sonds and
60 sonds respectively (SCD SequelTM),20, 21 in terms of
peak velocity of blood expelled during the 11 sonds of
compression. (Level 1 evidence). In the same studies,
single-cycle volume flow parameters (crude volume
and flow volume) were similar (Level 1 evidence) while
the most important finding of these two studies was a
significant increase in total volume of blood expelled
per hour with the SCD ResponseTM compared with the
SCD SequelTM as a result of the most frequent cycling
of the former IPC device. The difference was not only
statistically but also clinically significant, with volume
of blood expelled per hour increasing by 21-110% 20, 21
(Level 1 evidence). It is interesting that the hourly volume increase was much larger in patients with varicose
veins or post-thrombotic syndrome, both known to be
at a higher risk for VTE, than in normal volunteers 20, 21
(Level 3 evidence). The SCD ResponseTM was subsequently found to be similar in terms of the above hemodynamic parameters with its miniaturized version, the
SCD ExpressTM IPC, which also has an optional battery
power option.22
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Comparison of IPC devices with different inflation profiles (rapid vs. slow) pressures
One study compared the hemodynamics of a sequential compression device (SCD Express™ Compression
System) with a rapid inflation device (VenaFlow) in 12
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small outflow improvement 32 indicating that excessive
pressure beyond the point of venous emptying offers no
hemodynamic advantage, only patient discomfort and
the chance of dislodging pre-existing thrombi in case of
calf compression.
In summary, compared with standard pressure devices, high pressure devices used beyond their optimized
profile do not offer additional hemodynamic advantage
(Level 1 evidence).
Differences in the hemodynamic changes
between single chamber pneumatic compression
and multichamber, sequential and graduated,
intermittent pneumatic compression
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the total volume expelled per hour was 7,800 and 3,300
mL/h (P<0.005) respectively. The authors concluded
that higher volume expelled per hour during compression was observed with the SCD and this was due to increased volume per cycle and more compression cycles
over time, because of the SCD device’s sensing of refill
time. Although peak velocity with the PSR device was
higher compared with the SCD device, it was associated with reduced expelled volume because of its short
compression period.
In summary, rapid inflation devices achieve a higher
peak velocity compared with slow inflation devices but
a lower volume expelled per inflation cycle (Level 1 evidence). However, the duration of compression was not
comparable for the two types tested, simply because of
manufacturer settings. Compression after full sleeve inflation in both device types was about 5-6 sonds to allow
blood to be evacuated from the veins. It is unlikely that
volume expelled during compression would be equal
with the two devices if compression lasted for the same
time because there was no active flow enhancement after the initial pressure surge with the PSR device.
Comparison of IPC devices with different pressures

The volume of blood ejected from the calf of supine
subjects measured during varicose vein operations depends on the magnitude of the applied pressure, tending
to a maximal value when the pressure is 40 mmHg.27, 28
In a leading investigation 29 pressures of 35, 30 and 20
mmHg applied sequentially for 12 sonds at the ankle,
calf and thigh respectively produced a 240% increase in
peak blood velocity, whereas higher pressures did not
increase velocity any further.
As discussed above, several studies have compared
low pressure and high pressure (but rapid inflation) devices which therefore are not directly comparable.24,
30 Rapid inflation is achieved by high pressure so that
these two parameters are inherent. The consensus is that
high pressure devices, achieve greater velocities of venous blood flow because of rapid expulsion of blood.
Compression with high pressure achieves quick evacuation of blood but beyond that point there is restriction
in arterial perfusion and venous flow 28, 31 so that the
compression period for this kind of device should be
short. Regarding high pressure foot IPC, increase of applied pressure from 120 to 180 mmHg offered only a
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The first evidence that multichamber sequential compression is superior to single chamber IPC was provided
a long time ago.29 Graded pressures of 35, 30, and 20
mmHg at the ankle, calf, and thigh respectively, applied sequentially for 12 sonds, produced a 240% increase in peak blood flow velocity. A single chamber
non-sequential device inflated at 35 mmHg for 12 sonds
produced only a 180% increase in blood flow velocity.29
In a recent study performed in patients with varicose
veins,33 a conventional sequential compression device
that applied circumferential compression produced a
sustained waveform of enhanced flow throughout the
compression period, indicating that active compression
was taking place during that period. The comparator
was a posterior uniform device which produced a biphasic compression waveform consisting of an early phase
with a peak velocity which corresponded to the period
the sleeve was inflating, and a late phase of passive
compression during which velocity was similar to baseline readings. The approximately 40% further increase
in peak velocity with the sequential compression device
compared with the uniform one was not statistically significant due to the small number of patients, 12 in total.
The volume of blood expelled during compression was
also greater with the sequential device (mean 105 mL)
than the uniform device (mean 85 mL). However, the
two device types were not directly comparable because
circumferential pressure was not used in both and the
pressure rise time was shorter with the uniform pressure
device. An additional feature that favored sequential
compression was the presence of a longer venous refill time as determined by duplex ultrasound recording
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sion with the sequential gradient device indicating a more
completely emptying of veins in the leg.
Similarly, IPC of the foot and calf has been shown to
generate a higher venous outflow enhancement, compared with foot or calf IPC alone.32 In another study
comparing calf compression with foot and calf sequential compression, the maximum velocity increased significantly with both compressions but foot and calf sequential compression tended to have a greater effect.36
In another study using MR, the foot cuff contribution
was insignificant when combined with the calf cuff,
most likely the result of the small amount of blood volume of the foot. Calf compression provides maximal
increases of volume flow and flow velocity through the
deep veins compared with foot compression,37 known
to be hemodynamically less effective.38
A novel, high-pressure, plantar compression system
compared with a classical low-pressure whole-leg boots
system produced similar hemodynamic improvement
in terms of venous blood peak velocity and flow in
the common femoral vein.39 However, the two devices
were not directly comparable because of the confounding variable of different compression pressures.
In summary, compression of multiple leg segments
probably offers hemodynamic flow advantages (Level
2 evidence).
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venous blood flow velocity indicating more complete
evacuation of leg blood by the device compared with
the uniform device. In another study in normal volunteers, a conventional sequential compression device
was inferior to a posterior uniform device when peak
velocity of expelled blood was the end-point,18 but no
flow data were provided.
Sequential compression compared with uniform
compression has been repeatedly shown to produce
complete evacuation of the venous blood. In a venographic study performed in 10 patients, the clearance time of contrast medium from calf and thigh
was significantly shorter with sequential compression (1.52±0.67 min) than uniform compression
(2.82±1.09 min), P=0.005.29 In a study performed in
healthy human volunteers aiming to optimize indices
of IPC using radionuclide gated imaging, uniform
compression (intercompartmental pressure gradation
equal to 0 and intercompartmental time sequencing
to the onset of compression delta also equal to 0) was
substantially inferior to cycles with gradation and sequencing. The optimal values of intercompartmental
pressure gradation were in the range 5-10 mmHg and
of intercompartmental time sequencing to the onset of
compression in the range 0-0.5 sonds.34
In summary, multichamber sequential and graduated,
intermittent pneumatic compression has hemodynamic
advantages compared with single chamber pneumatic
compression, (Level 1 evidence).
Compression of multiple leg segments

There is better hemodynamic performance if multiple
leg segments are compressed. In a comparative study that
evaluated the ability of two devices to increase blood flow
in the profunda femoris vein, one device applied pressure
with a single-chambered sleeve to the below knee region
while the other applied pressure in a sequential gradient
fashion from the ankle to the thigh.35 Compression with
the single-chambered device produced a significant rise
in venous blood flow velocity but this could not be maintained while a higher average velocity was achieved with
the sequential gradient device. Additionally, the sequential gradient device moved a greater volume of blood and
achieved a higher average blood flow rate. The time between deflation of the sleeve and return of a phasic respiratory signal in blood velocity was greater after compres-
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Miniaturised IPC devices

Miniaturized devices, very important in improving
compliance with IPC use, are associated with improved
efficacy and have been shown to have similar hemodynamic properties compared with the traditional IPC
systems.22, 40 (Level 1 evidence).
Passive calf compression and
electrical muscle stimulation

In a study that measured femoral venous flow continuously using a thermodilution technique in volunteers,
passive straight-leg elevation produced the largest flow
(1524 mL per minute), followed by an anatomic continuous passive motion (CPM) device and non-anatomic
CPM, then active ankle dorsiflexion (640 mL per minute), IPC (586 mL per minute), manual calf compression (532 mL per minute), and passive dorsiflexion (385
mL per minute).41 Dorsiflexion of the ankle increases
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via nitric oxide (NO) production 53 and increases vasodilation in distant skeletal muscles.54 A similar experimental study demonstrated that the inflation rate of
IPC modulates IPC-induced vasodilation in the distant
microcirculation while peak-pressure duration does not
significantly influence the vasodilating effects from
compression.55 The greatest increase in diameter was
produced by IPC with the shortest inflation rate (0.5
sonds). A moderate increase resulted from compression
with an inflation rate of 5 sonds, and no effect on vasodilation occurred during compression with the longest
inflation rate (10 sonds). The authors made a hypothesis
that rapid inflation produced a significant increase in
shear stress on the vascular wall which stimulates vascular endothelium to release NO causing systemic vasodilation. Finally, IPC in an intact bone model resulted
in a significant local increase in total blood flow with
minimal measurable effects on the contralateral limb.56
In a study performed in humans (15 patients with peripheral occlusive arterial disease and 15 control subjects), the effects of foot IPC on the microcirculation in
arterial disease were investigated.57 Laser Doppler flux
(LDF) and transcutaneous oxygen tension (tcPO2) were
measured on the big toe in the supine and sitting positions
before, during and after a 10 min period of foot pumping.
While sitting, there was a fall in LDF attributable to the
venoarteriolar reflex (VAR) and a rise in tcPO2 compared
with the supine position. Application of foot IPC in the
sitting position resulted in an increase in LDF. The median percentage increase was 57% in patients while the median percentage increase was 66% in controls. Foot IPC
resulted in a further increase in tcPO2 in both groups of
subjects with the median percentage increase in patients
and controls being 8% and 10%, respectively (P<0.01).
The authors concluded that foot IPC in the dependent position increases LDF and tcPO2. The stimulative effects
of IPC on limb tcPO2 in patients with peripheral occlusive arterial disease were confirmed by a recent study.58
IPC of the foot and calf has been shown to increase
arterial flow in normal individuals due to a dramatic decrease in the peripheral vascular resistance as the peak
systolic and end diastolic flow velocities increase and the
reverse-flow component diminishes.59 In a further study
in limbs with infrainguinal bypass, IPC enhanced skin
LDF with IPC of the foot, with IPC of the foot and calf
being more effective than IPC of the calf alone. The authors concluded that IPC may be beneficial in limbs with
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average peak venous velocity by more than 200% 38 and
foot exercise by a nurse for 5 minutes is equally or more
effective compared with the IPC device in increasing
peak blood flow velocity of the femoral vein.42 The effect of rhythmic passive flexion of the foot on femoral
vein blood flow rate was investigated in a study on 11
patients undergoing surgery for varicose veins. With
rates of flexion varying from 24 to 50 per minute and
with amplitudes varying from 200 to 500, it was shown
that the peak femoral vein blood flow can be increased
to twice its normal value and that its pulsatility can be
increased eleven-fold. These increases were proportional to both the rate and amplitude of the flexion, the
theoretical maximum occurring when the foot is flexed
±280° about a line perpendicular to the leg.43
Electrical calf muscle stimulation (ECMS) has been
shown to reduce the clearance time of intravenous contrast from the soleal veins44 and significantly increase
blood flow in the deep vein system, either alone,44-48 or
with co-current use of elastic stockings45 or elastic bandaging.46 It has been shown that hemodynamics with
ECMS are improved with concomitant compression.49
Electrically elicited calf muscle contractions significantly improve lower limb blood flow and can reverse
venous stasis induced by bed rest 48 with popliteal vein
flow being increased up to 10-12 times the baseline.47
Short-term electrical foot stimulation is at least as effective as knee-high IPC in increasing popliteal and
femoral blood flow velocity.50 However, ECMS is less
effective than IPC in DVT prevention 51 and it is not
clear if this difference is due to hemodynamic reasons.
In summary, passive calf compression and ECMS are
both effective methods to enhance venous blood flow
(Level 1 evidence).
Mechanisms for reduced venous pressure, restored
venoarteriolar reflex and vasomotor activity and
reduced edema using IPC in the sitting position
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Effects of IPC on the microcirculation
IPC affects both the arterial and venous circulation
with maximal effects in the sitting position. For a better
understanding of the mechanisms involved all effects,
arterial, microcirculatory and venous are presented.
Experiments in rats have shown that IPC of the legs
regulates nitric oxide synthase expression in skeletal
muscles,52 induces vasodilation in upstream muscles
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The effect of IPC on heart function has been studied. Sequential IPC to the lower limbs caused minor
increase in mean arterial blood pressure and moderate
reduction of cardiac output and heart rate in one study.66
Sequential IPC devices in normal volunteers augmented
cardiac output because of increased preload as well as
decreased afterload in another study.67 Others found a
non significant change in central hemodynamics in patients with congestive heart failure.68 Finally IPC of the
legs has been shown to significantly improve hemodynamic stability and reduce fluid demand during minor
surgery.69
The effect of sequential IPC on postoperative venous
function was investigated some time ago. Sequential
IPC prevented postoperative decrease in venous capacitance and venous outflow in both the pumped and nonpumped leg.70 Of note, a highly significant correlation
between reduction in venous outflow and development
of postoperative DVT has been reported.71
In summary, with the exception of limb venous hemodynamics, the effects of IPC are poorly studied or
conflicting results have been reported.
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impaired distal perfusion and thus may have clinical implications in the treatment of leg ulcers either prior to or
after revascularization.60 In a similar study, IPC increased
infrainguinal graft flow velocity, probably by reducing
peripheral resistance.61 All IPC modes (foot, calf, foot
and calf) significantly enhanced mean, peak and end-diastolic velocity and volume flow in both femoro-popliteal
and femoro-distal grafts. IPC of the foot and calf was the
most effective. IPC of the foot and calf enhanced median
volume flow, mean and peak velocity in femoropopliteal
grafts by 182, 236 and 49 per cent, respectively, and attenuated pulsatility index (PI) by 61 per cent. Enhancement in femorodistal grafts was 273, 179 and 53 per cent
respectively, and PI attenuation was 63 per cent. The increase of EDV and decrease of PI indicates that decrease
of peripheral arteriolar resistance is the main mechanism
underlying flow enhancement. The authors suggested
that IPC has the potential to reduce the risk of bypass
graft thrombosis.62 Impulse-related flow augmentation
has been shown in another study confirming that peripheral vasodilatation is the central mechanism.63
In a study in patients undergoing surgery for varicose
veins, the elimination rate of 99Tcm-macroaggregated
albumin from the calf of the contralateral apparently
normal leg was studied with two modes of IPC compared a slow and a fast pattern as well as a control group
without compression. For reasons that are not clear, the
radioisotope elimination rate was slower with compression than without.64
In summary, IPC modulates distant microcirculation
probably due to NO production, and decreases peripheral resistance which leads to increased arterial flow
(Level 1 evidence).
Effects of IPC on macrohemodynamics
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A detailed discussion on the effect of IPC on venous
hemodynamics using Doppler was provided above, but
MRI is a new tool that has recently been applied. Comparison of hemodynamic and MRI data has shown a
high correlation between flow velocity increase caused
by IPC in the femoral and greater saphenous veins and
the decrease in volume of superficial veins and subcutaneous tissue measured by MRI, but not with changes
in subfascial volume. The single strongest predictor of
venous blood flow increase was the change in subcutaneous venous blood volume.65

Vol. 35 - No. 3

Effects of IPC on venous stasis in laparoscopic surgery

Laparoscopic surgery is known to be associated with
venous stasis as a result of increased venous pressure
due to the pneumoperitoneum. The hemodynamic effects of IPC of the lower limbs during laparoscopic
cholecystectomy were investigated in one study. Pneumoperitoneum was found to increase femoral vein diameter by17% in volunteers and 14% in patients, and
decrease peak velocity by 49% and 32% respectively.
IPC of the legs restored venous flow velocity.72 Three
additional studies have reported similar findings that
IPC effectively neutralizes venous stasis during laparoscopic surgery.73-75 One of these also demonstrated an
increase in cardiac output by 27% and stroke volume
by 16%.75
In summary, IPC reduces venous stasis induced by
increased venous pressure due to pneumoperitoneum
during laparoscopic surgery (Level 1 evidence).
Effects of IPC on the veno-arteriolar reflex
Change in posture from supine to the sitting position
leads to distension of leg veins, increase in venous pres-
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In an investigation of the sympathetic reflex control of resistance in collateral arteries in the lower extremities in patients with diabetes mellitus, resistance
of collateral arteries increased by 40% during head-up
tilt compared with the horizontal position, and total leg
resistance was increased by 24%.85 Intra-arterial injection of the alpha-blocker phentolamine abolished the increase of vascular constriction in the leg during head-up
tilt indicating that alpha-adrenergic tone was involved
in this observation. Finally, one study that investigated
the hemodynamic effects of IPC in patients with critical limb ischemia showed that those with significant
venous reflux may not benefit from IPC, an observation
that supports the theory that one of the mechanisms by
which IPC enhances flow is by increasing the arteriovenous pressure gradient.86
In summary, the sitting position leads to distension
of leg veins and activation of the VAR resulting in a
decrease in blood flow in the leg. IPC has been shown
to restore blood flow by reducing venous volume and
venous pressure, increasing the arteriovenous pressure
gradient, abolishing VAR and thus restoring arterial
blood flow (Level 1 evidence).
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sure and activation of the VAR, resulting in arteriolar
vasoconstriction with a decrease in blood flow in the
leg. The VAR is an axon reflex which is elicited when
the venous pressure exceeds 40 mmHg.76, 77 This is the
physiological mechanism that prevents development of
edema (see chapter 3). IPC has been shown to restore
blood flow by reducing venous volume of the leg and
thus venous pressure, abolishing the VAR and restoring
blood flow. In one study, there was significant reduction in popliteal artery blood flow on moving from the
supine to the sitting position.78 Popliteal artery blood
flow was higher than baseline after 15 minutes of intermittent pneumatic foot and calf compression, and this
increase in popliteal artery blood flow was still present
10 minutes after cessation of IPC. The effect of sequential IPC of the foot and calf on popliteal artery mean
systolic blood flow in patients with intermittent claudication was investigated in another study. There was a
consistent decrease in flow from moving from supine to
sitting and to standing in all patients. Immediately after
IPC application, there was an increase in flow ranging
from 29-335% (P<0.05).79 Leg blood inflow enhancement with foot IPC has been shown to be mediated by
a transient suspension of peripheral sympathetic autoregulation,80 while the late phase of flow enhancement
(35 to 50 sonds) with IPC could be attributable to a declining arteriovenous pressure gradient alone.81 In another study, the integrity of the VAR correlated with the
level of skin blood flow augmentation generated with
IPC, perhaps due to a transient suspension of the autoregulatory vasoconstriction both in healthy controls and
in patients with PAD.82 In patients with chronic venous
insufficiency (CVI), a short cycle of IPC enhances venous tone as manifested by reduction in the diameter
of the common femoral and the great and small saphenous veins on ultrasound.83 Both long and short cycles
of IPC were able to enhance the venous tone in CVI
patients for at least 30 minutes after the end of treatment. Improved venous function could enhance edema
absorption in CVI patients in addition to local pressure
as described below.
Recent IPC devices are able to measure individual
post-compression refilling time (RT) of the calf veins.
Body position affected RT being longer in the sitting
position), indicating not only the devices ability to detect changes in filling times and venous blood volume
but also the presence of the VAR.20, 84
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Effects of IPC and positioning

IPC devices work well in a variety of leg positions.
The reverse Trendelenburg position is associated with
better efficacy of foot pumps indicating a priming effect.87 Both rapid and standard IPC devices are effective
for maintaining venous flow in the lower extremities in
the lithotomy position.88
In summary, IPC devices work well in a variety of
leg positions but there is only limited data (Level 2 evidence).
Effects of IPC on leg edema

IPC is effective in controlling both acute and chronic
swelling after surgery and trauma of the foot and ankle,89 including calcaneus fractures,90 chronic posttraumatic hand edema,91 and also enhancing fracture and
soft-tissue healing.92 IPC has been shown to be a useful adjunct in preoperative edema resolution after ankle
fracture.93 A study has shown that the pressure generated by IPC is transmitted to the muscles of the leg compartments and obviously to the other deeper structures,
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which could explain the beneficial effects of IPC.94 Despite transmission of high pressures to the leg muscles
which renders them transiently ischemic, IPC including
foot IPC,93 is well tolerated by the majority of patients.
Lower pressures together with shorter inflation and
deflation times have been shown to be more effective
than higher pressures and long inflation/deflation times.
In addition, the lack of significant reduction in edema at
pressures above 40 mmHg suggests that higher pressures
cause a tourniquet effect.95 It seems that the mechanism
responsible for edema reduction is local compression
of the edematous tissue. This could explain the findings
of a study where calf-thigh pneumatic compression was
found to be more effective than plantar compression for
reducing thigh swelling during the early postoperative
stage.96 Although effective in edema reduction, IPC
has a limited clinical role for treating post-mastectomy
lymphedema97 which is likely to be the result of the
protein rich composition and hard nature of the lymphedematous tissue.
In summary, IPC devices reduce leg edema (Level 1
evidence).
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CHAPTER 6

Effect of pharmacotherapy on venous tone,
flow and the microcirculation
Veno-active drugs

Veno-active drugs (VADs) constitute a diverse group
of medications most of which are of plant origin. Recent
reviews have identified five main types listed below.1
The first four categories are drugs of plant origin.
1. Alpha-benzopyrones, notably coumarin.
2. Gamma-benzopyrones, also known as flavonoids,
which include diosmin, micronized purified flavonoid
fraction (MPFF) and rutosides, including rutin, troxerutin and hydroxyethylrutosides (HR).
3. Saponins, including horse chestnut seed extract
(HCSE) and Ruscus extract.
4. Other plant extracts, including anthocyans, proanthocyanidins (grape seed extract, red-vine-leaf extract),
Ginko biloba extract and Centella asiatica extract.
5. Synthetic products (chemical family of quinons)
which include naftazone and calcium dobesilate.
Other medications
Glycosaminoglycans (GAC) are another group of
drug which is mentioned in this document since it has
relatively high affinity for endothelial cells, as many
heparins,2 GAC consist of a mixture of electropho-
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tion and depends on the local concentration of adrenaline and other catecholamines in the receptor surroundings.The local concentration of these catecholamines
is regulated by two enzymes: monoamine oxidases
(MAOs) and catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT).
Stimulation of α1 receptors leads to increased intracellular Ca2+ which results in smooth muscle contraction
and vasoconstriction. Ca2+ is considered the major regulator of venous smooth muscle function.5 On the other
hand, stimulated α2 receptors cause a decrease of cyclic
adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) activity, resulting
also in vasoconstriction.6 In experimental studies, the
constriction could be blocked by low concentrations of
prazosin (α1-adrenoceptor agonist) or diltiazem (calcium blocker) or by high concentrations of rauwolscine
(α2-adrenoceptor antagonist).7 Varicose veins have decreased contractility upon stimulation with noradrenaline, endothelin and potassium chloride when compared
with normal saphenous veins. The mechanism responsible for decreased varicose veins contractility is receptor mediated.8
Most VADs have been shown to increase venous tone
by a mechanism related to the noradrenaline pathway.
Micronized purified flavonoid fraction (MPFF) and
diosmin prolong noradrenergic activity,9, 10 by inhibiting the COMT, thereby decreasing the metabolism of
norepinephrine and prolonging its venoconstrictor effects.10-12 Hydroxyethylrutosides act by blocking inactivation of noradrenaline,13 and escin and ruscus extracts
act by agonism on venous a1-adrenergic receptors.14
Escin increases endothelial cell permeability to Ca2+
and the release of vasoconstrictors, while the venous
contraction induced by MPFF is not Ca2+-dependent.15
Escin also induces small pores in the plasma membrane
which allows Ca2+ to diffuse freely across, and make the
cell membrane permeable to higher molecular weight
solutes.14 A high affinity for the venous wall was found
for MPFF,16 hydroxyethylrutosides,17,18 and GAC in
wall of the kidney cortex.19 The latter would increase
the thickness of the glycocalyx in patients with type 2
diabetes.20 Improvement in plethysmographic parameters was shown with Ruscus extract,21 MPFF,22 and
some other VADs.23 Hemodynamic effects were also
seen with GAC in patients with postthrombotic syndrome (PTS).24 The cellular mechanisms underlying
the properties of other venoactive drugs have not been
clearly established.
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retically fast moving heparin (80% of the mass) and
dermatan sulfate and exhibits anticoagulant, and antithrombotic properties in models of venous and arterial
thrombosis.3
Pharmacotherapy is commonly used as part of a repertoire of venous treatments in many parts of Europe,
and most VADs are classified as medicines and thus require a marketing authorization and medical prescription. In the UK, however, many of these drugs are not
licensed or available. In the US, VADs such as horse
chestnut seed extract, Gingko biloba, and maritime pine
tree extract are available. Some of these drugs are promoted as « dietary supplements » and can be used without medical advice, while others are “medical food”and
are taken under medical supervision.
Macrocirculation

As indicated in previous chapters, macrocirculation
comprises large veins and venules of at least 1 millimeter in size. The superficial vein network is responsible
for blood collection from supra-aponeurotic tissues and
drains itself in the deep system through the perforators.
Veins of the lower limb allow blood to flow towards
the heart provided venous valves are competent. Limb
veins are described in the anatomical (A) part of the
CEAP classification and hemodynamic anomalies in
the physiopathological (P) part of it. Current investigations on the pathophysiology of chronic venous disease
(CVD) consider and evaluate the valvular competence
of deep, perforator and superficial veins. In the last system only of the saphenous trunks and their first generation tributaries are investigated by ultrasound.
Venous tone and vasoconstriction
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Veins are equipped with a smooth muscle layer located mainly in the tunica media, which is smaller than in
arteries. The structure of the tunica media in human saphenous veins would account for its low distensibility
upon changes in blood pressure.4 Smooth muscle cells
in normal veins are contractile and responsive to receptor-dependent vasoconstrictor stimuli mediated by α1
and α2 adrenergic receptors. Adrenaline and noradrenaline of circulating endogenous or exogenous origin are
receptor ligands to either α1 or α2 receptors. Venous
tone is maintained by continuous adrenergic stimula-
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Figure 6.1A.—Competent venous valve (closed), schematic and B-flow
ultrasound images. Courtesy of R J Lane.

Venous flow

As indicated in Chapter 1, unidirectional venous flow
from lower limbs to the heart is sured by venous valve
competence. Venous valves and wall are subjected to
many forces owing blood flow, of which the most important is shear stress that plays an important role in inflammation and development of chronic venous disease. Flow
direction and blood viscosity are also part of the pathological changes that may occur in venous wall and valves.
This stion will therefore focus on three aspects of
flow: venous flow and venous valves, venous flow and
shear stress and blood viscosity.
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Venous flow and venous valves

Venous valves are not passive membranes that simply
open and close the vessel lumen. The introduction of
B-flow ultrasonography has allowed the observation of
venous valves and blood flow in the area of the valve
in undisturbed conditions (Figure 6.1A and B) Using
B-flow imaging, Lurie and co-workers have proposed
a new concept for the mechanism of venous valve clo-
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B

Figure 6.1B.—Incompetent venous valve. The valve sinus is distorted.
The cusp above the dilatation is frozen and the adjacent cusp is prolapsed. The high-velocity retrograde streaming deviates laterally above
a prolapsing cusp: (A) schematic and (B) B-flow ultrasound images.
Courtesy of R J Lane.

sure and the role of the valve in the circulation.25 Venous flow is normally pulsatile and separated into a
proximally directed jet and a vertical flow into the sinus
pocket behind the valve cusp; the vertical flow prevents
stasis in the pocket and ensures that all surfaces of the
valve are exposed to shear stress. Valve closure occurs
when the pressure caused by the vertical flow exceeds
the pressure on the luminal side of the valve leaflet due
to the proximally directed jet. Interestingly, foot movements, which increase the velocity of the jet, reduce the
pressure on the luminal side of the valve leaflets and
cause closure of the valve. Thus, minimal reflux occurs
and endothelial surfaces are not generally exposed to
reverse blood flow (see chapter 1).
Such hemodynamic events are predetermined by the
shape and mechanical properties of the sinus and valve
cusps, and constitute a self-sustained mechanism for
competent valve operation.25 Actually, vertical flow into
the sinus pocket, which is mainstay in valve cycle, sures
an adequate oxygenation of valve pockets, and thereby
prevents thrombus formation. The shape of the valve
orifice during the opening phase of the cycle allows the
formation of organized flow patterns which conserve a
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significant amount of energy, thus accelerate blood flow
and facilitate venous return.
In a rat model of arteriovenous fistula which represents an extreme and acute form of venous hypertension,
exposing venous valve to continuous high pressure >90
mmHg, valve destruction occurred within 6 weeks.26 Exposed superficial veins were dilated by 25% compared
with control ones, and their longitudinal stions showed
reduced valve leaflet width and height. Granulocytes
were infiltrated into these damaged valves. Treatment
with MPFF significantly attenuated the reduction of
valve height in pressurized veins, and markedly reduced
the rate of retrograde blood flow at 3 weeks compared to
controls. There was a trend to attenuate granulocyte infiltrate into exposed valves with MPFF. Compared to vehicle, MPFF treatment inhibited the expression of endothelial cell adhesion molecules P-selectin and ICAM-1,
reduced leukocyte infiltration, and decreased the level
of apoptosis in valves in a dose-dependent manner, suggesting that in the rat model of venous hypertension,
MPFF attenuates alterations on valve shape and lowers subsequent hemodynamic disturbances. A decrease
in leukocytes-mediated valve inflammation was seen in
parallel. No other available drug has attenuated leucocyte-endothelial interaction, in vivo. Numerous in vitro
experiments have shown that most VADs have scavenging properties towards free radicals.27
Venous flow and shear stress

It has been shown that disturbed flow, and especially
flow in the reverse direction or oscillatory, has pro-inflammatory action via promotion of an inflammatory
endothelial phenotype. By contrast, pulsatile, laminar
unidirectional flow produces shear stress that is transduced by endothelial cells and promotes the release of
factors that reduce inflammation (Figure. 6.2).28 Shear
stress also acts on leukocytes themselves. Leukocytes
respond to fluid shear stress by rapid retraction of pseudopods, the shedding of adhesion molecules and the
detachment from the endothelial surface. On the other
hand, conditions of low or zero flow and shear stress activate leukocytes and promote a shift towards an inflammatory state. Altered shear stress may be important in
initial phases of inflammatory events in venous valves
and walls and in maintaining leukocyte-mediated inflammatory reactions (Figure 6.3).
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Figure 6.2.—Summary of contrasting effects of steady, laminas shear
stress (upper panel) and turbulent or reversing shear stress (lower panel)
on vessel walls.
Abbreviations: ANG II, angiotension II; IPA, invasion protein antigen;
MCP-1, monocyte chemotactic protein; NO, nitric oxide; PDGF, platelet-derived growth factor; PGI2, prostacyclin I2; TGF-b, transforming
growth factor b; tPA, tissue plasminogen activator; VCAM-1, vascular
cell adhesion molecule 1. Copyright American Heart Association.

An indirect action of drugs is likely through prevention
of valve damage, thereby improving or restoring normal
blood flow, and allowing better oxygenation of valve pockets. All these elements are part of normalized shear stress.
Blood viscosity

Hemorheological changes are constant in CVD, appearing as a basic trait with increased blood viscosity
due to plasma volume contraction and increased fibrinogen as a consequence of inflammation.23 The presence
of huge red cell aggregates in the vicinity of venules reduces blood flow and causes poor oxygen delivery from
red cells. Erythrocyte aggregability and blood viscosity
increase with the severity of the disease.
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Figure 6.3.—A schematic diagram illustrating selected mechanisms that
may control inflammation of the vein wall and valve leaflet (A). Valve
leaflets may be subject to inflammatory damage by alteration in magnitude and direction of fluid shear stress on the endothelium (B). Venous
valves may become unable to close their leaflets due to vein wall distension by elevated venous pressure (C), or by weakening of the vein wall
due to proteolytic degradation of its extracellular matrix. Abbreviation:
MMP, matrix metalloproteinases. Courtesy of G. Schmid-Schönbein.

Some VADs limit red cell aggregation (Gingko biloba), decrease blood viscosity (MPFF, calcium dobesilate, GAC), and increase red cell velocity (MPFF).29, 30
Valves in small veins and venules

It is commonly believed that valves are absent in
veins smaller than 2 millimeters in diameter. However, venous valves were first described in human
digital skin in 1934 and have been found in several
regions of the body.31 Most microvalves in lower
limbs are present within channels less than 100 µm
in luminal diameter.32 The role that microvalves
play is still unclear and their location and arrangement in normal lower limbs suggest that they prevent blood flow into the capillary bed (Figure.6.4).
This has been evidenced by Philips33 who found no
difference between lower limbs with venous ulcer
and normal ones regarding the number and density
of microvalves. However, microvalves in diseased
limbs were stretched and incompetent allowing retrograde flow from large veins to dermal capillary
bed. The hypotheses proposed by Vincent et al. are
that degenerative changes in very small veins in leg
skin may be related to the appearance of telangiectasiae, reticular veins and corona phlebectatica, and
also that valve incompetence in both, larger proximal vessels and small superficial veins at microvalve
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Figure 6.4.—Capillary bed network associated with an artery (A) and
vein (V). Four ‘microvalves’ are visible (arrowheads). Scale bar= 2 mm.
Copyright Clinical Anatomy.

level would account for severe skin changes in venous insufficiency.34
Studies on the pathophysiology of CVD have not yet
acknowledged that the chain of events is not limited to
large veins including the saphenous veins but extends
down to the venular level where valves and microvalves
play an important role in venous hemodynamics. Such
recent findings still need to be explored in vivo and the
role of pharmacological treatments in protecting such
structures to be determined.
Microcirculation

Microcirculation is the term used to describe vessels
with mean internal diameter smaller than 100 within organs which are responsible for the distribution of blood
within tissues. Capillary size in mammals ranges between 5-8 µm. The microcirculation also includes lymphatic capillaries and collecting ducts.
Alteration of interstitial capillaries and edema formation
The changes in venous hemodynamics that result
in venous hypertension are transmitted into the microcirculation. Venous hypertension can result from
valve incompetence of axial deep or superficial veins,
perforating vein incompetence, venous obstruction, or
a combination of them. These factors are exacerbated
by muscle pump dysfunction in the lower extremity.
Venous hypertension increases hydrostatic pressure in
capillaries resulting in transcapillary filtration that exceeds lymphatic flow to contribute to interstitial edema.
Venous hypertension slows blood flow in capillaries,
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placebo or stockings, have evidenced the anti-edema efficacy of oral VADs such as MPFF, rutosides, horse chestnut seed extract, calcium dobesilate, proanthocyanidines
and coumarin-rutin. In these trials, evaluation of the antiedema efficacy was based on objective measures such as
leg circumference assessment, strain-gauge plethysmography and water displacement. Other large-scale trials
performed internationally on air-travel edema, on healthy
volunteers or in patients with varicose veins or postthrombotic syndrome have shown the value of VADs in reducing leg edema. Results of meta-analyses have confirmed
the anti-edema efficacy of such medications.29
Results of Cochrane meta-analysis for main VADs
showed significant treatment benefits for the VADs
compared with placebo with no evidence of heterogeneity among studies for edema (RR 0.72, 95% CI 0.65;
0.81). In a recent meta-analysis of ten publications dated between 1975 and 2009 including a total of 1010 patients, for the benefits of MPFF, hydroxyethylrutoside,
ruscus extracts and diosmin on edema reduction, the
mean reduction in ankle circumference was -0.80±0.53
cm with MPFF, -0.58±0.47 cm with Ruscus extract,
-0.58±0.31 cm with hydroxyethylrutoside, -0.20±0.5
cm with single diosmin, and -0.11±0.42 cm with placebo.46 The reduction in ankle circumference was significantly superior to placebo whatever the drug used
(P<0.0001). The comparison between MPFF, Ruscus
extract and hydroxyethylrutoside on ankle reduction of
edema was in favor of MPFF (P<0.0001).46
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prompting leukocyte adhesion to capillary endothelium
and initiating an inflammatory reaction.1 One theory
holds that inflammation opens the gaps between endothelial cells via a mechanism involving vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), nitric oxide synthetase
(NOS), and contraction of actin and myosin filaments
present in endothelial cells.35 The gaps would become
very large, greatly raising capillary permeability to
fluid, macromolecules, and allows extravasation of red
blood cells, resulting in their flow into the interstitial
space and in edema formation. Swollen endothelial
cells with enlarged inter-endothelial spaces make the
capillary lumen irregular and cause an increase on macromolecular permeability with plasma, red blood cells
and fibrinogen leakage that could impair nutrient exchange.36,37 Sustained venous stasis and hypertension
lead to chronic inflammation of the capillary bed and
surrounding tissues and edema formation.38, 39 Reduction of capillary density could cause trophic disorders
and leg ulceration.40 In experimental studies, MPFF
improved microvascular reactivity and functional capillary density (number of capillaries with flowing red
blood cells per unit of tissue) after ischemia/reperfusion.41 In experimental studies, MPFF induced a significant dose-related reduction in the increased permeability, and the non-micronized PFF was significantly
less effective.42 The synergistic action of all flavonoid
components of MPFF (diosmin, diosmetin, hesperidin,
linarin and isorhoifolin) explains its high efficacy for
reducing capillary permeability.43
Pappas et al. observed that inter-endothelial gap junctions of capillaries from either the gaiter zone or thigh
of CVI patients were not widened, and theyproposed an
alternative explanation involving formation of transendothelial channels for macromolecular transport.44
Experimental in vivo models have been used to study
the effect of drugs on the microcirculation. Microcirculatory preparations comprise hamster cheek pouch,
hamster or mouse skinfold, rat or hamster mesentery,
rat, hamster or mouse cremaster, and others.45 Numerous pharmacological trials have shown that VADs increase capillary resistance and reduce capillary filtration, resulting in prevention of capillary leakage. This
has been evidenced for micronized purified flavonoid
fraction (MPFF), rutosides, escin, Ruscus extract, proanthocyanidins and calcium dobesilate.29
Several clinical trials, most of them controlled versus
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Alteration of skin capillaries and venous ulcer formation

Skin is the final target of chronic venous hypertension
and of hemodynamic changes in veins. Clinical manifestations of alteration of skin capillaries are pigmentation,
venous eczema, lipodermatosclerosis, atrophie blanche
and eventually venous ulcer. Several mechanisms for the
development of venous ulceration have been postulated,
of which the theory of “leukocyte trapping” is the most
likely one,47 although challenged today. It is hypothesized
that the primary injury to the skin is extravasation of macromolecules, such as fibrinogen and a-macroglobulin,
and red blood cells (pigmentation) into the dermal interstitium. Red blood cell degradation products and extravasation of interstitial protein are potent chemoattractants
and presumably generate the initial inflammatory signal
which results in leukocyte recruitment and migration into
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Table 6.1.—Microcirculatory parameters in studied patients according to CEAP classification.

the dermis.1 Pathologic events occur during leukocyte
migration into the dermis and the end product is dermal
fibrosis. One of the pathologic events is an increase in
transforming growth factor beta-1 (TGF-β1), released by
macrophages and mast cells or auto-induced by dermal
fibroblasts. An increase in TGF-β1 causes an imbalance
in tissue remodeling, which results in increased collagen
synthesis and affects matrix metalloproteases (MMPs)
as well as their tissue inhibitors (TIMPs). It is hypothesized that an imbalance in MMPs and their regulation
may cause or contribute to venous ulcer formation.1 A
cascade of inflammatory events results in cutaneous
changes which include skin hyperpigmentation caused
by hemosiderin deposition and eczematous dermatitis.
Fibrosis may develop in the dermis and subcutaneous
tissue lipodermatosclerosis. There is an increased risk of
cellulitis and leg ulceration. A linear relationship between
ulceration rate and ambulatory venous pressure has been
determined.48 (see chapter 3).
Over the last ten years, the orthogonal polarization
spectral (OPS) imaging technique used in the Cytoscan
has allowed the study of alterations of skin capillaries
in patients assigned C1 to C6 of the CEAP classification (Figure.3.22 in chapter 3). The Cytoscan has a
small handheld probe which can be noninvasively applied to all body surfaces and evaluate microcirculatory
parameters such as functional capillary density (FCD,
capillaries/mm2), diameter of dermal papilla (DDP, μm)
to quantify edema, the largest diameter of the capillary
bulk (DCB, μm) to assess its degree of change, capillary
limb diameter (CD, μm) to describe diameter changes,
and capillary morphology (CM, % of abnormal capillaries per field). It was demonstrated that FCD, DDP,
DCB, CD and CM values were progressively altered
from C1 to C6 patients and values in CVD patients were
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significantly different from these of healthy subjects
(P<0.05), (Table 6.1).50
In 124 patients assigned CEAP C3 to C6, capillary
morphologic changes were observed through capillaroscopy following pharmacological intervention over
eight weeks consisting of Ruscus aculeatus (plant extract), hesperidin methylchalcone (HMC) and ascorbic
acid, 100 mg. Severe pain, heaviness and cramps decreased starting from the sond week until there were no
symptoms by the end of treatment. Capillary-level effect was proportional to symptom decrease and showed
98% to 20% inter-capillary fluid decrease; 80% to 20%
efferent loop thickening; 5% to 2% peri-capillary bed,
and 5% to 4% mega-capillaries.49
In a subsequent study,51 55 female patients (85 legs),
25 to 57 years, with at least one limb classified as C2,s or
C 2,3,s (CEAP classification) were randomized to Cirkan
[venotonic drug containing Ruscus aculeatus (plant extract), hesperidine methylchalcone (flavonoid) and vitamin
C], graduated elastic compression stockings (GEC) or no
treatment for four weeks. Ten healthy women age-matched
were also investigated. Using orthogonal polarization
spectral technique, measurements of FCD, CM, DDP,
DCB and CD were obtained on the medial perimalleolar
region and later analyzed using CapImage software. The
CVD patients showed significant changes on CD and CM
compared with healthy subjects in agreement with previous findings.50 On Cirkan-treated patients, CD decreased
after four weeks on both limbs and CM improved on the
left one suggesting an amelioration of the chronic hypertensive microangiopathy. No significant changes could be
detected on other patient groups. These results confirmed
the existence of microcirculatory dysfunction in early stages of CVD, probably due to post-capillary hypertension,
and further support the venotonic action of Cirkan.51
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ic vessels have been observed in human legs, and these
contractions were shown to drive the lymph.58 Internal
extensions of lymphatic endothelial cells act as valves
and guarantee a one-way lymph flow.56
In steady state, the extravasation of fluids and proteins from blood vessels is balanced by lymphatic drainage and return into the bloodstream. If microvascular filtration in blood capillaries and venules (as it is the case
in advanced CVD) exceeds the lymphatic drainage for
sufficiently long periods, edema occurs in afflicted areas
by accumulation of tissue fluid in the interstitium. In addition, lymphatic dysfunction and structural damages to
lymphatic network are associated to varicose veins, and
subsequent lymph stasis and reduced lymph transportation lead to inflammation.59 This is associated with lipid
accumulation in the media of the diseased veins. Such
accumulation of inflammatory lipids in the vein wall
might further damage adventitial lymphatic vessels.59
Alteration of lymphatic vessels
Pharmacological trials of oral pharmaceutical treatThe draining function of lymphatic vessels is very ments encompassing coumarin and derivatives, hyimportant. They are involved in the recirculation of droethylrutosides, calcium dobesilate, aescin extracts,
lymphocytes and proteins, transport of microorganisms 0-(beta-hydroxyethyl)-rutosides and MPFF found that
by lymph, and drainage of interstitial fluid to blood. The such drugs may help lymphedema treatment by reducaverage human body weighing 65 kg contains 3 L of ing protein and extracellular fluid accumulation,60 stimblood plasma and 12 L of interstitial fluid. Up to 8-12 L ulating lymph contractility and flow,61 and reducing
of afferent lymph are produced each day of which 4-8 protein concentration and fibrotic induration in tissues
L of ultra-filtrate are reabsorbed into the bloodstream by stimulating proteolysis.62, 63
in the lymphatic nodes. Lymphatic vessels transport
In the review of clinical trials by Moseley et al.64 five
4 L of efferent lymph into the bloodstream daily. The studies investigated the effect of oral pharmaceuticals.
concentration of proteins in plasma, interstitial fluid, af- Three studies investigated coumarin with conflicting
ferent lymph, and efferent lymph is 70 g/L, 20-30 g/L, results.65, 66, 63 Burgos et al. investigated two dosages,
20-30 g/L, and 60 g/L, respectively. The fluid turnover 90 mg (n=23) and 135 mg (n=30) over 12 months and
(including the volume of fluid reabsorbed in lymph showed at the end that both groups experienced similar
nodes) reaches up to two-thirds of the total volume of reduction in percentage volume of the limb.65 Loprizi et
interstitial fluid every 24 hours.56 The skin on the lower al. used a cross over design to investigate the 6-month
extremities contains a denser and more extensive net- phase of coumarin (400 mg) and 6 month phase of placework of lymphatic capillaries than the skin of the upper bo (n=138) and showed edema worsening in both treatextremities.57 Due to orthostatism, lower extremities ment and placebo phases.66 Casley-Smith et al. used the
have higher filtration pressure and influx of fluids, and same cross over design as above and demonstrated that
it is thought that the capacity for lymph transport in the the amount of edema in the legs was reduced from 25%
lower extremities is greater in order to compensate the to 17% above normal and that nearly one third of the
higher influx of interstitial fluid caused by the effects of edema fluid was removed from the legs. During the six
orthostatism and gravity.
months of the placebo period, the amount of edema of
Spontaneous contractility of lymphatic vessels is uti- the legs was unchanged from 24% above normal.63
lized in lymph transport. Regular contractions of lymph
A fourth study investigated MPFF or placebo (n=48)
vessels, at a frequency of 2-4 per minute, were observed over six months and found that the treatment group expein vitro. Spontaneous contractions of prenodal lymphat- rienced 7% volume reduction whilst the placebo group
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There is evidence from five randomized controlled
trials and a meta-analysis involving 723 patients assigned to CEAP class C6, that MPFF was effective for
healing venous ulcers when used as an adjunct to compression therapy and appropriate local therapy, particularly for ulcers that are large (>5 cm2 in area) and/or
persistent (>6 months’ duration).52
In 235 patients undergoing local treatment and compression bandaging, randomized to receive either GAC
or matching placebo for three months, complete ulcer healing after 2 months was higher with GAC at 2
months (P=0.018).53
Other VADS such as horse chestnut seed extract and
hydroxyrutosides failed to demonstrate superiority over
compression in healing venous ulcer,54 or in preventing
ulcer recurrence.55
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that mediators resulting from disturbed blood flow and
subsequent inflammation have an important role in venous pain occurrence. Proinflammatory mediators released locally as a result of hemodynamic changes and
hypoxia can activate nociceptors located in the venous
wall, between endothelial and smooth muscle cells of the
media, and in the perivenous space, in close contact with
the microcirculation.72 The fact that pain is not closely
correlated with objective parameters of varicose vein remodeling, incompetent venous valves, and inflammation
suggests that the primary activation site of venous and/or
perivenous nociceptors may not happen in large venous
vessels. In this regard, the hypothesis of local activation
of nociceptors in venules and in the microcirculation,
where contact between nerve endings, arterioles and capillaries is probably closer than on the macrovascular level, seems entirely plausible.73 Edema which is the direct
consequence of altered hemodynamics may also cause
pain by the pressure it exerts on nerve endings.
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experienced volume increase of 10%. Both groups experienced significant reduction in reported discomfort
and the treatment group also had a significant reduction
in heaviness.67
The last study investigated three capsules of Ruscus
aculeatus and hesperidin methyl chalcone, (n=27) compared with placebo (n=30) over three months.68After the
first month, both treatment and placebo groups experienced volume reductions of 1.2% and 0.5% respectively. By three months, the treatment group had an overall
volume reduction of 12.9% whilst the placebo group
had an increase of 2.5%. Both groups experienced improvements in heaviness and limb mobility.
The 0-(beta-hydroxyethyl)-rutosides were studied in
a 6 month randomized, double-blind, cross-over trial
performed on 26 patients with postmastectomy lymphedema of the arm, and 14 with lymphedema of the leg.
The active drug significantly reduced the volume and
circumference of the limbs. Patients reported increased
comfort and freedom of movement, a lessening of their
bursting pains, heaviness and tension, and an increased
mobility of their limbs.69
From the 15 selected trials of the effect of pharmacological treatment in the reduction of limb lymphedema,
the authors of the last Cochrane review were not able
to perform a meta-analysis due to the heterogeneity of
study designs. Consequently they did not draw conclusions about the effectiveness of these drugs in reducing
limb volume, pain, or discomfort in lymphedematous
limbs.70
Considering the number of patients with lymphedema in the Western Industrialized countries, no specific
product has been created to satisfy the needs of lymphatic patients as the market is considered small. A new
dedicated product for primary lymphedema, Robuvit, a
wood extract of French Oak (Quercus Robur), now also
under evaluation for sondary (post surgical) lymphedema and lymphatic problems associated to venous insufficiency has been produced and tested. A recent study
has shown promising results on swelling, extracapillary
protein accumulation, limb size and function and personal satisfaction.71
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Hemodynamics and venous pain
Disturbed venous flow patterns and chronic venous
inflammation are interlinked phenomena. It is thought

Vol. 35 - No. 3

Hemodynamics and symptomatic patients without clinical signs and pathophysiological anomalies (C0s patients)

Patients complaining of “venous” symptoms, but who
do not have any clinical signs, anatomical anomalies, or
physiological disorders that can be identified using the
current complementary investigations involved in the
CEAP classification, are assigned to class C0s, En, An, Pn.
Such patients are not uncommon in practice, and the results of the recent international detection program (Vein
Consult Program) indicated that almost 20% of the 91 545
screened adults were classified with CEAP clinical grade
C0s.74 A thorough examination is required to exclude the
association of these symptoms with other disorders using complex imaging or even invasive investigations.
Pharmacological treatment with VADs and compression
therapy are currently used to treat C0s patients, but “evidence-based” results on “pure” C0s patients are lacking.29
Research interest has recently focused on possible
chronic inflammatory processes that can affect large
and small venous vessels and valves.26,28 Degenerative changes and incompetence in microvenous valves
can create reflux into the microvenous networks in the
skin, which may be involved in the development of
the severe skin changes that are observed with CVD.34
It is unknown if microvalve alterations could also be
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responsible for symptoms that appear early in the progression of the disease, particularly in the C0s patients.
Research is currently ongoing to determine the origin of
the symptoms in C0s patients.
Indications for venoactive drugs
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The role of VADs in the prevention of the natural history of CVD remains to be determined: are all VADs
able to prevent future morbidity? Research advances
have led to an appreciation of the importance of chronic
inflammatory processes throughout the course of the
condition, in the valves and walls of veins of all sizes
and also in the skin, leading towards the development of
varicose veins and leg ulcers.
Currently available drugs directed towards preventing or limiting the inflammatory response at all stages of
the condition may play a significant role in preventing or
slowing the development and recurrence of troublesome
outward manifestations. These pharmacological agents
(not only VADs) would deserve detailed study.28, 75
CVD-related symptoms constitute the most important indication for venoactive drugs in patients at any
stage of disease. There are insufficient data to specify
those CEAP clinical classes for which the benefits will
be greatest, but it is reasonable to assume that patients
at all stages of the disease, and particularly at the early
C0s stage, may benefit.1 However, symptoms respond
to VADs treatment with variable success, resulting in
improved quality of life.29, 76 In the most recent guidelines for management of chronic venous disorders of the
lower limbs, VADs were assigned grades of recommendation according to the strength of the clinical file: one
agent (MPFF) received a Grade 1A level of evidence for
its effects on venous symptoms, then calcium dobesilate
was graded 2A, escin extracts and HCSE 2B.29 VADs
have also proven effective against lower limb edema
with variable impact.46
In patients with CVI, VADs may be used in conjunction with open surgery, endovenous procedures including stenting, saphenous thermal or chemical ablation,
compression therapy or a combination thereof.77
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CHAPTER 7

Hemodynamic effects of ablation of reflux
in superficial, perforating or deep veins
Introduction

The goal of treatment for valvular incompetence of
superficial, perforating and deep veins in patients with
varicose veins and those with more advanced chronic
venous insufficiency (CVI) is to relieve symptoms by
improving venous hemodynamics. Clinical improvement is frequently accompanied by measurable changes
in ambulatory venous pressure, venous reflux and calf
muscle pump function. These parameters have been
used as surrogate endpoints for efficacy of treatment.
There has been tremendous progress for treating reflux in superficial and perforating veins in recent years
with widespread use of minimally invasive therapies
like radiofrequency ablation (RF), endovenous laser
treatment (EVLT) and foam sclerotherapy. And even
more recent, less invasive treatment modalities, the
so-called “Non-Tumescent, Non-Thermal” (NTNT)

310

methods have been introduced.1 These include such
innovations as mechanic-chemical ablation (MOCA),2
cyanoacrylate adhesive,3 and manufactured polidocanol
foam.4, 5
In addition, conservative surgery such as Muller
Phlebectomy,6 CHIVA,7, 8 and ASVAL 9 added a new
perspective for eliminating reflux. A complete analysis of their effect on reflux is presented in Chapter 8 to
which the reader is referred explicitly to avoid useless
overlap.
Surgical correction of deep venous reflux has also
progressed, although an effective, minimally invasive
procedure to correct deep vein valvular incompetence
is still needed.
This chapter will discuss the hemodynamic effects
of abolition of reflux in the superficial, perforating and
deep venous systems using different strategies.
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Ablation of superficial reflux

Ablation of reflux in limbs with isolated saphenous vein
reflux

Reports on hemodynamic results after ablation of the
incompetent great saphenous vein (GSV) differ between
patients with isolated superficial vein incompetence and
patients with associated incompetent perforating or incompetent deep veins.
The RELACS study was a randomized controlled
trial (RCT) in which 185 patients were treated by EVLT
and 161 with high ligation and stripping of the GSV to
just below knee (HLS).10 Venous refilling time (VRT)
was assessed by digital photoplethysmography (PPG).11
The VRT normalized in 86% after EVLT and in 76%
after HLS at one year and 82% after EVLT and in 71%
after HLS at two years. Ultrasound-detected saphenofemoral junction (SFJ) reflux occurred significantly
more frequently after EVLT than after HLS at two years
(17.8% vs. 1.3%; P<0.001).
Two prospective studies evaluated hemodynamic
changes in patients who underwent HLS to the knee
and had an incompetent and untreated below-knee
segment of the GSV (BK-GSV). In the first study,
Blomgren et al.12 reported that reflux in the BK-GSV
resolved in 34% of limbs (17/50) at two months and
44% (22/50) at two years, and that 18% of limbs with a
normal SFJ before operation developed reflux after two
years. Unfortunately, some patients with perforating
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but there was no difference of EF increase among the
three groups. Improvement in the overall venous function was associated not only with abolition of venous
reflux but also with improved calf muscle pump performance.
In addition to surgery and thermal ablation, treatment of incompetent GSVs. with sclerotherapy is also
a good and cost effective treatment option.18 The efficacy of foam sclerotherapy has been demonstrated
in several case control studies and RCTs in recent
years.19-28 The VEDICO study29 included 800 patients
treated by different modalities: normal and high dose
liquid sclerotherapy, multiple ligations, stab avulsions, foam sclerotherapy and ligation followed by
sclerotherapy. A decrease in AVP (the lowest pressure
reached during exercise) and increase in VRT was similar in the different groups at 10 years. This RCT concluded that when correctly performed, all treatments
may be similarly effective although foam sclerotherapy was more effective than liquid sclerotherapy. In
one RCT comparing foam and liquid sclerotherapy,
the resolution rate for GSV reflux was 69% for foam
versus 27% for liquid at three months (P<0.0001),22
and in another it was 53% versus 12%, respectively at
two years (P<0.0001).23 In RCTs that compared foam
sclerotherapy with surgery and/or thermal ablation,
reflux resolution rates were 94.2% for EVLT, 95.2%
for RF, 83.7% for foam sclerotherapy and 95.2% for
surgery at one year (P<0.001) 25 and 65% for foam and
79% for surgery at two years (P=0.003).26, 29 In another report, VRT was measured by PPG in 246 patients
with symptomatic superficial venous reflux treated by
foam sclerotherapy and median VRT improved from
11 sonds to 31 sonds at six months (P<0.0005) while
hemodynamic improvement correlated with symptom
relief.30 Other published results have demonstrated
immediate GSV occlusion in 80-95% of patients after
three injections.29, 31-34 Early and mid-term results revealed a recurrence rate of approximately 20% at three
years but repeat sclerotherapy was a simple and effective treatment for recurrence.35
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vein incompetence were also included in this study. In
the other study, van Neer et al.13 reported that reflux in
the BK-GSV increased from 81% before HLS to 84%
at six months and to 91% at two years after surgery.
However, reflux in the posterior calf tributary of the
GSV appeared to lessen at 67%, 64% and 59% for the
same time intervals.
Clinical data suggest that a residual refluxing BKGSV leads to increasing symptoms and more severe
signs, with a greater likelihood for residual and recurrent varicose veins.14 This assumption was confirmed
by a RCT comparing surgery and EVLT in 280 patients
with GSV reflux where the clinical recurrence rate at
one year was significantly lower after EVLT than after
surgery (4.0% vs. 20.4%, P<0.001) while 52% (12/23)
of recurrent varicose veins after surgery were related to
an incompetent BK-GSV.15 These results questioned the
widely accepted and practiced principle of stripping the
GSV to the knee level only without some form of further treatment to the BK segment.
In a prospective study, 13 patients with great saphenous incompetence were treated with RF ablation.16
and duplex ultrasound and foot volumetry were used
to measure venous function during follow-up including
the expelled volume (EV), refilling rate and total foot
volume (FV). Saphenous reflux was either eliminated or
reduced after operation and venous function improved
significantly at six months. Expelled volume (EV) increased from 13.6 (range 7.6-26.5) to 16.2 (range 9.728.4) (P=0.05) and expelled volume related to foot volume decreased from 3.4 (range 1.2-8.2) to 2.5 (range
0.8-4.9) (P=0.019). However, these differences were no
longer significant at one year.
Park et al.17 reported early hemodynamic results using air-plethysmography (APG) in patients treated for
isolated superficial reflux in 1756 limbs. Ninety percent
of the limbs were treated with HLS and phlebectomy,
7% with external banding valvuloplasty of the GSV
using Dacron-tailored mesh and phlebectomy and 3%
were treated with RF ablation and phlebectomy. All
hemodynamic variables improved significantly at one
month after surgery: venous volume (VV), venous filling index (VFI), and residual volume fraction (RVF)
were reduced by 25.2%, 71.5%, and 29.9% respectively, and EF increased by 20.3% (P<0.001). Reduction of
VV, VFI and RVF was slightly greater in the HLS and
RF groups than in the valvuloplasty group (P<0.001)
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Ablation of reflux in limbs with superficial and perforating vein reflux
There is increasing evidence that treating superficial
reflux will have an effect on perforating vein reflux as
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and that HLS destroys this pathway so that blood in the
deep veins then stops refluxing at the first competent
valve encountered distally.
Ting et al.44 evaluated 102 limbs with combined superficial and deep vein incompetence (DVI) by APG
after HLS and found that the VFI decreased from
5.99±3.99 mL/s to 1.82±1.21 mL/s, the EF increased
from 48% to 53% and the RVF decreased from 50%
to 36% after surgery. EF improved but did not normalize in this series. The proportion of limbs with DVI on
duplex ultrasound scanning at more than one site decreased from 70% to 44% and the mean number of sites
with DVI significantly decreased from 2.14±0.96 to
1.52±1.21 after surgery (P<0.001).
Adam et al.45 studied patients with combined superficial and segmental deep venous reflux and demonstrated that HLS corrected deep venous reflux in almost half
of 53 limbs at three months, and in 75% (12/16) of femoral veins compared with 38% (14/37) of below knee
popliteal vein or gastrocnemius veins (P=0.018). Segmental deep venous reflux resolved in 49% (19/39) of
limbs with chronic venous ulceration, and ulcers healed
in 77% (30/39) of the limbs at 12 months. Segmental
deep vein reflux resolved in 47% (14/30) of limbs with
a healed ulcer which included 78% (7/9) of limbs with
femoral vein and 33% (7/21) with below knee popliteal
vein or GSV reflux (P=0.046).
Using venous refill times (VRTs) measured by PPG,
Gohel et al.46 found that HLS abolished deep venous
reflux in 45% of limbs with segmental deep venous
reflux and 18% with axial deep venous reflux. Of 214
legs investigated, 112 were treated with compression
and 102 with compression plus surgery. Saphenous
surgery abolished deep reflux in ten of 22 legs with
segmental deep reflux and three of 17 with total deep
reflux. Overall median (range) VRT increased from
10 (3-48) to 15 (4-48) sonds at one year after surgery
(P<0.001). Preoperative change in VRT after applying a below-knee tourniquet correlated with change
in VRT following surgery. Limbs with resolved deep
venous reflux showed a greater improvement in VRT
after HLS than limbs with residual deep venous reflux.
Dix et al.47 reported 42 limbs with combined superficial and deep vein incompetence all treated by HLS.
Pressure relief indices (PRI) were calculated from ambulatory venous pressures (AVP) as an overall assess-
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well so that abolition of reflux in the superficial system
may eliminate reflux in perforating veins (PVs.). However, in one study this was not the case in patients with
associated deep venous reflux.36 Two studies showed
that HLS had a profound effect on global lower limb
venous hemodynamics with reduced total venous overload of the limb associated with reversed perforating
vein incompetence (IPV). Mendes et al.37 studied 24
limbs with both superficial and perforating vein reflux
and a normal deep venous system and found that 71% of
IPVs. became competent or were absent at three months
after HLS to the knee with phlebectomy. All APG parameters improved significantly; VFI decreased from
6.0±2.9 mL/s to 2.2±1.3 mL/s, EF increased from 56%
to 62%, and RVF decreased from 40% to 28% after surgery. In addition, patients with increasing numbers of
IPVs. had higher VFI after surgery. Blomgren et al.12
studied 64 limbs with both superficial and perforating
vein reflux where IPVs. were not treated after HLS in
42 limbs. IPV resolved in 23 (55%) of these limbs at
two months and 25 (60%) at two years. The fraction of
legs without IPVs. in the calf after two years was not
significantly lower in the remainder where IPVs. had
been interrupted.
In the randomized ESCHAR trial, there were significantly fewer limbs with residual or newly developed
IPVs. of the calf in patients treated with compression
and HLS compared with those managed by compression alone (59/115 vs. 44/104, P=0.001; 12/104 vs.
36/131, P=0.003).38 Two other RCTs have shown that
following ablation of superficial incompetence, only
35-40% of IPVs. become normal and that new IPVs.
appear over time.39, 40 Further, some 6-8% of ulcer patients show only isolated IPVs. as a possible cause for
their ulcers.41
In summary, surgical correction of superficial reflux
may indeed abolish reflux in many existing and decrease the number of new calf IPVs.
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Ablation of reflux in limbs with deep venous reflux
There is low quality evidence that ablation of superficial reflux in limbs with associated segmental deep vein
reflux restores deep vein competence by reducing venous overload.42-48 It is postulated that segmental deep
vein reflux is associated with drainage into an incompetent GSV through incompetent thigh perforating veins
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Ablation of reflux in both superficial and perforating
veins
Subfascial endoscopic perforator surgery (SEPS)
greatly enhanced our ability to study clinical and hemodynamic results following perforating vein ablation in
patients with CVI.48, 52-56
In a randomized study by Tawes et al.,56 51 patients
with C4 class CVI were allocated to two treatment
arms, a SEPS alone group and an HLS group. The SEPS
group had significant improvement in venous refilling
time (VRT) to normal values (34.4±10.3 s vs. 11.8±4.0
s), compared with HLS (19.6±13.8 s vs. 10.8±8.9 s,
P<0.02), and a significant decrease of 65% in AVP measurements in the SEPS group compared with preoperative values, but 33% decrease only in the HLS group.
These results supported the effective use of reflux surgery in advanced CVI. However, patients with deep venous reflux were mixed in this study and the number
was higher in the SEPS group.
In another prospective study of 53 limbs in 47 patients who underwent SEPS with concomitant HLS for
advanced primary CVI of whom 64% had active venous
ulcers,48 venous hemodynamics measured by APG improved significantly after the procedure with postoperative VFI decrease from 8.4±6.3 mL/s to 3.0±3.5 mL/s at
one month and to 2.7±2.6 mL/s at one year; EF increase
from 44% to 49% and to 54% respectively, and RVF
decrease from 48% to 42% and to 35% respectively.
The proportion of limbs with femoral vein incompetence decreased from 68% to 28% at one month and to
32% at one year while the proportion of limbs with DVI
at more than one site also decreased from 42% to 15%
and to 12% respectively. The cumulative ulcer healing
was 85% at three months and 97% at six months. Concomitant SEPS and HLS in this study were effective in
reducing deep venous reflux and resulted in hemodynamic and clinical improvements in patients with advanced primary CVI.
In a retrospective study by Rhodes et al.,57 improved
calf muscle pump function was demonstrated by postoperative strain gauge plethysmography (SGP) within
six months after SEPS when performed together with
HLS in 77% of the limbs. Refill volume (RV) increased
from 0.27±0.06 to 0.64±0.10 mL/100 mL of tissue
(P<0.01); venous incompetence improved as evidenced
by a refill time increase from 7.71±1.20 s to 16.71±1.98
s after exercise (P<0.001) and a decrease in RV from
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ment of venous function. Segmental DVI resolved in
11/21 (52%) limbs after HLS compared with 6/21 (29%)
with multisegment reflux, and median PRI improved
from 319 before to 1,300 after operation (P<0.001). The
authors concluded that HLS can improve segmental
DVI and PRI in properly selected patients. These hemodynamic results favor HLS in limbs with combined
superficial and segmental deep reflux, and deep vein
reconstruction may not need to be considered in these
patients.
In contrast, other authors reported unfavorable results
for abolition of deep venous reflux after HLS. Padberg
et al.,49 studied 11 limbs by APG and found that VFI
decreased from 12±5 mL/s to 2.7±1 mL/s, EF increased
from 43%±11 to 59%±13 and the RVF decreased from
56%±15 to 33%±16 one month after HLS, suggesting a
significant reduction in deep reflux and significant improvement of calf pump function, but that deep venous
reflux was resolved in only 3 limbs (27%).
Puggioni et al.50 prospectively analyzed 38 lower
limbs, 17 with axial and 21 with segmental deep venous reflux, to investigate the effects of GSV ablation
on coexisting primary deep axial vein reflux compared
with segmental vein reflux alone. The total number of
incompetent segments was 59 and follow-up ranged
from two weeks to 38 months. The total reflux resolution rate was about one third (19/59), similar between
extremities with axial reflux and segmental reflux (30%
vs. 36%), but femoral vein reflux was seldom corrected
in extremities with axial reflux compared with those
having segmental reflux.
In a study by Marston et al.,51 significant improvement in VFI was documented after EVLT for 75 limbs
with both deep and superficial venous reflux. Maximal
reflux velocity (MRV) was measured in the popliteal and femoral veins and VFI was significantly more
improved if MRV was less than 10 cm/s compared to
limbs with MRV greater than 10 cm/s. In 35 limbs with
deep venous reflux in the common femoral vein (CFV),
the mean VFI decreased significantly from 6.54±3.9
mL/s to 2.2±1.9 mL/s, and in 40 limbs with deep venous reflux in the femoral and/or popliteal veins, VFI
significantly improved from 6.2±3.8 mL/s to 3.3±3.0
mL (P<0.001). The authors concluded that patients with
deep venous reflux in the femoral and/or popliteal veins
were less likely to completely correct their venous hemodynamics as measured by VFI.
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crease by 15-81% after reconstructive surgery or during follow-up of 5-10 years, and 52-77% of repaired
valves remained competent.61-64 Of these studies, only
Rosales et al.64 included patients with primary CVI only
and others had results mixed with a small number of
patients with the postthrombotic syndrome (PTS). In
Rosales’ study,64 external transcommissural valvuloplasty
was performed on 17 patients (C4: n=6, C5: n=4,
Ablation of deep venous reflux
C6: n=7) with deep reflux and high level of AVP. AVP
Valve reconstructive surgery can involve internal val- reduction was greatest in C6 patients after operation
vuloplasty, external valvuloplasty, external valve band- with a median of 35 mmHg (0 – 65 mmHg), and was
ing, transposition of the vein, axillary/brachial vein maintained through the median follow-up of five years
transplantation and creation of neovalve (Maleti tech- or until the valve became incompetent. However, the
nique)58 or non-autologous artificial venous valves.
results did not reach statistical significance because of
There are two randomized studies comparing deep the small sample size.
vein reconstructive surgery to HLS. Belcaro et al.59 reIn Masuda’s study,61 as five of 18 normal AVP values
ported 22 patients treated with external valvuloplasty of were also found in patients with poor clinical results,
the femoral vein using limited anterior plication (LAP) they stated that AVP could not be reliable to predict the
technique (LAP group), compared with HSL in another clinical state. VRT was reported to increase by 50% af22 patients. At 10 years, AVP was significantly lower ter operation in this study.
(52±2 mmHg vs. 62±5 mmHg for HLS group, 45±6
Raju et al.63 reported a 100% normalized VRT and
mmHg vs. 61±6 mmHg for LAP group, P<0.05), and RT significantly decreased VFI after operation (3.1±2.4
was longer (13±5 s vs. 11±5 s for HLS group, and 17±3 s mL/s vs. 4.1±2.8 mL/s), and the cumulative competenvs. 11±4 s for LAP group, P<0.05). Both values of AVP cy rates of 140 repaired sites were 84% at 12 months,
and RT in the LAP group were significantly better than 72% at 24 months, and 59% at 30 months.
those in the HLS group. There was no femoral vein inIn an Australian study of 36 limbs with primary CVI,
competence in limbs in the LAP group as indicated by 125 valves in femoral and popliteal veins were repaired
duplex ultrasound while all limbs in the HLS group still using Venocuff II stents.65 The 90% recovery time meahad the same level of femoral incompetence. The authors sured by infrared photoplethysmography (PPG) insuggested that LAP is an effective alternative to external creased from 6.7 s preoperatively to 12.4 s at 36 months
valvuloplasty in selected patients with moderate deep which persisted in the long term, but AVP reduction was
venous insufficiency, functional cusps, or insufficiency only significant at 12 months. The ulcer healing rate was
mainly due to relative enlargement of the femoral vein.
80% at 36 months, and the number of stents implanted
Another study compared HLS to HLS plus external was statistically associated with an increased number of
transcommissural valvuloplasty (study group) in limbs ulcers healing in multivariable analysis.
with reflux in both the GSV and femoral veins.60 During
McDaniel et al.66 suggested that venous reconstruca follow-up of seven to eight years for an available 125 tion might be considered in patients with DVI and VFI
patients, corrected valves remained competent in 71% greater than 4 mL/s as they have a 43% chance of recur(45/63). Reflux had reappeared in 19% (12/63) at two rent ulceration at one year and of 60% at two years, but
to four years after operation in the study group; whereas if patients have a VFI less than 4 mL/s, deep venous
53% (33/62) had increased reflux and 47% remained the reflux is probably less severe and these patients may not
same in the control group. Clinical deterioration was as- benefit from venous reconstruction.
sociated with increased reflux over time rather than with
reappearance of reflux after valvuloplasty. Deep axial Respecting reflux in compensating collateral veins
or segmental venous reflux was not well documented in
In order to avoid serious consequences in the venous
the above mentioned studies.
In retrospective studies, AVP was reported to de- circulation, care should be taken to detect compensat-
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3.23±0.19 to 2.63±0.15 mL/100 mL tissue after passive
drainage (P<0.01). It should be noted that perforating
vein incompetence was defined as outward flow longer
than 0.3 sonds in duration and deep and superficial reflux was defined as retrograde flow for more than 1.0
sonds in this study.54
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Hemodynamic measurements as surrogate
endpoints for treatment efficacy
Ambulatory venous pressure

AVP measurement is traditionally considered to be
the gold standard for global evaluation of venous function of the lower extremity. The AVP reduction fraction
represents calf muscle pump function and is independent of the existence or site of valve incompetence.
Decrease in AVP by at least 15% or 10 mmHg postprocedure compared with a preoperative baseline value
suggests that treatment has been effective.
Venous reflux

Guidelines 2.3.0 of the Society for Vascular Surgery
and American Venous Forum 67 regarding duplex ultrasound scanning for chronic venous disease and valvular
incompetence defines the cut-off value for venous reflux
as 0.5 sonds. Post-procedural normalized venous reflux
time, resolution of reflux and no newly developed venous
incompetence suggest that treatment has been effective.
However, a definition of reflux using flow direction and
its duration in sonds is not able to “catch” the pathophysiological condition in all cases. Indeed after CHIVA, reflux
in the GSV is directed downwards in the same way as
the pathological flow and draining flow in saphenous arch
tributaries has the same downward direction as pathological pelvic reflux. In these cases, the difference is in the
pressure gradient and whether or not reflux has a positive
Valsalva maneuver.68, 69 An important suggestion comes
from the Reflux Elimination Test (RET) which is reaction
to compression of the incompetent tributary.7, 70

Vol. 35 - No. 3

A competitive reflux is a situation where superficial
and deep reflux mask each other. As a practical suggestion, a very wide apparently non refluxing popliteal vein
can be rendered incompetent and refluxing if the superficial veins are blocked with a rubber tourniquet.7, 71
The venous filling index (VFI) of APG has been validated as a global index of reflux
using simultaneous measurements with duplex ultrasound, taken from a position of elevation to
dependency.72 Studies have shown that it provides
a graduated and quantitative improvement with treatments directed against reflux.27 Furthermore, patients
whose VFI does not respond fully to treatment against
reflux have worse clinical symptoms.73
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ing flow in collateral veins that bypass an obstruction,
as happens after or associated with temporary or persistent compression. Reflux is generally systolic during calf
muscle contraction or systo-diastolic lasting also into calf
muscle relaxation if a superficial incompetence is associated with deep venous obstruction. Any surgical intervention on this situation must be preceded by thorough
hemodynamic evaluation. Typical examples are GSV
systolic reflux with iliofemoral thrombosis (equivalent
to a spontaneous Palma-Dale anastomosis), SSV systolic
reflux with femoral occlusion or compression, and reflux
in the marginal vein which is a truncular malformation in
the Klippel-Trenaunay-Servelle Syndrome (KTS).
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Calf muscle pump function

Among the available plethysmographic methods
which include SPG, DPPG and APG, calf muscle pump
function seems to be best quantified with APG. Compared with preoperative measurements, post-procedural
reduction in VV by 25%, in VFI by at least 50%, in RVF
by 15–30% or an increase in VFT by at least 50% suggests hemodynamic effective treatment. Patients with a
VFI greater than 4 mL/s tend to develop recurrent ulcers
so that venous reconstruction may be required. In contrast, patients with a VFI less than 4 mL/s are not likely
to develop ulcers.
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CHAPTER 8

Hemodynamic changes after CHIVA,
ASVAL and Hook Phlebectomy
Part 1. CHIVA

The principles of CHIVA

CHIVA is an acronym for “Cure Conservatrice et Hemodynamique de l’Insuffisance Veineuse en Ambulatoire” (hemodynamic correction of venous insufficiency
in outpatients).1-5 The rationale of this strategy is based
on restoring drainage of flow from the most superficial
to deepest venous networks of the lower limb with sparing of the main saphenous trunks.5
According to a 2006 UIP consensus on lower limb
venous anatomy, three different compartments are recognized based on their relationship to the muscular fascia.6, 7 Venous network N3 is superficial to the fascia
and is represented by saphenous tributaries surrounded
by subcutaneous fat.7 Venous network N2 consists of
the great saphenous vein (GSV), small saphenous vein
(SSV), anterior accessory saphenous vein (AASV) and
Giacomini vein which lay inside a fascial layer that
splits in two, wrapping the N2 veins like a natural elastic stocking.8 Venous network N1 includes the deep
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veins (common femoral, femoral, popliteal, soleal, gastrocnemial, and tibial) located deep to the deep fascia
and surrounded by muscles.9
Normal blood flow is from the most distal lower extremity toward the heart and from the most superficial
(N3) toward the deepest compartments (N2 and then
N1).10 All three networks are connected by perforating
veins, physiologically draining from N3 to N2 then to
N1. 2-8 The CHIVA theory considers that flow is pathological whenever there is subversion of the hierarchical
order of venous network emptying.3 In this pathological
scenario, an Escape Point is defined as an anatomical
location where venous reflux occurs that drains blood
from a deeper to a more superficial compartment. For
example, in the case of an incompetent sapheno-femoral terminal valve, the Escape Point is the sapheno-femoral junction (SFJ) since venous drainage flows from
the deeper N1 compartment (the common femoral vein)
towards the most superficial N2 network (the GSV).
Flow occurs only in the presence of a pressure gradient.11 A fundamental CHIVA principle is that pathological reflux through a vein from the deep to superficial
compartment is always associated with a re-entry perforating vein or Re-entry Point.2, 5 draining back into
the deepest compartments. For example, in the previous
case of an incompetent SFJ with a refluxing GSV (pathological flow from N1 toward N2), the re-entry points
are perforating veins that connect the GSV to the deep
(N1) network and drain refluxing blood back towards
the deep compartment.
In a different refluxing pattern, a perforating vein can
represent an escape point if it drains from a deeper toward a more superficial compartment. A typical example is an incompetent mid-thigh (Hunterian) perforating
vein that allows reflux from the femoral vein towards
the GSV. Another perforating vein must be expected
along the affected network representing the re-entry
point draining blood back into the deeper compartment.
A venous tract that is included between the escape
and re-entry points is defined as a Shunt.
The entire system of pathology can be considered
as a re-circulation circuit. Duplex techiques using two
simultaneous probes at different locations are able to
confirm its presence.12 Quantification is possible by
measuring the volume displacements within the great
saphenous vein using a re-circuation index.13 This
anomalous venous drainage can produce three different
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Figure 8.1.—A Closed shunt.

reflux patterns: the so called Closed Shunt, Open Shunt
and Bypassing Shunt.2, 5
A Closed Shunt derives its name from creation of a
“closed” circuit (Figure. 8.1). A typical example is an
incompetent SFJ (escape point from N1 to N2) with a
refluxing GSV draining towards a re-entry point that is
represented by a perforating vein flowing from the GSV
back to the deeper N1 compartment during muscle relaxation. Blood that re-enters through this perforating
vein is pushed up toward the heart during muscular systole. Nevertheless, a proportion of this blood passing
by the incompetent SFJ (escape point) will be pathologically deviated again toward the more superficial
N2 (GSV) compartment so establishing a closed circuit
further increasing venous pressure into the shunt. According to the CHIVA therapeutic strategy, it is mandatory to break this vicious circle at the escape point
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Figure 8.2.—An open shunt.

in order to decrease pathological venous hypertension
inside the shunt. In the example above, a high ligation
will effectively treat the escape point and thus suppress
the venous pressure overload.
An Open Shunt is not associated with recirculation
but instead with a deviated drainage pattern that leads
to a venous pressure increase in the vessel that is overloaded by blood coming from a deeper compartment
(Figure 8.2). An example is a competent SFJ with reflux
in an incompetent GSV mid-leg tributary passing to a
re-entry perforating vein along the same tract to drain
directly into the deepest compartment (N1). In this case,
the escape point is represented by the compartment jump
from the GSV (N2) to the incompetent tributary (N3).
Blood that refluxes along the incompetent tributary during muscle relaxation gets back to the deeper compartment N1 by the Re-entry perforating vein. During muscular systole, blood will flow along the N1 compartment
without jumping into the N2 compartment (GSV) at a
higher level due to competence of the SFJ. In this case,
there is no recirculation so that the shunt is defined as
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Figure 8.3.—A by-passing shunt.

being “open”. In this scenario, CHIVA strategy aims to
decrease shunt venous pressure and stop pathological
compartment jump at the escape point by flush ligation
of the incompetent tributary. This will stop N2-N3 reflux
allowing the same tributary to drain through its own reentry perforating vein directly into the N1 compartment.
A By-passing Shunt directs flow around an obstruction (Figure 8.3). For example, in the presence of a
proximal thigh femoral vein occlusion by thrombus,
a perforating vein connecting the femoral vein to the
GSV can reverse its drainage direction to allow flow
from the deeper N1 toward the more superficial N2 network. If GSV valves are competent, this shunted blood
drains in a cardiopetal direction bypassing the femoral
obstruction finding its re-entry point at the SFJ. It is evident that a by-passing shunt is a natural defence against
venous hypertension and in the above scenario, there is
no indication for intervention, treatment being with ap-
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Figure 8.4.—Normal physiological direction of flow and flow direction
in Type I-III shunts.

Figure 8.5.—CHIVA 1 and CHIVA 2 (first and sond steps).

propriate elastic stocking compression, anticoagulation
if appropriate and accurate sonographic follow-up.
Within the closed, open and by-passing patterns,
CHIVA identifies different types of refluxing networks
according to localization of both the escape and re-entry points. The three most frequent networks are named
type I, II and III shunts (Figure 8.4).2, 5 The shunt type
classification also includes a further three kinds of compartment jumps, but being rarer both their hemodynamic and strategic correction descriptions are left to more
specialised textbooks.2
In type I shunt, the escape point is from N1 (deep venous system) to N2 (saphenous system) and the re-entry
point from N2 (saphenous system) to N1 (femoral system). In type II shunt, the reflux pattern is more superficial with an escape point from N2 (saphenous system)
to N3 (tributary system) and the re-entry point from N3
(tributary system) to N1 (femoral system) or to N2 (saphenous system). In type III shunt, there are two escape
points, one from N1 (deep system) to N2 (saphenous
system) and another from N2 (saphenous system) to N3
(tributary system) while the re-entry point is focused on
N3 (tributary system).
In relation to therapeutic strategies, a fundamental
principle is to preserve a re-entry perforating vein focused along N2. In fact, N1-N2 escape point treatment
is possible only when a re-entry perforating vein is situated along N2 for otherwise there is no energetic gradient to move blood inside the N2 network leading to a
risk of stasis and thrombosis.2, 5, 11 For example, in a
type I shunt with an incompetent SFJ, N1 to N2 escape

point treatment by high ligation is feasible because of
a re-entry perforating vein that is focused along the N2
trunk draining blood back towards N1.
The CHIVA strategy is to perform minimally invasive
flush ligations with high ties to restore the physiological
order of emptying from the most superficial to deepest
venous networks. There are two main procedural options depending on the shunt type, the so called CHIVA
1 or CHIVA 2 procedures (Figure 8.5).2-4
CHIVA 1 interrupts flow from the N1 to N2 compartments maintaining the re-entry perforating vein along
the saphenous trunk while incompetent N3 tributaries
can be flush ligated if they are present during the same
procedure. The CHIVA 2 procedure is the correct strategy if there are no re-entry perforating veins along the
N2 network and this is performed in two surgical steps.
In the CHIVA 2 first step, a simple flush ligation of incompetent collaterals is performed so as to treat N2-N3
escape points preserving re-entry points draining from
N3 to N1 (type II shunt). However, if there is a concomitant N1-N2 escape point (i.e. type III shunt), after this
first step then pathological saphenous reflux will persist
until a previously inefficient perforating vein situated
on N2 enlarges to reach an adequate calibre to effectively drain flow so as to form a closed shunt between N1
and N2 networks, transforming a type 3 shunt to a type
1 shunt. This then allows the sond step of the CHIVA
2 procedure which simply corresponds to a CHIVA 1
procedure (N1-N2 escape point treatment).
Figure 8.6 provides a flow chart for the most common shunt types and consequent indications for differ-
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After performing CHIVA 1 with interruption of the
escape point, the GSV remains in situ. The postoperative flow will be as follows. If the escape point were N1
(deep vein) to N2 (GSV) through the SFJ, the CHIVA
strategy would be to close the SFJ resulting in downward flow in the GSV from tributaries which would
drain through the next perforating vein (see Figure.
8.5 left). If the escape point were N1 (deep vein) to N2
(GSV) via a perforating vein (e.g. at the thigh) and N2
(GSV) to N3 (tributary), the CHIVA strategy would be
to close the perforating vein and the origin of the refluxing tributary and flow in the GSV would then be orthograde from foot to groin.
After performing CHIVA 2 with interruption of one
or more tributaries by flush ligation, two possible results may be seen. In the first instance, the GSV would
have orthograde flow with no valve incompetence and
this is more probable with a small diameter GSV or
competent terminal valve prior to surgery. In the sond
instance, a tributary will drain reflux or a perforating
Figure 8.6.—Flow-chart for the most common shunt types and conse- vein will open and either will recirculate flow from the
quent indications for different strategies.
GSV to deep veins. In this case, CHIVA 1 procedure
will then be needed (see Figure. 8.5. middle and right).
Measurement of phlebologic parameters were perent strategies.
formed three months and three years after CHIVA intervention pooling CHIVA 1 and CHIVA 2 procedures
Hemodynamic changes after CHIVA
with the following results, all significant when comusing CHIVA terminology
pared to preoperative values:
As indicated above, CHIVA aims to spare the GSV
Reduced common femoral vein diameter after three
but maintain a flow once reflux points are controlled. months and further reduction after three years,
Flow direction in the GSV is downward in the CHIVA 1
Reduced GSV diameter at the proximal thigh to norprocedure from the disconnected GSV junction to a re- mal diameter values after three months and further reentry perforating vein with outlet located on the trunk.3, duction after three years.
4, 14 By contrast, flow direction is upward in the CHIVA
Increase of PPG refilling time at each interval.
2 procedure.15-18
While reports and controlled studies on clinical reAmbulatory venous pressure (AVP)
sults of CHIVA reached a good level of evidence, reports on CHIVA rarely assessed hemodynamic chang- AVP after CHIVA 1 procedure
es induced by the procedure. However, some data are
available and constitute extremely interesting models of
There is only one study that assessed AVP following
both venous hemodynamics and pathophysiology.
CHIVA 1 procedures19 and no studies following CHIVA
This stion summarizes available hemodynamic re- 2. In this study, 73 patients underwent AVP measuresults after CHIVA 1 and CHIVA 2 procedures in accor- ments before and six months after CHIVA 1 which
dance with validated methods for assessment.
consisted of SF disconnection plus flush ligation of
tributaries at the saphenous trunk sometimes complemented by multiple stab avulsions. The preoperative
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mean AVP 50.13 + 6.56 mmHg was reduced to 28.82 +
7.14 mmHg at six months after the operation (p<0.001).
(Figure. 8.7)
Light reflection rheography (LRR) after CHIVA 1 procedure
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The same group of 73 patients underwent LRR evaluation before and six months after CHIVA 1.19 The mean
preoperative refilling time increased from 10.12±2.6
sonds to 19.80±4.91 sonds (p<0.001) at six months after operation.

Air plethysmography (APG) after CHIVA 1 procedure

Figure 8.7.—Example of AVP after 10 tiptoe movements before and six
months after CHIVA 1 operation.

In a RCT, 47 patients with leg venous leg ulcers due
to primary varicose veins were randomised to either
CHIVA 1 or compression.3 Healing was 100% (31 days)
in the CHIVA group and 96% (63 days) in the compression group while recurrence at three years was 9% in
the CHIVA group and 38% in the compression group.
APG parameters were assessed in the surgical group at
the time of randomization and repeated six months and
three years later (Table 8.1). All four parameters except
ejection fraction, significantly improved at six months
after operation. However, after three years, only residual
volume fraction (RVF) was found to be consistently corrected and significantly improved. However, this is the
most important parameter since it correlates with AVP
and represents the net volume of blood that remains in
the leg veins after exercise.20 Interestingly, RVF returned
to pathological values only if SF reflux recurred.
In a subsequent study APG was used to evaluate
venous function in patients in CEAP clinical class C6
at baseline and six months after surgery. In this study
the procedure was CHIVA 1 in about 80% of patients
while the remainder had the first step of the CHIVA 2
procedure. The APG parameters are shown in Table 8.2
where a highly significant improvement is apparent.15

Table 8.1.—Pre and postoperative APG parameters assessed in
the surgical group.
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APG after CHIVA 2 procedures
A randomised study was performed that involved
40 limbs in 40 patients with incompetent SFJ, reflux
in the main GSV trunk, one or more re-entry perforating veins on tributary veins and competent deep
veins and small saphenous veins.15 The clinical class
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APG assessment

Preoperative
6 m. after surgery

3 y. after surgery

TV

VFI

EF

RVF

170 ± 54.6 6.7 ± 3.40 0.48 ± 12.5 40 ± 15.7
134 ± 44.1 3.0 ± 0.51 57.0 ± 18.1 29 ± 15.1
(-25%)*
(-44%)*
(-31%)*
141 ± 42.5 5.35 ± 2.03 54.0 ± 14.3 22.5 ± 14.7
(-16%)
(-5.92%)
(+12%)
(-35%)

*Postoperative parameters significantly different as compared with preoperative assessment (p<0.001).

Table 8.2.—Effect of CHIVA 1 and CHIVA 2 (first step) on APG
measurements.
APG assessment

VV mL/air

VFI mL/s

EF% of VV RVF% of VV

Preoperative
170 ± 54.6 6.7 ± 3.40 0.48 ± 12.5 40 ± 15.7
6 months post-op 134 ± 44.1* 3.0 ± 0.51* 57.0 ± 18.1 29 ± 15.1*
(-25%)
(-44%)
(-31%)
APG, Air-plethysmography, VV, total venous volume; VFI, venous filling index; EF,
ejection fraction; RVF, residual volume fraction. Preoperative and 6 months postoperative APG parameters expressed as mean±SD. In parenthesis are reported the rate
of postoperative variations. *Postoperative parameters significantly different compared
with preoperative assessment (P<0.001).

of patients ranged from C2 to C6 (25 with C2, 7 with
C3, 4 with C4, 2 with C5 and 2 with C6). The APG was
used to assess changes in venous function comparing
CHIVA (CHIVA 1 and CHIVA 1 +2) to compression
in patients with ulcers. With the exception of ejection fraction (EF) all APG hemodynamic parameters
improved significantly at six months. Venous volume
(VV) decreased from 150 mL (95% CI 133 to 167)
to 119 mL (95% CI 107 to 133), venous filling index
(VFI) decreased from 5.0 mL/s (95% CI 5.0 to 5.9)
to 2.0 mL/s (95% CI 2.0 to 2.7) and residual volume
fraction (RVF) changed from 42% (95% CI 36 to 47)
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Figure. 8.8.—A) VFI changes after 1st step CHIVA 2 procedure. B) RVF changes after 1st step CHIVA 2 procedure. (From Eur. J. Vasc. Endovasc.
Surg. 2001)15

to 30% (95% CI 26 to 34) (Figure 8.8). The improvement of VFI (Figure 8.8a) and RVF (Figure 8.8b),
demonstrated that reflux in the GSV was completely
suppressed by disconnecting the tributary containing
the re-entry perforating vein or by just eliminating the
gradient between the reflux point (i.e. the SFJ) and the
re-entry point.
Reflux in the GSV did recur at six months in 15% of
patients and this was due to a newly developed re-entry
perforating vein on the main GSV trunk. The Figure
shows the minimal non-significant worsening of APG
parameters by comparing one and six month results.
With time, a higher rate of reflux recurrence is expected
with consequent worsening of APG parameters in some
patients but this would then be corrected by performing
high ligation (CHIVA 1+2 procedure).3, 14, 16
Duplex ultrasound scanning

Duplex ultrasound scanning after CHIVA 1 procedures
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One of the most debated points of the CHIVA 1 procedure is the persistence of downward flow with re-entry
at the perforating vein after high ligation. Several investigators consider this to constitute reflux.21, 22 However, a duplex ultrasound investigation after CHIVA 1
procedures demonstrated significantly different hemodynamic parameters of this reverse flow to preoperative findings.23 The GSV cross stional area decreased
from 49.0±36.2 to 14.1±10.1 mm2 indicating reduced

Vol. 35 - No. 3

volume load. Peak systolic velocity (PSV) changed in
direction pre -20.31±18.21 to post 18.46±6.03 cm/s
which is the expected natural consequence of high
tie CHIVA 1. End diastolic velocity (EDV) changed
from pre 30.7±32.0 to post 10.6±5.1. Finally the resistance index (RI) as an impedance parameter derived
from the formula RI=PSV/PSV-EDV was significantly
different: pre 3.50±2.22, post 0.44±0.15 (p=0.0001).
The findings that reverse flow significantly improved
venous drainage correlated with improved functional
parameters like AVP and APG findings previously described.
Duplex ultrasound scanning after CHIVA 2 procedures

Several studies report recovery of upward flow in the
GSV after the first step of the CHIVA 2 procedure.15-17 A
major point for discussion is the durability of such a hemodynamic change.17 It has recently been demonstrated
that this depends on the preoperative competence of the
terminal valve at the SFJ so that a preoperative duplex
ultrasound scan may predict the durability of reflux
suppression following a CHIVA 2 procedure.18 At three
year follow up of legs with a competent terminal valve,
100% were rated as cured (Hobbs’ class A or B) and
14% developed recurrent varices. Patients with an incompetent terminal valve had significantly worse results
in that 29% had Hobbs’ class A or B and 82% developed
recurrence (P<0·001). This finding demonstrates how
preoperative duplex ultrasound may provide a reliable
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indication for minimally invasive sparing of saphenous
vein surgery.
Part 2. ASVAL
The principles of ASVAL

Hemodynamic changes after ASVAL
using conventional terminology
Treatment of reflux in GSV or SSV by ASVAL, consists of elimination of all dilated superficial varicose
tributaries by phlebectomy or sclerotherapy from their
uppermost connection to the saphenous trunk down to
their most distal point (Figure 8.9). Following such a
procedure reflux in the GSV disappears 15, 24 and GSV
diameter becomes reduced.45 Quill and Fegan also
found such reversibility of the saphenous reflux following sclerotherapy.46
After ablation of the superficial incompetent venous
network, saphenous vein will empty upwards through
the junction during the systolic phase of walking and if
the ablation of the VR includes prevalent connections
between saphenous vein and VR, no retrograde saphenous flow will be possible during diastole, even in the
presence of incompetent valves in the saphenous trunk.
Reflux is no longer elicited through duplex ultrasound
with the compression/release or Valsalva manoeuvres.
Prior to varicose tributary avulsion, this venous reflux pattern is typically elicited during ultrasound examination using the “Test of Reversibility (TR)”.15
Finger compression of the uppermost varicose tributary
connected to the refluxing saphenous vein can abolish
saphenous reflux at the ultrasound examination 5 (Figure 8.10).4 The TR has been reported positive in 56% of
limbs with GSV varicose veins with a 96% positive predictive value for the abolition of the GSV reflux, which
remained high 94.7% at 1 and 2 years of follow-up.47
A prediction model giving a score that correlates with
a probability of restoring GSV competence has also been
suggested.48 This model includes CEAP classification,
number of refluxing segments, GSV diameter proximal
to the tributary, and reflux elimination test result.
The disappearance of saphenous reflux shown by ultrasound after ASVAL could last for months or years 1, 2,
24, 37 but may recur at late follow-up. This happens when
small tributaries dilate creating a new VR. Then saphenous vein will dilate again leading to a reflux which
could be characterized by a low volume reflux (Figure
8.11 left) in the early recurrence period, then by a higher
volume reflux as the dilatation of the saphenous vein
increases (Figure 8.11 right). In the presence of a prolonged and high volume saphenous reflux, the evolution
of a recurrent varicose vein can be quicker.
In Pittaluga’s series,37 after 303 phlebectomies in
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The ASVAL method 24 (Ablation Sélective des Varices sous Anesthésie Locale) or Ambulatory Selective
Varices Ablation under Local anesthesia is based on
the concept of the ascending or multifocal evolution of
the varicose vein disease. Numerous publications based
on precise and detailed duplex ultrasound investigations,25-29 biochemical, histological and morphological
studies 30-32 challenge the theory of descending disease
progression, highlighting the possibility for local or
multifocal early distal evolution of the disease, sometimes ascending or antegrade. The fact that the terminal
valve of the SFJ is frequently competent (in >50% of
cases) in the presence of truncal reflux has been clearly
documented.28, 33-35 Thus, Labropoulos and al. conclude
that venous wall remodeling may appear in any venous
segment irrespective of the quality of its valves.36
In addition to the ascending pathophysiological concept, the ASVAL method considers that progression of
the disease starts in the surprafascial tributaries, which
are the most superficial, the most exposed veins outside the saphenous compartment and whose walls are
the thinnest. Venous dilatation begins on the suprafascial tributaries distally, where the hydrostatic pressure is
higher, creating a dilated and refluxing venous network
called “varicose reservoir (VR)” within the suprafascial space.27, 37, 38 When this refluxing network becomes
large enough, it can create a “filling” effect in the saphenous vein, leading to decompensation of the saphenous
vein wall, reaching progressively the SFJ or SPJ. The
saphenous vein is the superficial vein with the thickest and most muscular wall, protected by the saphenous
compartment of the subcutaneous fascia in which it is
contained. As such, it would be the last vein to experience decompensation as varicose disease progresses.
According to this hypothesis, valvular insufficiency is
caused by the dilatation of the vein.
The goal of the ASVAL method is to decrease or eliminate the saphenous vein reflux by minimizing VR using
ambulatory phlebectomy described by Robert Muller 39
or sclerotherapy. Pre-operative ultrasound assessment
has enhanced the precision for phlebectomy.1, 40-44
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Figure 8.9.—Abolition of reflux after phlebectomy.

Figure 8.10.—Test of reflux reversibility.

221 patients, GSV reflux was totally abolished after
6 months. It was abolished in 70%, 69%, 69%, 68%,
and 66% of limbs at 1, 2, 3 and 4 years respectively.
Symptoms improved or disappeared in 84%, 84%, 83%,
81%, and 78% of limbs at each annual check-up until the fourth year. There was freedom from recurrence
of varices in 96%, 95%, 92%, and 89% respectively at
these intervals while GSV diameter at the saphenous
confluence significantly decreased in 243 limbs after
six months (5.87±0.23 mm vs. 7.87±0.25 mm preoperatively; P=0.0001).
In another prospective study by Biemans et al.48 involving 94 patients with large varicose tributaries and
GSV reflux assessed by duplex, single phlebectomies
led to abolition of the GSV reflux in 50% of the cases,
with a significant reduction of the GSV diameter and a
significant improvement of the AVVQ score in all cases.
Even in cases in which GSV reflux was not abolished af-

Figure 8.11.—Low volume reflux (left) during early recurrence and high
volume reflux (right) at a later stage when the varicose reservoir is increased.
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In such cases treatment focused on the pelvic veins and
the VR may abolish saphenous reflux.
Similarly, re-entry perforating veins may be connected to the saphenous trunk, with or without further
re-entry perforating veins along incompetent tributaries.2 In this situation, the reversibility test is negative
because excluding refluxing tributaries alone does not
abolish GSV reflux entirely. Although reduced, reflux
persists because trunk retrograde flow directly empties into deep veins through perforating veins.2 In this
situation, treatment focused on the VR will improve saphenous reflux and usually no other additional surgical
procedure is necessary.
In Cappelli’s series, 55% of limbs with GSV reflux
had an incompetent terminal valve while the latter was
competent in the remaining 45%.50, 51 Thus, terminal
valve incompetence is not necessary for the development of superficial vein reflux.
The importance of the terminal valve is controversial.
Zamboni demonstrated a clear difference in mid-term
follow-up outcomes according to terminal valve competence or incompetence.18 After the first step of CHIVA
2, the incidence of recurrence of reflux determined by
ultrasound was significantly higher in patients with terminal valve incompetence (82% vs. 14%). Furthermore,
terminal valve competence is associated with a midthigh GSV diameter which is usually less than 6 mm,50,
51 and this is likely to influence the amount of reflux and
results after single phlebectomy. Conversely other studies reported that the status of the terminal valve had no
influence on the evolution of the saphenous reflux after
ASVAL 24, 37 and was not the main criterion to decide to
spare the GSV.52
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Figure 8.12.—Reflux in GSV in the presence of a competent terminal
valve.

ter single phlebectomy, the reduction of the peak velocity
combined with the decrease of the GSV diameter led to
a reduction of the volume of the reflux.24 The conclusion
was that beyond the threshold of 0.5 s defining a pathological reflux, the volume of the reflux could explain the
clinical consequences. The effect of single phlebectomy
on the volume of GSV reflux might explain the absence
of clinical consequences in the majority of the persistent
or recurrent GSV refluxes after ASVAL.37, 48, 49
Some studies have highlighted that many limbs with
GSV reflux have SFJ incompetence associated with reentry perforating veins along one or more incompetent
tributaries.2, 4 Other studies have indicated that a competent SFJ terminal valve is very common and is seen in
up to 59% of limbs with GSV incompetence.6 In these
patients, GSV reverse flow may be associated with pelvic vein reflux, an incompetent pre-terminal valve of the
SFJ or of other saphenous valves with tributary drainage
within the GSV trunk or perforating veins (Figure 8.12).
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Part 3. HOOK PHLEBECTOMY

Hemodynamic changes after hook
phlebectomy as interpreted by the “CHIVA”
school and using CHIVA terminology

As indicated in Part 2, hook phlebectomy is avulsion
of supra-fascial varicose veins as popularized by Robert
Muller in the 1960s39 using hooks under local anesthesia. Pre-operative ultrasound assessment has enhanced
precision for hook phlebectomy (HP).1, 40-44, 53-60
Elimination of dilated superficial varicose tributaries by phlebectomy usually involves varices from their
uppermost connection to the saphenous stem down to
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vein diameter2 while local-regional saccular dilation has
been attributed to reflux and turbulent flow related to
high volume blood flow.61 According to Reynolds’ law,
blood which is a viscous fluid changes from laminar to
turbulent flow when exceeding a critical velocity. This
happens when the volume flow overcomes the capacity
of the vessel diameter. Turbulence disperses part of the
blood kinetic energy against the vessel wall, veins dilate
with time and become tortuous.2
Although saphenous reflux may disappear after
hook phlebectomy as shown by ultrasound, it may reappear after some months or years.1, 2, 60 This happens
when one or more re-entry points that are connected
to the deep venous system become re-established. A
neo-shunt becomes active again and this can eventually result in clinical recurrence when saphenous reflux spills out from the stem towards tributaries, both
at the ligature level or in any other limb area. After a
possible low volume reflux (Figure 8.11 left) in the
early post-operative period, recurrence will be likely
characterized by a higher volume reflux (Figure 8.11
right).
A GSV reflux abolition following hook phlebectomy
or after first step of CHIVA 2 (analogous to hook phlebectomy) has been reported1, 37 (see above) as has reduction in the GSV diameter after ablation of refluxing
tributaries.24, 37, 45 This reversibility of GSV reflux was
reported a long time ago also by Fegan, following compression sclerotherapy.46
In a study by Escribano et al.16 of 58 patients treated
by the first step of CHIVA 2, GSV diameter was reduced
from 6.6 mm before operation to 3.9 mm at 36 months
after surgery. However, GSV reflux tended to recur in
53 (91%) of these limbs after the initial transient disappearance. The average GSV diameter in these 53 patients with recurrent reflux was reduced from 7 to 4.3
mm at 36 months follow-up whereas the average diameter in the five patients without recurrent reflux was
reduced from 5.8 to 3.7 mm at the same follow-up assessment (P<0.003).
Significant reduction in the common femoral vein
diameter was shown at two months after the first step
of CHIVA 2 in a study by Mendoza’s et al.62 The GSV
diameter changed from 6.1 mm before operation to 4.5
mm after operation in females and 6.8 to 5.1 mm in
males while common femoral vein diameter changed
from 14.0 mm before operation to 13.7 mm after opera-
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re-entry points. When the whole VR is removed, hook
phlebectomy may be considered an analogue to ASVAL
method24 (see definition of ASVAL in Part 2) or the first
step of CHIVA 2.1 They all interrupt part of the shunt
pathway. As a consequence, the hemodynamic changes
that may occur depend on the pre-phlebectomy type of
saphenous shunt.
If the saphenous shunt includes one or more prominent re-entry points located only within the varicose
network and not within the saphenous stem, then abolition of saphenous reflux is to be expected after hook
phlebectomy (Figure 8.9). However, if a re-entry perforating vein is connected to the saphenous stem then
some saphenous reflux may persist and diameter reduction is expected to be less.
After hook phlebectomy, the saphenous vein will
empty upwards through the junction and proximal perforating veins during the systolic phase of walking and
if the excised varicosities were associated with the prevalent re-entry points then no retrograde saphenous flow
will be possible during diastole, even in the presence of
incompetent valves in the saphenous stem. Reflux is no
longer elicited through duplex ultrasound with the compression/release or Valsalva manoeuvres.
This specific venous shunt pattern is typically elicited
during ultrasound examination which can involve the
RET prior to varicose tributary avulsion.15 Finger compression of the uppermost varicose tributary connected
to the refluxing saphenous vein can abolish saphenous
reflux at the ultrasound examination if a re-entry point
is not from the saphenous stem and may exhibit a positive RET (Figure. 8.10).4 A positive RET is present in
more than 50% of limbs with GSV varicose veins.
The same result can be obtained by a bandage used
to compress the varicose tract or alternatively by sclerotherapy of the varicosities (Fegan’s technique).61 In other words, the ultrasound detected saphenous reflux is reduced after varicosity avulsion even though saphenous
valvular incompetence persists. The saphenous hydrostatic pressure above a ligature does not change after
hook phlebectomy, and because valves may narrow due
to saphenous caliber reduction, valvular incompetence
and recirculating retrograde volume can be reduced or
eliminated. This should cause progressive saphenous
caliber reduction with a beneficial impact on hemodynamics (see below).
Transmural pressure is the main factor that determines
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Figure 8.14.—Deep venous reflux in association with incompetent perforating vein and its abolition after proximal ligation of varicosity.

Figure 8.13.—Reflux elimination test.

tion in females and 16.5 to 16.1 mm in males, all these
results being statistically highly significant.
Some literature data4 have highlighted that many
limbs with GSV reflux have SFJ incompetence associated with re-entry points along one or more incompetent
tributaries (shunt type III as to Franceschi’s classification 58-70%).2 However, several other hemodynamic
patterns have been highlighted in limbs with GSV-related varices. A competent SFJ terminal valve is very
common and is seen in up to 59% of limbs with GSV
incompetence.6 In these patients, GSV reverse flow may
be associated with pelvic vein reflux, an incompetent
pre-terminal valve of the SFJ or of other saphenous
valves with tributary drainage within the GSV trunk or
perforating veins. (Figure 8.12).
Similarly, re-entry points may be connected to the saphenous stem, with or without further re-entry point(s)
along incompetent tributaries (shunt type I or I+III in
Franceschi’s classification).2 In this situation, the RET
test is negative as excluding refluxing tributaries does
not block GSV reflux which persists though reduced
while GSV trunk retrograde flow directly empties into
deep veins through perforating veins (Fig. 8.13).2
In Cappelli’s series, 55% of limbs with GSV reflux
had an incompetent terminal valve while the latter was
competent in the remaining 45%.50, 51 Terminal valve
hemodynamics can significantly interfere with the out-
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come of any hook phlebectomy procedure. Zamboni
demonstrated a clear difference in mid-term followup outcomes according to terminal valve competence
or incompetence.18 After the first step of CHIVA 2, the
incidence of recurrence determined by ultrasound was
significantly higher in patients with terminal valve incompetence (82% vs. 14%). Furthermore, terminal
valve competence is associated with a mid-thigh GSV
caliber which is mostly below 6 mm,50, 51 and this is
likely to influence results after hook phlebectomy.
Some literature data report that varicose disease in
the lower limbs and more specifically GSV reflux is an
ascending disease that starts in the tributaries.27 These
contend that the SFJ may be the ending and not the
starting point for GSV incompetence in many patients
although a multifocal origin by others has been advocated also.29, 63
No specific clinical or ultrasound data have been produced as to possible changes for hemodynamics in the
deep venous system after phlebectomy only. Deep vein
reflux may be linked to superficial vein reflux through
perforating veins or junctions, which could configure
recruitment-based deep vein reflux (Figure 8.14).
This form of reflux in the deep veins should disappear after ablation of incompetent superficial network,
although a completely different outcome would be expected for deep venous reflux due to past DVT. Cavezzi
et al.64 found that approximately three-quarters of limbs
with SSV reflux had associated femoral and/or popliteal
reflux and that this deep reflux was usually abolished
by SSV surgery. Other authors have shown that reflux
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disappears in common femoral, femoral, popliteal and
gastrocnemius veins after SFJ/GSV treatment.65-69
*The embedded figures have been modified from Gianesini et al.5
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CHAPTER 9

Hemodynamic effects of relieving pelvic
venous reflux and obstruction

Hemodynamic effects of surgical treatment
for pelvic congestion syndrome

Pathophysiology

Pelvic congestion syndrome (PCS) is a clinical combination of symptoms such as pelvic pain, heaviness,
dyspareunia, constipation and urinary frequency with
signs of vulvar, buttock, perineal and lower limb varices. This is a chronic problem, and symptoms should
have been present for at least six months before considering PCS as a possible diagnosis.
PCS can be associated with vein reflux in ovarian and
internal iliac vein tributaries or with compression of iliac and left renal veins which in turn is responsible for
reflux in ovarian and pelvic veins. These pathophysiological anomalies are responsible for PCS signs and
symptoms and/or reflux in lower limb varices. The first
step is to eliminate gynecological disease which is the
most likely source of pelvic symptoms. When gynecological disease has been eliminated, a dedicated protocol is recommended to identify possible candidates for
operative treatment.
Investigation
Many protocols are used to identify the presence of
PCS and no comparative trial has been published to
evaluate the currently used protocols. Nevertheless,
there is consensus that selective venography is the best
investigation to identify the anatomical and pathophysi-
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Figure 9.2.—Transvaginal color Doppler ultrasonography in a patient with gonadal or pelvic varices related to left renal vein compression or iliac vein compression. Left: Pelvic varices, whose size can be
measured;Right: Continuous high oscillatory flow that increases weakly
with Valsalva manoeuver.

Transvaginal duplex ultrasound (TVDUS)

This investigation provides both anatomical and hemodynamic information.1-8
Anatomical information. Absence or presence of venous lakes. If more than 5 lakes are identified with a diameter more than 7 mm we consider that pelvic varices
are present.
Hemodynamic information. When pelvic varices are
seen which show continuous flow on Doppler imaging,
weakly modified by a Valsalva maneuver, left renal vein
(LRV) or iliac vein compression is strongly suspected
(Figure 9.2). Conversely, when pelvic varices are seen
without continuous flow then this suggests isolated reflux, and oscillatory reflux is identified with the Valsalva maneuver (Figure 9.3).

Figure 9.1.—Investigation algorithm.

Abdominal transparietal duplex ultrasound (ATDUS) 6, 7

Figure 9.3.—Transvaginal color Doppler ultrasonography in a patient
with isolated reflux without LRV or iliac vein compression. Top: Pelvic
varices, whose size can be measured. Bottom: There is absence of baseline flow. An oscillatory reflux is identified during a Valsalva manoeuver.
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ological anomalies of PCS. Since selective venography
is an invasive investigation, it is recommended that investigations start with non-invasive duplex ultrasonography that will demonstrate findings suggestive of PCS.
In daily practice, an investigation diagram is used when
female patients consult us for signs and symptoms described above (Figure 9.1).

Vol. 35 - No. 3

ATDUS is the first routine investigation when TVDUS cannot be undertaken whatever the reason. ATDUS can identify anatomical lesions such as left renal
vein compression or more frequently iliac vein compression (Figures 9.4 and 9.5). Besides, ATDUS provides hemodynamic data on flow in the left renal vein
(LRV) and iliac vein as well as reflux in ovarian veins.
In obese patients, a CT scan and/or MRI are used as a
preliminary investigation providing more information
on compression than on reflux.
Venography

Selective dynamic phlebography (SDP) 9 SDP is undertaken when previous investigations suggest pelvic
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Figure 9.4.—Abdominal transparietal duplex ultrasound. Compression
of common left iliac vein (May–Thurner Syndrome) note the decrease
of the flow at left primitive iliac vein level.

varices, ovarian vein reflux or LRV or iliac vein compression. In a routine protocol, left renal and left common iliac veins, ovarian veins and internal iliac vein
tributaries are successively assessed. Three-dimensional
imaging including virtual reconstruction has enhanced
information quality. SDP provides anatomical information and qualitative hemodynamic information for left
renal vein compression and possible associated ovarian
reflux (Figures 9.6-9.8) and iliac vein compression with
reflux in internal iliac vein tributaries. (Figure 9.9)
Contrast- enhanced, dynamic magnetic resonance
venography allows for detailed imaging of the pelvis as
well as dynamic vascular imaging.10
Procedures used for treating PCS

Medical treatment as well as sclerotherapy, open surgery and laparoscopic surgery have been used for treating
PCS, but their hemodynamic outcome has not been documented. There is a consensus for agreeing that embolization of pelvic and ovarian veins is the first interventional
option for getting long-term good clinical results.11-17
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Clinical outcome data after PCS interventional treatment are available 11
Embolization is fully documented but only one article provides long term information.14
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Figure 9.5.—Abdominal transparietal duplex ultrasound (iliac vein
compression syndrome). Compression of common right iliac vein with
an increase in flow direction right/left internal iliac vein due to collaterals among the left to the right axis.

Hemodynamic outcome data after PCS interventional
treatment
Hemodynamic outcome is not documented except in
two articles. In one study, diameter reduction of pelvic
varices investigated by ultrasound is mentioned with a
good correlation with clinical outcome.16 In the other
study, one ultrasound examination of the previously
embolized ovarian vein was performed with poor correlation between vein obliteration and clinical outcome.12
Conclusion

Hemodynamic data are poorly documented in PCS.
Firstly, only qualitative hemodynamic information is
available for diagnosing PCS, namely: presence or absence of reflux in gonadal or pelvic veins identified by
ultrasound or venography (Figure 9.6, 9.8,9.12, 9.13),
presence or absence of pelvic varices identified by TVDUS or venography (Figure 9.2, 9.3, 9.12,9.13). When
PCS is caused by left renal or iliac vein compression,
hemodynamics are better documented by transparietal
ultrasound, (Figure 9.4, 9.5) MRI, CT scan and IVUS
in terms of stenosis, pressure gradient and flow velocity.
Only qualitative information is available for assessing operative treatment namely: persistence or absence
of LRV or iliac vein compression (Figure 9.10, 9.11A
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Figure 9.6.—Venography using brachial access. Left renal vein compression associated with left ovarian vein reflux.

Figure 9.7.—Venography using brachial access. Left renal vein compression without left ovarian vein.

and B), gonadal and pelvic refluxing veins, pelvic varices (Figure 9.10, 9.11A and B, Figure 9.13). Validated
correlation between clinical severity and investigation
outcome is missing.
Hemodynamic effects of relieving
iliac vein obstruction
Pathophysiology

Venous outflow obstruction can be caused by inadequate recanalization following deep venous thrombosis, extravascular compression or congenital abnormalities of the femoral or iliac veins.1 The most common
cause of extravascular compression is compression of
the left common iliac vein by the overlying the right
common iliac artery, called the May-Thurner syndrome
(MTS).2, 3 Thrombosis which does not completely resolve results in fibrosis of the vessel and can cause
damage to valves leading to obstruction and venous
reflux. Both obstruction and reflux lead to ambulatory
venous hypertension due to the inability to empty the
venous reservoir which in turn leads to chronic venous
disease.1, 4 Furthermore, deep vein reflux allows high
abdominal pressure to be transmitted into veins of the
lower extremity which causes the veins to dilate.4, 18
Competent valves in the femoral vein may protect the
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Figure 9.8.—Retroaortic left renal compression .Left: venography using
femoral access. Both renal vein compression and left ovarian vein reflux
are present. Right: computed tomography scan of the same patient.

saphenopopliteal junction and the small saphenous
vein from this effect.4
Moreover, Trendelenburg 19 described a paradoxical
circulation in which part of the venous blood returning to the right atrium deviates at the saphenofemoral
junction into the incompetent saphenous vein and the
varicose veins of the lower limb re-entering deep veins
through perforating veins. The calf muscle venous pump
needs to deal with the excess of blood volume which
causes enlargement of participating veins, reduction
in the ejection fraction and increase in residual venous
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Figure 9.9.—Venography using bilateral femoral access: compression
of the left common iliac vein and collateral flow through internal iliac
vein tributaries.

Figure 9.10..—Same patient as in Figure 9 after stenting. Left common iliac vein compression and collateral flow are no longer identified.

volume leading to ambulatory venous hypertension.4
Cockett and Jones described the “blow-out syndrome” in which they attributed ambulatory venous
hypertension in the superficial system to blood leaking from the deep system into the superficial system
through incompetent perforating veins.20 However,
Bjordal et al. recorded pressure and flow in incompetent
saphenous veins and incompetent calf perforating veins
simultaneously showing a predominantly inward flow
in patients with primary varicose veins. 4, 21, 22 During
muscle contraction, peak systolic pressure was higher in
the posterior tibial vein than the saphenous vein causing
blood to escape outward through the perforating veins,
but the opposite happened during muscle relaxation and
the inward component appeared to be greater than the
outward component.4, 23-25
Collateral veins develop when obstruction occurs. If
obstruction is below the junction between the external
and internal iliac veins then there are a number of potential changes in lower limb drainage. Blood can flow
to the internal iliac vein through the medial circumflex
femoral vein to the obturator vein or inferior gluteal
vein, through the lateral circumflex femoral vein to the

inferior gluteal vein or through the external pudendal
vein to the internal pudendal veins or pelvic venous
plexuses. When the common iliac vein is also affected,
drainage can be enabled by the contralateral external
iliac vein via the external pudendal vein or the pubic
vein. In cases of bilateral occlusion, the gonadal vein
is used as a collateral pathway.26 Furthermore, pelvic
venous plexuses are connected with the azygos vein
which therefore can also form a collateral circulation.27
Neglén et al. performed intraoperative venography in
87 limbs with iliofemoral obstruction, which were going
to be treated by angioplasty and stenting. Collaterals were
identified in 72% of all limbs. Transpelvic collaterals
were most common (66%) followed by an ascending lumbar vein (16%), paravertebral collaterals (9%) and axial
collaterals (9%). Eleven limbs with diffuse iliac vein narrowing did not show collaterals on venography. A relation
to preoperative hemodynamic results and intraoperative
pressure measurements could not be found.28
Arnoldussen et al.29 scored collaterals observed by
duplex ultrasound and MRV in 40 con sutive patients
with acute DVT or suspected venous disease. A pudendal crossover was the most common collateral followed
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Figure 9.11.—A) Venography using bilateral femoral vein access: common right iliac vein compression. B) Same patient after stenting. Right common iliac vein compression is no longer identified.

Figure 9.12.—Venography using brachial access and selective ovarian
vein catheterization. Valsalva manoeuvre: Unilateral ovarian vein reflux
filling pelvic varices through a round ligament vein as well as lowerlimb varicose veins.
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by the inferior epigastric vein and ovarian vein. Atresia
of the inferior vena cava was found in two patients both
of whom showed azygos collaterals.
Delis et al.30 found that 81% of limbs with prior iliofemoral DVT showed venous reflux in both the superficial and deep system during follow-up. The remaining
19% showed reflux only in the superficial system. Air
plethysmography (APG) showed that outflow fraction
was significantly lower (37% versus 49%), venous filling index was significantly higher (VFI, 3.8 mL/s versus

Vol. 35 - No. 3

Figure 9.13.—Upper line. Left: Left common iliac vein compression
and reflux in internal vein tributary. Right: Both compression and reflux
suppressed by stenting. Lower line. Left: Refluxing right ovarian vein
feeding pelvic and lower limb varices. Right: after embolization no more
reflux and varices.

1.6 mL/s) and residual volume fraction was also significantly higher (RVF, 45% versus 35%) in the post-DVT
limbs compared with controls, although the ejection fraction and venous volume were comparable in both groups.
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Stenting
It is well established on clinical grounds that stenting is a good option for treating iliofemoral venous
obstruction. Large single-centre studies have reported
primary patency, assisted primary and sondary patency
rates of 57-83%, 80-88% and 86-90% in PTS patients
and 79-93%, 92-100% and 93-100% in May-Thurner
Syndrome patients respectively.31, 34 However, little is
known about the hemodynamic changes after stenting
to recanalize the iliofemoral tract.
Neglén and Raju 28 studied 102 limbs in 94 con sutive
patients with suspected iliac vein obstruction with the
intent to treat any venous occlusion. Ambulatory pressure, hand-foot pressure differential and hyperaemiainduced pressure rise were measured. At baseline, mean
ambulatory venous pressure decreased by 50±17%,
hand-foot pressure differential by 1.8±1.8 mmHg and
hyperaemia-induced pressure rise by 5.8±6.0 mmHg.
Seventy-seven limbs were stented with median followup of 12 months (1-21 months). Data on preoperative
hemodynamics, intraoperative pressure gradients, collateral vessels and degree of stenosis were analysed to
identify predictive factors for outcome after stenting.
Hand-foot vein pressure differential decreased significantly from 1.4±1.5 mmHg to 0.8±1.3 mmHg but other
repeat hemodynamic tests showed no significant improvement after treatment. However, no correlation was
found between this data and clinical outcome measured
by pain scale or decrease of swelling. Intraoperative
venography identified collaterals in 63 of 87 limbs and
62% of these disappeared after angioplasty and/or stenting. Collaterals markedly decreased in 20% of the limbs
and no changes were observed in 18%.28 The conclusion was that results of stenting could only be identified
hemodynamically by hand-foot vein pressure differential and not by changes in baseline AVP. It may well be
that AVP changes are more dependent on reflux changes
than reduction in outflow obstruction. Furthermore, no
correlation was found between any pressure measurements and development of collateral circuits.
Neglén et al.35 extended this study by investigating
hemodynamic differences in 139 lower limbs treated
by balloon dilation and stenting, 61 with primary disease (MTS) and 78 with post-thrombotic disease (PTS).
Ambulatory venous pressure decrease before treatment
was 57% (13-99%) in patients with PTS and 61% (3192%) in patients with primary obstruction which was
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Other tests often performed with venous disease are
ambulatory venous pressure (the percentage decrease
of baseline pressure from rest to the level at the end
of ten tiptoe movements), hand-foot pressure differential (the pressure differential between recordings from
needles placed in the dorsal foot vein and a hand vein)
and hyperemia-induced pressure increase (rise of dorsal
foot vein pressure after reactive hyperaemia induced by
ischemia using a cuff). In normal limbs, the hand-foot
pressure differential is less than 4 mmHg and the pressure rise in the dorsal vein after hyperaemia is less than
8 mmHg 31 (see Chapter 3).
In contrast to obstruction, iliac vein reflux is considered hemodynamically irrelevant provided deep veins
in the lower limb are competent. Deep or superficial
anatomical location of reflux does not determine its hemodynamic severity, whereas quantity of reflux volume
does.4, 32
Effect of treatment and long-term follow-up
Oral anticoagulation

Åkesson et al.33 studied 20 patients with acute iliofemoral deep venous thrombosis who were treated
with oral anticoagulation alone. Most patients stopped
oral anticoagulation after six months and no recurrent
thrombosis was observed during follow-up. Maximum
venous outflow measured by strain-gauge plethysmography was 31 mL/min/100 mL (13-83 mL/min/ 100 mL)
at six months, 40 mL/min/100 mL (9-122 mL/min/100
mL) at three years and 45 mL/min/100 mL (12-87 mL/
min/100 mL) at five years. A maximum venous outflow
of less than 33 mL/min/100 mL was considered abnormal. This was the case in 80% of patients at six months,
50% of patients at three years and 40% of patients at
five years. Improvement was only significant comparing
six months to five years. Ambulatory venous pressure
was 59 mmHg (10-125 mmHg) at six months and 60
mmHg (21-95 mmHg) at five years. Return time to 90%
of resting pressure was also measured and was defined
as abnormal when less than 20 sonds. The 90% return
time was 18s (0-55 s) at six months and 13 s (0-71 s)
at five years and this was statistically significant.33 The
effect of anticoagulation cannot be determined because
no measurements were made in the acute phase but this
study does show that venous hemodynamics improve
after deep venous thrombosis over a period of five years.
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months).36 This indicates that venous pressure gradient
and APG measurements for occlusion do not properly
reflect the effect of iliofemoral obstruction.
Neglén et al. 31 investigated 982 limbs in 870 con
sutive patients with chronic non-malignant iliofemoral
obstruction treated by stenting. Hemodynamic measurements were performed before and after treatment
in 426 limbs. A significant improvement was shown by
ambulatory venous pressure decrease (from 62±20% to
66±21%), venous filling time (from 32±35 s to 36±32
s), hand-foot pressure differential (from 1.2±1.3 mmHg
to 0.8±1.2 mmHg), venous filling index (from 2.5±2.0
mL/s to 2.3±1.0 mL/s) and venous volume (from 87±40
mL to 84±39 mL). Other factors that were tested but
did not improve significantly were hyperemia pressure
increase (from 5.6±3.9 mmHg to 6.3±4.1 mmHg), ejection fraction (from 57±22% to 57±24%) and residual
volume fraction (from 34±23% to 32±25%). Again, it
may be that many of the APG paremeters are more dependent on reflux than outflow obstruction. 31
A subgroup analysis was performed for limbs undergoing stenting and procedures to correct reflux procedures (n=108) and limbs solely undergoing stenting
(n=318). Hand-foot pressure differential did not prove
to be significant any more in the limbs also undergoing
reflux procedures while the other previously mentioned
parameters stayed significant. In the group with stenting alone, only ambulatory venous pressure decrease
and hand-foot pressure differential proved significant.
Limbs with reflux and stenting alone (n=178) and limbs
without reflux and stenting alone (n=105) were also
separated into subgroups. Improvement of hand-foot
pressure differential was found to be statistically significant in both groups and improvement of ambulant
venous pressure decrease was found to be statistically
significant in the group without reflux.31 These findings
emphasise even further the effect that reflux may have
on APG measurements and the importance of measuring both the severity of reflux and outflow resistance in
the same limb (see Chapter 10).
Some differences in mean hemodynamic parameters
were observed when limbs with non-thrombotic iliac
vein obstruction (MTS, n=149) were compared with
those with thrombotic obstruction (PTS, n=93). Ambulatory venous pressure decrease only improved significantly after stenting in MTS patients (from 70±18%
to 76±12%) though this parameter was significantly
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significantly different. Hand-foot vein pressure differential was 1 mmHg in both groups (range of 0-5 in
the PTS group and range of 0-8 mmHg in the primary
obstruction group. Hyperaemia-induced pressure elevation was 6 mmHg (range 0-48 mmHg) in the PTS group
and 4 mmHg (range 0-16 mmHg) in the primary obstruction group which was significantly different. The
wide range of pressure increase during hyperemia indicated that some patients were well compensated by
collaterals and others were not. During the procedure,
femoral pressure at rest was 12 mmHg (5-25 mmHg)
for PTS limbs and 11 mmHg (4-20 mmHg) for the primary obstruction group which was also statistically
significant. The increase after intra-arterial injection
of papaverine was also significantly higher in the PTS
group, 2 mmHg (range 0-22 mmHg) versus 1 mmHg
(range 0-4 mmHg). The pull-through pressure gradient
was not significantly different between the two groups.
Pressure measurements were not helpful in determining severity of borderline obstruction. Using intraoperative venography, no differences in collateral formation
were observed between the two groups (78% of PTS
limbs and 75% of MTS limbs), though in the PTS group
72% of collaterals disappeared after stenting compared
with 43% in MTS. Only 11% of limbs did not show any
decrease in collaterals in the PTS group as opposed to
27% of limbs in the MTS group. 35 This data suggests
that the post thrombotic syndrome has a more negative
effect on venous hemodynamics than the May-Thurner
syndrome though definite differences between hemodynamic changes in stenting for PTS and MTS could not
be made, since patients in the PTS group may have had
MTS as an underlying cause of their thrombosis. No
investigations concerning correlation between patency
and hemodynamic parameters were made.
Rosales et al.36 studied 34 patients who underwent
endovascular recanalization for iliofemoral obstruction. Pre-operatively only 53% of patients were found
to have elevated ambulatory venous pressure with a
median of 72 mmHg (64-72 mmHg). Venous pressure
gradients and venous occlusion plethysmography measured by APG were abnormal in 50% of all patients. Improvement of venous occlusion plethysmography and
venous pressure gradient after stenting was recorded in
only four of 18 patients, though no specific values were
given. Correlation of hemodynamic values with patency
was not tested. Median follow-up was 33 months (1-96
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(1-43 months). Two stents were occluded upon followup. One patient developed symptoms two weeks after
primary stent placement due to stent thrombosis and
received catheter-directed thrombolysis, angioplasty
and an arteriovenous fistula to improve flow. Eight
weeks later this patient had a sond recurrence and underwent left to right femoral-femoral venous crossover
bypass surgery. This patient had a pre-procedure pressure gradient of 14 mmHg that decreased to 1 mmHg
after initial recanalization. Another patient was found
to have a chronically thrombosed stent after 12 months
which could not be recanalized. Because it was thought
the patient had an adequate collateral circulation, this
patient did not receive a sondary recanalization. No
intravenous pressure measurements were available for
this patient.37
Delis et al.34 studied 23 limbs in 16 patients with PTS
who underwent iliofemoral stenting. Venous claudication was present in 10 patients. Healthy limbs of those
patients (n=9) were used as a control group. Hemodynamic measurements were performed using straingauge plethysmography and pressure measurements in
the common femoral vein. Outflow fraction, ejection
fraction and residual volume fraction all significantly
improved after stenting. Outflow fraction at four sonds
improved by 10% (95% CI 6.1% to 13.5%) (P=0.001),
ejection fraction by 13.7% (95% CI 6.7% to 22.5%)
(P=0.004) and residual venous fraction by 17.7% (95%
CI 9.6% to 25.6%) (P=0.002). No changes were observed in the control group. Venous filling index significantly deteriorated after stenting from 16.9 (IQR
11.9 to 29.8) mL/100 mL/s to 21.0 (IQR 15.7 to 32.4)
mL/100 mL/s (P=0.004) with no changes in the control
limbs. Venous pressure in supine position significantly
decreased after stenting from a median of 8 mmHg
(7-10.5 mmHg) to a median of 1 mmHg (1-2 mmHg.
These hemodynamic changes were associated with abolition of claudication in all patients and improvement
of CEAP clinical class from median C3 (IQR C3-C5)
(CVD distribution C6, 6; C4, 4; C3, 13) before stenting
to median C2 (IQR C2-C4.5) (CVD distribution C6, 1;
C5,5; C4, 4; C2, 13) after stenting. This study shows
the magnitude of hemodynamic changes associated
with improvement in CEAP clinical classes. The 24%
mean increase in reflux indicates that the new channel
without valves created by stenting may be responsible
for additional downward flow of blood.
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different between groups before treatment (59±20%
in PTS limbs). Venous volume also only improved significantly in MTS limbs (from 88±39mL to 81±42mL)
with a significant difference before treatment between
groups (from 76±40mL in PTS limbs). Residual volume fraction significantly improved in MTS limbs only
(from 34±22% to 27±21%) without differences before
treatment between the two groups.31
Mean values before treatment for the parameters that
were found to be significant during subgroup analyses
were statistically different between the two groups,
except for the hand-foot pressure differential between
limbs with or without reflux and stenting. Furthermore,
35 limbs in the group solely undergoing stenting were
not used in the subanalysis for sole stenting in limbs
with or without reflux. The authors did not clarify this
discrepancy. Patients who developed recurrence after
successful stenting were excluded from hemodynamic
analysis altogether so there was no insight in potential
hemodynamic difference before or after treatment between patients who successfully underwent stenting and
patients who developed recurrence. This study suggests
that hemodynamic relief of obstruction does not improve venous insufficiency without treating the reflux.
Differences in hemodynamic improvement were found
between different etiological groups, though no conclusions can be drawn from these results due to baseline
differences between the groups.
Hurst et al.37 investigated the results of recanalization in 18 patients diagnosed with May-Thurner
syndrome. 17 patients received a stent, whereas one
patient underwent sole angioplasty. Intravascular pressure measurements were performed in 14 of the 18 patients. Mean resting pressure gradient which was 5.6
mmHg before recanalization decreased to 0.6 mmHg
after recanalization. The authors did not explain exactly how and when resting pressure gradients were
obtained. Only half of the patients underwent APG. Although occlusion or stenosis was present in all cases,
none of them had an outflow fraction of less than 40%
on APG, the suggested pathological cut-off value.37
This finding suggests that the cut-off point of 40% of
venous outflow originally developed for acute DVT
may not be applicable in patients with chronic obstruction. APG was not performed post procedure. One patient was lost to follow-up and the other 17 patients
were evaluated with a mean follow-up of 17 months
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Patel et al.38 treated ten patients with iliofemoral
deep venous thrombosis and May-Thurner syndrome by
catheter-directed thrombolysis and subsequent recanalization of the common iliac vein. The mean pressure
gradient between the inferior vena cava and the external
iliac vein was 0.3±0.5 mmHg after stent placement. No
measurements were made before treatment.
Bypass

phy in 12. Outflow obstruction was identified in 83%
of patients, and 57% of patients also showed associated venous insufficiency on plethysmography. Graft
flow was measured using an electromagnetic flow meter. Mean flow was 349 mL/min (20-3000 mL/min) in
patients without an arteriovenous fistula (AVF) and
571 mL/min (125-2200 mL/min) in patients with an
AVF (n=22). Median femorocentral (femorofemoral
in patients with unilateral disease) venous pressure
gradient was 10 mmHg (1-37 mmHg) in the supine
position before treatment. This decreased to 4 mmHg
(0-18 mmHg) intraoperatively after reconstruction.
Overall three-year primary and sondary patency were
54% and 62% respectively. Mean follow-up was 2.6
years (0.1-11.7 years). Four-year primary and sondary
patency for de Palma grafts were 77% and 83% and
two-year primary and sondary patency of iliocaval/
femerocaval grafts were 38% and 54%. This was not
significantly different from de Palma grafts. In three
patients, femoro-femoral crossover PTFE grafts were
done which all occluded at one, two and 12 months
despite additional AVF. 40 Although plethysmography
was performed in most patients, no clear details were
given about the results of these tests. Improvement in
impedence plethysmography was only found in two
of 12 patients and no improvement of drainage was
found using strain-gauge plethysmography. Mean
follow-up using plethysmography was 3.1 months
(5 days-4.5 years).40 Results are difficult to compare
because different patency rates were used for each
intervention, and no clear statements can be made
concerning plethysmography results due to the lack
of information provided. The mean venous pressure
gradient decreased although it was not stated whether
this difference was significant. Mean flow was higher
in patients with AVF but significance was not stated
and this was not followed up using patency as outcome.
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Garg et al.39 compared venous bypass surgery to
hybrid reconstruction consisting of endophlebectomy,
angioplasty and stenting. Surgical reconstruction (29
femorofemoral, 17 femoroiliac-inferior vena cava and
six complex bypasses) was performed in 52 cases and
hybrid reconstruction was performed in 12 cases. Early
graft occlusion occurred less frequently in bypass patients (17% versus 33%) and discharge patency was
96% for surgical reconstruction and 92% after hybrid
reconstruction. Five-year primary and sondary patency
was 42% for bypass and 59% for hybrid reconstruction.
Mean follow-up was 41 months. Univariate analysis
showed that the type of bypass was significant for primary and sondary patency. At five-year follow-up, these
were 70% and 78% for de Palma bypass, 63% and 86%
for femoroiliac and ilio-infrahepatic IVC bypass, and
31% and 57% for femoro-infrahepatic IVC bypasses respectively. Multivariate analyses showed that the presence of MTS significantly decreased primary and sondary patency.39 This was not a randomized control trial
but a retrospective study of patients treated within a certain time period. Demographics were presented though
not divided by group. Furthermore, 25% of patients
were lost to follow-up. This subgroup of patients only
had a mean follow-up of eight months (<1-61 months).
Sole obstructive pathology was present in 41% of patients and 59% of patients also had associated valvular
incompetence with reflux. Surgical bypass seems to be
beneficial in early graft patency though not in long-term
follow-up. However, no clear statements can be made
on hemodynamics due to the design of this study.
Jost et al.40 retrospectively studied 42 patients who
underwent venous reconstruction for iliofemoral or
IVC occlusion. Twelve patients had previous surgical
intervention of which two had received bypass surgery already. Strain gauge plethysmography was performed in 18 patients and impedence plethysmogra-
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Conclusion and recommendations
As stated above, little is known about hemodynamic
changes after relieving pelvic obstruction and reflux in
venous disease. Following stenting, pressure gradients
across the obstructed segment seem to decrease as do
flow velocity and the hand-foot pressure differential.
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However, there have been no clear investigations of hemodynamic predictors for outcome from relieving pelvic obstruction. Therefore, its pertinence in detecting
success after treatment should be assessed. Correlation
between hemodynamic parameters and development of
collateral circuits formed after pelvic obstruction has
not been found.
Air plethysmography and strain-gauge plethysmography were used in some studies, though abnormal
outflow fractions were rarely identified in patients with
iliofemoral obstruction. This warrants closer investigation to determine how useful plethysmography is for
detecting venous outflow disorders of the lower limb.
Solely relieving outflow obstruction does not improve
hemodynamic parameters indicative of reflux, and additional procedures are needed to achieve this.
The post thrombotic syndrome seems to affect hemodynamic parameters more than the May-Thurner
syndrome. However, most studies do not clearly state
whether May-Thurner syndrome could be the underlying cause for the occurrence of the deep venous thrombosis that caused PTS.
Hardly anything is known about the hemodynamic
effects of reconstructive surgery to relieve pelvic obstruction. Furthermore, patency rates are considerably
worse than for stenting.
However, protocols for testing are not always transparent. In cases of stent occlusion, authors did not
elaborate or investigate whether hemodynamic measurements were different in these patients compared
to those who did not develop stent occlusion. Furthermore, hemodynamic parameters were tested and pooled
in some studies even though treatment was not uniform. Thus, further research with proper protocols in
a homogenous population needs to be performed with
quantitative measurements of both reflux and outflow
resistance. Patency should be assessed during followup and potential differences in hemodynamic results
between patients with and without recurrence should
be evaluated. Although patency for stenting in venous
disorders is well established, hemodynamic parameters
are poorly investigated.
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of all forms of CVD. Prior to the development of CEAP,
hemodynamic measurements were studied in relation to
prevalence of symptoms and signs.
Although the CEAP classification provided a precise and reproducible description for different stages
of CVD, it lacked quantitative qualities demanded for
epidemiological studies and assessment of efficacy of
different therapies. For example, venous claudication is
an important symptom in chronic deep venous insufficiency (CDVI) but, it is poorly defined as being present
or absent and with no indication of severity. Similarly,
the pathophysiologic classification (P) adequately defines Pr, Po, and Pr,o for reflux and obstruction in different anatomic locations but we also need a measure of
their severity. As a result, a number of disease severity
scoring systems have been developed.
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Venous clinical severity and associated
hemodynamic changes

Classification of chronic venous disease
The CEAP (Clinical, Etiological, Anatomical,
Pathophysiological) classification was published in the
mid 1990s. Several revisions by an ad hoc committee
of the American Venous Forum in conjunction with an
International ad hoc committee have resulted in an updated version.1 The aim of the CEAP classification was
to facilitate meaningful communication and description
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Disease severity scoring systems

The Venous Severity Scoring (Vs.S) system has three
components, Venous Disability Score (VDS), Venous
Segmental Disease Score (Vs.DS) and Venous Clinical
Severity Score (VCSS), and was developed in 2000 by
an American Venous Forum ad hoc committee on venous outcomes assessment. The aim was to supplement
the CEAP classification by providing an instrument to
assess patients’ condition during follow-up.2 In contrast
to CEAP, the Vs.S includes symptoms as well as signs.
It has a good intraobserver and interobserver agreement
and validation.3, 4 Its applicability to all CEAP clinical
classes and its ability to demonstrate subtle changes5
make it an ideal tool to evaluate clinical outcome in
randomized control trials (RCT).
The Venous disability score (VDS) has a maximum
of 3, defined as: 0=asymptomatic, 1=symptomatic but
able to carry out usual activities without compressive
therapy, 2=can carry out usual activities only with compression and/or limb elevation, 3=unable to carry out
usual activities even with compression and/or limb elevation. Usual activities are defined as patient activities
before onset of disability from venous disease.
The Venous Segmental Disease Score (Vs.DS) combines the anatomic and pathophysiologic components
of CEAP. Vs.DS is based on venous segmental involvement with major venous segments being graded according to presence of reflux and/or obstruction. This scoring
scheme is entirely based on venous imaging, primarily
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three systems use symptoms and signs which are present
or absent in the Brandjes system but graded in the other
two. The Ginsberg system identifies the presence or absence of PTS without grading its severity. In contrast,
the Villalta scale grades symptoms and signs and classifies patients into different PTS severity groups. Because
of its reliability, high correlation with relevant health
outcomes, acceptability, responsiveness to changes in
the severity of PTS and successful use in clinical trials14
the subcommittee on control of anticoagulation of the
Scientific and Standardization Committee of the International Society on Thrombosis and Haemostasis recommended that the Villalta scale should be used in clinical
studies to diagnose and grade the severity of PTS.15
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duplex ultrasound but also venographic findings, and
weights 11 venous segments for their relative importance
when involved with reflux and/or obstruction. There is
one Vs.DS score for reflux (maximum score of 10) and
another for obstruction (also a maximum score of 10).
The Venous Clinical Severity Score (VCSS) is based
on nine clinical characteristics (pain, varicose veins, venous edema, skin pigmentation, inflammation, induration, and number, duration and size of active ulcers) each
graded from 0 to 3, and additionally use of conservative
therapy (compression and elevation),using the same criteria to produce a 30 point-maximum flat scale.3, 6
Validation of the Vs.S scoring systems has been reported.4, 7-9 to show that the venous severity scores are
significantly higher in advanced venous disease and correlate with anatomic extent. VCSS has been found to be
equally sensitive and significantly better for measuring
changes in response to superficial venous surgery than
the CEAP clinical class, while VDS demonstrated comparable and even better performance.4 It has been suggested that VCSS may have a more global application
in determining the overall severity of venous disease.7
A clear association between VCSS and ultrasound
findings has been demonstrated suggesting that this
score can be used as a screening tool. In a series of
420 limbs with VCSS ranging from 0-8 (0 score in 283
limbs) when the score was dichotomized (0=normal,
1=any abnormality), VCSS was a strong predictor of ultrasound scan abnormalities; limbs with VCSS greater
than 0 had a 26-fold greater chance of ultrasound scan
abnormalities than did limbs with VCSS=0 (OR, 26.5;
95% CI, 11-64). Sensitivity of VCSS compared with
scans was 89.3%, specificity was 76.1%, negative predictive value for VCSS=0 was 97.9%, and positive predictive value for any positive score was 36.5%.7
VCSS was revised in 2010 to clarify its pain, inflammation and induration components.6 For example, pain attributes were expanded to include other less severe symptoms and discomfort such as aching, heaviness, fatigue,
soreness and burning if considered to be of venous origin.
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Scoring systems to assess the postthrombotic syndrome (PTS)
Three further different scoring systems have been proposed that are specific for the assessment of the PTS:
the Brandjes,10 Ginsberg 11 and Villalta 12, 13 scales. All
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The Villalta Scale

This was introduced in 1994 as a means to evaluate
the post-thrombotic syndrome.12 It scores both symptoms (cramps, pruritus, pain, heaviness, paraesthesiae)
and signs (pretibial oedema, induration of the skin, hyperpigmentation, new venous ectasiae, redness and pain
during calf compression) by rating their severity from
0 (not present or minimal) to 3 (severe) for a maximum
of 33 points, while the presence of a venous ulcer of the
lower limb is also recorded. A total score of 15 or more
on two con sutive visits or the presence of a venous ulcer indicates severe PTS. A total score of 5 to 14 on two
con sutive visits indicates mild PTS. In patients with bilateral thrombosis, the higher score is used. The Villalta
scale12 has been uniformLy accepted and shown to be
reproducible including a good inter-observer reliability
of measures to assess the post-thrombotic syndrome.16
In a recent study assessing the Villalta, Ginsberg,
Brandjes, Widmer, CEAP, and VCSS systems in terms
of interobserver reliability, association with ambulatory
venous pressures, ability to assess severity of PTS, ability to assess change in condition over time, and association with patient-reported symptom severity found that
only the Villalta scale was able to fulfil all the above criteria,17 findings that endorse its generalized use for PTS.
Hemodynamic components responsible
for development of symptoms
The main factor that determines development and severity of symptoms and signs is venous hypertension
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The authors of many of the papers quoted below have
spent a lot of time trying to find out if one hemodynamic
measurement or another can discriminate between different clinical severity classes (e.g. C of CEAP). This
approach belongs to the pre-duplex ultrasound era
when hemodynamic measurements were used as noninvasive diagnostic tests. Currently, duplex ultrasound
provides accurate information about the presence and
anatomic extent of reflux or obstruction. Hence, there is
no need for hemodynamic measurements to be used as
diagnostic tests but instead as measurements that tell us
how much reflux and/or how much functional obstruction there is, after the ultrasound examination has been
made.
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(see chapter 4). The prevalence of venous ulceration,
active or healed, was examined in a study of 251 legs
in patients with venous symptoms as a result of superficial and/or deep venous disease using ambulatory venous pressure (AVP) measurements.18 No ulceration occurred in limbs with AVP <30 mmHg and there was a
100% incidence with AVP >90 mmHg. A linear increase
occurred from 14% in limbs with AVP between 31 and
40 mmHg to 100% in limbs with AVP greater than 90
mmHg (r=0.79). The authors concluded that the correlation between ulceration and AVP was irrespective
of whether the patient had superficial or deep venous
disease.
It should be emphasised that the effects of venous hypertension are modified by three compensatory mechanisms. The first mechanism is the ability of the lymphatic system to “cope” with increased lymph produced. In
some patients the lymphatic drainage can increase up
to ten times and the leg may look normal despite severe hypertension, while in some only two times when
overt skin changes occur for the same severity of venous hypertension (see chapter 6). The sond mechanism
is the fibrinolytic activity in the blood and tissues that
can remove excess extracellular protein and particularly fibrin, which varies from person to person. Skin
changes are rare in the presence of AVP <35, and skin
changes and ulceration are frequent in the presence of
AVP >65.18 Fibrinolytic activity was measured in a series of 37 patients with moderate venous hypertension
with AVP in the range of 35-65. Euglobulin lysis time
(ELT) was normal (less than 240 min) in 12 patients of
whom only two had lipodermatosclerosis (LDS) only,
in contrast to the remaining ten patients with a low fibrinolytic activity (ELT <240 min) of whom nine had LDS
and seven had both LDS and ulceration (P<0.001).19
The third factor is time which exerts an adverse effect
on the microcirculation with progressive deterioration
(see chapters 3 and 6). Hemodynamic abnormalities responsible for development of venous hypertension are
reflux, obstruction, efficacy of calf muscle pump and
how well the collateral circulation develops when obstruction is present. With the presence of compensatory
mechanisms of variable efficacy and often with coexisting hemodynamic abnormalities, it is not surprising
that if only one of the above parameters is measured, a
relatively poor correlation would be found between the
latter and severity of the disease (see below).
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Correlation of measurements of
reflux with clinical severity

Anatomic extent of reflux

The anatomic extent of reflux in the pre-duplex ultrasound era could be determined with descending phlebography. Pathological reflux through the popliteal vein
was shown to be associated with symptoms but the association was not clear cut.20
As indicated in chapter 3, duplex ultrasound scanning
is a sensitive method for detecting reflux and its extent
in both superficial and deep veins. In the absence of
deep venous obstruction, limbs with reflux confined to
the proximal (above knee) superficial or deep veins rarely develop skin changes or ulceration.21, 22 In contrast,
even in the presence of normal deep veins, symptoms
and signs of CVI are more often found when the entire
length of the great saphenous vein (GSV) is involved or
when reflux is present in both great and small saphenous
veins. 21, 22 The authors concluded that aching, ankle
edema and skin changes in limbs with reflux confined
to the superficial system are predominantly associated
with reflux in below knee veins. Ulceration was found
only when the whole GSV was involved or when reflux
was extensive in both great saphenous and small saphenous veins. Multisegmental reflux is more prevalent in
legs with ulcers than in non-ulcerated limbs (75% vs.
22%).23 A pattern of reflux that involves two or more
of the venous systems (superficial and deep, superficial
and perforating or superficial, perforating and deep) is
found in approximately two thirds of patients with skin
changes or ulceration.22-27 Although these studies were
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ence of proximal occlusion if the popliteal valves were
competent. The extent of DVT and recanalization or the
failure of recanalization was of sondary importance.29
The sond study involved 50 patients who had venographic DVT confined to the calf during the years 19901994 and were seen again 6-10 years after the acute
event. A significant association was found between popliteal reflux and skin changes. Popliteal reflux on duplex
ultrasound was present in 20 limbs of which 12 (71%)
were classified as C4-C6. Popliteal reflux was absent in
30 limbs of which only 5(29%) were C4-C6 (P<0.05).30
The correlation between ultrasound findings as to
whether reflux or obstruction were present or absent
as against VCSS was tested in a recent study involving 5,814 limbs (2,907 patients) and was found to be
poor (r(s)=0.23 (P<0.0001). This was an inappropriate
comparison and conclusion because the majority of patients (83%) were in the C0-C2 classes, which means
that most had either normal limbs or limbs with telangiectasiae or varicose veins with a distribution highly
skewed towards normality, while there was no attempt
to separate reflux from obstruction let alone quantify
these parameters12. In this study, the percentages of patients in the different C- classes were: C0 26%, C1 33%,
C2 24%, C3 9%, C4 7%, C5 0.5% and C6 0.2% (mean
C 1.41±1.22 and mean VCSS 2.83±0.47).
The results from most studies indicate that the more
extensive the reflux, the more severe the disease and
the higher is the prevalence of skin changes and ulceration. In patients with deep venous reflux, the presence
of a competent popliteal valve appears to protect the leg
from skin changes and ulceration even in the presence
of proximal obstruction.
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performed prior to the introduction of CEAP or other
clinical severity scoring systems, the available evidence
suggests that there is a strong association between the
severity of chronic venous insufficiency (CVI) and the
anatomic distribution and extent of venous reflux.
The anatomic extent of reflux was investigated in
a study involving 98 limbs (83 patients), with active
chronic venous ulcers. Reflux was present in all limbs
except one. Isolated reflux in one system (superficial=3,
deep=4, perforator=3) was seen in ten legs (10%), while
incompetence in all three systems was seen in 51 legs
(52%). Superficial reflux with or without involvement
of other systems was seen in 84 legs (86%), 72 legs
(73%) had deep reflux with or without involvement of
other systems, and incompetent perforator veins were
identified in 79 limbs (81%). Axial reflux (continuous
reverse flow from the groin region to below knee) was
found in 77 limbs (79%). Axial distribution of disease
was found in the majority of cases and no patient had
isolated deep venous incompetence below the knee.28
The significance of popliteal reflux in relation to development of symptoms was investigated in two studies. The first performed in the late 1970s involved 51
patients (55 limbs) who had had deep venous thrombosis (DVT) extending into the femoral or iliofemoral
segment three to five years earlier and ten limbs of ten
healthy volunteers. AVP was measured by inserting a
needle in a vein on the foot and the presence of reflux
in the popliteal vein was determined by a directional
Doppler ultrasonic blood velocity detector. All patients
had ascending venography. Those limbs with iliofemoral recanalization and competent popliteal valves had
an ambulatory venous pressure of 30±10 mmHg. In
limbs with iliofemoral recanalization and incompetent
popliteal valves, the mean AVP was 61±8 mmHg. In patients with persistent iliofemoral occlusion and competent popliteal valves, the mean AVP was 38±15 mmHg,
while those limbs with proximal occlusion and incompetent popliteal valves had the highest AVP of 85±15
mmHg. In limbs with competent popliteal valves, the
incidence of ulceration was nil even in the presence of
proximal occlusion. In limbs with incompetent popliteal valves, ulceration had developed in three quarters
of the limbs at some time. The results of this study indicated that the most important factor in determining a
high AVP and ulceration was the condition of the popliteal valves. Ulceration did not occur even in the pres-
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Refilling time, velocity at peak reflux and volume flow
Reflux is a major pathophysiological abnormality in
CVD and this is probably the most investigated parameter
on duplex ultrasound. The cut-off point for the diagnosis
of pathological reflux for superficial and deep veins is acknowledged to be 0.5 and 1.0 sonds respectively.21, 31
A study of 244 limbs with reflux demonstrated an
increase in peak reflux velocity (PRV), time of average rate of reflux (TAR) and absolute displaced volume (ADV) in C4-C6 compared with C1-C3, but reflux
time (RT) was not significantly different between these
groups. There was no significant correlation between
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Air Plethysmography (APG®) provides quantitative
measurements of reflux using the venous filling index
(VFI) in mL/s and the venous filling time to 90 % of
the venous volume (VFT90) in sonds. It was shown by
Christopoulos et al. that the VFI increased with increasing severity from control subjects to patients with varicose veins to those with post-thrombotic sequelae.36 In
a series of 134 limbs with CVD and C1-C6, the prevalence of chronic swelling and skin changes were both
zero if VFI was<3.0 mL/s,12% and 19% when VFI was
3-5 mL/s, 46% and 61% when VFI was 5-10 mL/s and
both 76% when VFI was greater than 10 mL/s.37
VFI was also significantly higher in classes C2-C6
compared with C0-C1in a study of 294 limbs by Nishibe
et al. but they were unable to discriminate the clinical
severity.38 Similarly, the mean±SD [range] of the VFI
in a study by van Bemmelen et al was higher in limbs
with ulcers (n=16, 5.4±3.8 mL/s) and dermatitis (n=6,
7.7±4.6 mL/s) compared to those with varicose veins
(n=10, 2.6±1.7 mL/s). The differences were significant
between varicose veins versus ulceration (P=0.003) and
versus dermatitis (P=0.034). However, there was a large
amount of overlap between these groups.39 In a study
by Welkie et al., the VFI increased (P<0.0001) and the
VFT90 decreased (P<0.0001) from control legs (n=94)
to legs with varicose veins and mild swelling (n=109) to
pigmentation with moderately severe swelling (n=67).40
They noted that no additional hemodynamic deterioration occurred between the skin pigmentation stage and
venous ulceration.
A recent study using APG on 93 con sutive patients/
legs awaiting endovenous treatment confirmed that the
VFT90 decreased with increasing clinical disease.41
The VFT90 decrease correlated with increasing C
class (r=0.343, P=0.001) and increasing VCSS (0.197,
P=0.05). Interestingly, none of the 25 (26.9%) patients
with a VFT90>25 sonds were among the 17 (18.3%)
patients in categories C4b-C6 or with a VCSS>9. The
authors hypothesised that the VFT90 may represent the
time taken for the anti-gravitational mechanisms in the
leg to fail and concluded that the VFT90 may have discriminatory usefulness in stratifying patients with early
clinical disease.41
A study on 145 legs by Menéndez-Herrero et al.
identified a significant relationship between worsening
C class and GSV diameter when patients were stratified according to reflux measured with the Valsalva and
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RT, PRV, TAR and ADV versus clinical severity in
limbs with GSV reflux only. However, in limbs with axial deep reflux to below the knee, that is with concomitant reflux at the knee level, only the PRV and TAR had
a significant but low correlation with clinical severity
(r=0.32, P=0.0036 and r=0.22, P=0.049, respectively).
They concluded that RT cannot quantify severity of reflux and is a purely qualitative measurement.32
Quantification of venous reflux was attempted by Yamaki et al who stratified 1,132 limbs in 914 patients with
primary valvular incompetence into C1-C3 and C4-C6.
The mean±SD reflux time (RT), peak reflux velocity
(PRV) and peak reflux flow (PRF) at the saphenofemoral junction in C1-C3 versus C4-C6 were 4.05±2.42 versus 3.42±1.87 s (P=0.532), 27.4±21.1 versus 49.7±35.3
cm/s (P<0.0001) and 26.3±35.6 versus 64.7±73.4 mL/s
(P<0.0001) respectively. The corresponding results
at the saphenopopliteal junction were 4.55±2.45 versus 3.73±1.92 s (P=0.213), 30.5±16.8 versus 39.5±24
cm/s (P=0.0002) and 16.5±15.2 versus 22.2±23 mL/s
(P=0.0029) respectively. The data demonstrated considerable overlap. Nevertheless, they concluded that although the PRV and PRF improved the discrimination
power between early and advanced CVI, RT was unable to achieve this result.33 A similar study by the same
group used the same parameters in 686 limbs that included patients with sondary as well as primary CVI.34
In sondary chronic venous insufficiency, they showed
that the mean±SD PRV had significant discrimination
power between C1-C3 versus C4-C6 at the femoral vein
(14.8±10.1 versus 32.4±16.1 cm/s, P=0.017) and popliteal vein (18.0±11.2 versus 28.9±19.0 cm/s, P=0.0003).
The same was true for the PRF at the common femoral
vein (34.5±4.2 versus 66.0±19.1 mL/s, P=0.011), femoral vein (21.3±34.3 versus 43.8±43.2 mL/s, P=0.027)
and popliteal vein (15.0±14.6 versus 20.1±16.9 mL/s,
P=0.016). Once again, the overlap in both the PRV and
PRF was considerable between the two groups and there
was also no significant difference in RT.
Flow volume at peak reflux in mL/s was measured in
the great and small saphenous, and deep veins in 46 patients (47 legs) with symptomatic varicose veins. Skin
changes were present in 19 legs. A total reflux greater
than 10 mL/s was associated with a high prevalence of
skin changes (66%) irrespective of whether this was in
the superficial or deep veins, whereas reflux less than 10
mL/s was not associated with skin changes.35
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ity to predict reflux was 0.80, specificity was 0.88 at PT.
Sensitivity for clinical Class (C) was 0,78 and specificity was 0.67 at PT (SFJ). Significant correlations were
found with clinical disease classes for the whole sample
(Pearson’s r=0.46-0.54; p<0.001) and for legs with reflux alone (Pearson’s r=0.39-0.42, p<0.001). Thus, this
measurement may develop as the preferred surrogate
parameter for specific clinical situations. That study
also revealed that GSV diameter and clinical disease
class did not differ irrespective of whether reflux was
above the knee only or both above and below knee.48
This finding is in disagreement with the belief that the
length of refluxing segment of the GSV has an influence
on disease severity.49, 50
Neglen and Raju studied the morphologic distribution of venous incompetence (erect duplex ultrasound
and descending venography), results of AVP measurement, venous refilling time, the Valsalva test and airplethysmography (venous refilling index, VFI) for correlation with the clinical severity class as defined by the
authors in 118 con sutive limbs (class 0, n=34; class 1,
n=42; class 2, n=11; class 3, n=31).51 There was pure
deep incompetence in 29% of limbs with severe venous
disease (class 2/3), only 6% had pure superficial disease
and the remainder had a combination. A history of previous thrombosis and the presence of posterior tibial vein
incompetence were markedly common with ulcer disease (84% and 42%, respectively). The duplex Doppler
ultrasound multisegment score correlated strongly with
clinical severity classification (r=0.97). The venous refilling time and VFI had the highest sensitivity in identifying severe venous disease (class 2/3), and the AVP
had excellent specificity. The authors concluded that for
noninvasive determination of reflux, a combination of
VFI and duplex ultrasound scanning not only localized
reflux but also separated severe from mild clinical vein
disease, with high sensitivity and specificity.
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Paranà manoeuvers.42 Correlations (Spearman r) on
clinical severity against GSV diameter (averaged at 3
places).VFI from the database of 100 patients from a recent randomised controlled trial 43 revealed the following: C of CEAP against GSV diameter and VFI were r=
0.26 (P=0.009) and r=0.392 (P<0.0005), respectively.
VCSS against GSV diameter and VFI were r=0.219
(P=0.029) and r=0.257 (P=0.01), respectively. Aberdeen varicose vein questionnaire (AVVQ) against GSV
diameter and VFI were r=0.086 (P=0.394) and r=0.21
(P=0.036), respectively. The lack of a correlation between GSV diameter and QoL was also confirmed in
another study.44
However, in a recent study in 443 legs there was no
correlation between the venous refill time (VFT) using
photo-plethysmography (PPG) and the AVVQ -0.042
(P=0.606).45 This is not too surprising because APG has
been reported as a better method for evaluating clinically significant venous reflux than PPG.34 In the comprehensive longitudinal vein study known as the Bochum study, it was concluded that PPG was not a means
for assessing malfunction in the venous system during
childhood and adolescence 46 although a short VFT had
some predictive value in the development of ulceration
ten years later.
The presence of saphenous pulsatile flow has been
shown by one group to be more helpful than the presence of reflux in discriminating severe disease.47 The
most likely explanation of this pulsatile flow, often seen
in patients with severe CVD when examined in the
standing position, is the result of maximum dilatation of
the arterioles allowing the vis a tergo to manifest itself
on the venous side.
In a detailed study of 182 legs, measurement of GSV
diameter at the proximal thigh 15 cm distal to the groin
(proximal thigh, PT) as compared to measurement at
the SFJ demonstrated higher accuracy and both higher
sensitivity and specificity for venous disease class (C of
CEAP) as well as for prediction of reflux. Of the 182
legs, 60 had no GSV reflux (controls; group I), 51 had
above-knee GSV reflux only (group II) and 71 had GSV
reflux above and below knee (group III). GSV diameters in group I measured 7.5 mm at the SFJ and 3.7
mm at the PT. In groups II and III, they measured 10.9
mm at the SFJ and 6.3 mm at the PT (p<0.001 each).
Measurement at the PT revealed higher sensitivity and
specificity to predict reflux and clinical class: Sensitiv-
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Elevation of venous pressure at
rest and during exercise

Elevation of venous pressure at rest and during exercise is often present in patients presenting with swelling
and venous claudication as a result of severe outflow
obstruction.
Outflow obstruction is always suspected when swelling is the predominant symptom. It may be associated
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limbs, C2 in 10 limbs, C3 in 3 limbs, C4 in 1 limb, C5
in 6 limbs and C6 in 3 limbs. Air-plethysmography was
used to measure reflux (VFI in mL/s) when the subject
changed position from horizontal to standing. Subsequently, with the subjects horizontal and the foot elevated 25 cm, simultaneous recordings of pressure and
volume were made on release of a proximal thigh cuff
inflated to 70 mmHg. Pressure change was recorded
with a needle in the foot and volume change with airplethysmography. Flow (Q in mL/min) was calculated
at intervals of 0.1 sonds from tangents on the volume
outflow curve. Outflow resistance (R) was calculated
at 0.1 sond intervals by dividing pressure by the corresponding flow (R=P/Q). R increased markedly at pressures lower than 30 mmHg due to decrease in vein diameter, so resistance at 30 mmHg (R30) was used in this
study. In a multivariable linear regression analysis with
VCSS as the dependent variable, both VFI and R30 were
independent predictors (P<0.001). Using the constant
(0.333) and regression coefficients, the regression equation provided a hemodynamic Index (HI) or estimated
VCSS=0.333+(VFI x 0.44)+(R30 x 158). Thus, HI could
be calculated for every patient by substituting VFI and
R30 in the equation. HI or calculated VCSS was linearly
related to the observed VCSS (r=0.83). The results indicate that the combination of quantitative measurements
of reflux and outflow resistance provide a hemodynamic index which is linearly related to the VCSS. These
findings need to be confirmed in a bigger series.
Venous outflow resistance (VOR) is difficult to
measure but attempts have been made using the outflow parameter of APG. In a study of 77 legs with
proximal DVT, this could be detected using a cut-off
point of 28% of the outflow (in 1 sond) in 95%. 58
The above evidence suggests that an elevated VOR
is related to clinical severity. Future studies need to
combine this measurement with quantitative measurements of reflux.
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with a history of DVT and development of prominent
collateral venous channels in the groin above the pubis or the anterior abdominal wall. Severe outflow obstruction is particularly suspected in patients with postthrombotic limbs and venous claudication.
Simple leg elevation with the patient supine can provide an estimate of the resting venous pressure by observing the height (in cm) of the heel from the heart
level at which the prominent veins in the foot collapse.
During direct femoral vein pressure measurements in
patients with venographic iliofemoral occlusion and
poor pelvic collaterals, the average resting pressure in
the supine position is 5.5±10.5 mmHg higher than the
unobstructed opposite limb. In the presence of good
collateral veins, the gradient between the two limbs was
0.6±1.4 mmHg.52 The arm-foot pressure differential in
the horizontal position at rest and after reactive hyperemia has been explored by Raju.53, 54 Four grades of obstruction were identified (Chapter 4). In grade IV, the
arm/foot pressure differential was greater than 5 mmHg
(often 15-20) and there was no further increase with reactive hyperemia. Most limbs with venous claudication
belonged to this group.
During exercise, elevation of the resting pressure in
the dorsal vein of the foot by an average of 22 mmHg
has been found in thrombotic deep vein occlusion involving the femoral vein.55 Increase in venous pressure
at rest and during exercise in patients with venous claudication are associated with increase in intramuscular
pressure.56
Combined quantitative measurements
of reflux and outflow resistance

As indicated above, attempts to correlate individual
venous hemodynamic measurements with symptoms
and signs of CVD have produced poor or at best moderate results, probably because of lack of methods to
quantitate obstruction. The authors of a recent study
hypothesised that the combination of quantitative measurements of (a) overall reflux (superficial and deep)
and (b) overall outflow resistance i.e. including the collateral circulation would provide a hemodynamic index
that should be related to the severity of the disease.57
Twenty-five limbs with CVD and one limb from a
healthy volunteer (VCSS 0-13) were studied. The clinical CEAP classification was C0 in one limb, C1 in 2
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